PORT CITY II

May 29th 2005

ONE

“I now pronounce you Husband and Wife!” The two Ministers pronounced
simultaneously.
The fact that he hadn’t yet informed the groom, Kevin Champaign, that he may

now kiss his bride! Brought a huge smile to the Reverend Floyd T. Williams’s face, as he
watched the newlyweds engage in what could only be described as a passionate kiss….
Meanwhile, less than ten miles away, at Royal Baptist Church located in the
Liberty Hill Section of North Charleston, Pastor Bernard L. Pearson enjoyed witnessing
the lovely pair before him embraced in such a passionate kiss. The fact that the young
couple was so obviously in love wasn’t the only observation that elevated the Pastor’s
spirit. Actually, seeing how beautiful and visibly happy Nicole appeared, caused him to
reflect back to the day, nearly 25 years earlier, when he’d preformed the matrimony of
her parents Sabrina and Joseph Raye!
“Congratulations!” Biggs was clearly happy for his homie, as he and Zo
exchanged a brotherly hug.
Looking over Biggs shoulder, Zo noticed Mike Raye standing there with an
expression on his face that he wasn’t quite sure he could deem a smile or not?
Instead of congratulating his young comrade, who was now officially family,
Mike Raye simply asked, “So, how does it feel? I mean, the knot being officially tied?”
At that, Zo and Biggs simply laughed.
Both, recalling some of the half jokes Mike Raye had cracked at Zo’s bachelors’
party. Especially, the one when he’d said; “Getting married is symbolic to committing

suicide! That’s exactly why they call it ‘tying’ the knot!”
Nevertheless, all jokes aside, Mike Raye had to concede that Zo and Nicole were
indeed the two closest people to his heart. Therefore, with a smile on his face, he
extended both arms out to Zo.
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Zo, in turn, looked from his comrade’s outstretched arms to Biggs, then back to
Mike Raye.
“Something tells me that you and Nicole will be an exception!” Mike Raye
laughed, arms still extended to Zo.
“On that note,” Zo smiled then the two of them engaged in a brotherly hug.
“I’m really proud of the man whom you’ve become.” Mike Raye began, “If
anyone deserves love, peace and happiness it is you and Nicole. Chris and I both have
always loved you like a son! Now, Joseph too, embraces you as such. Although, you
already know what you have, I’m going to tell you what I’ve already told Nicole.”
Taking a step back, so the two of them were now eye to eye, Mike Raye
continued, “I know that things happen, just as I’m aware that people have a tendency to
change. However,”
“Big Homie,” Zo cut him off. “Have I ever let you down?”
Before Mike Raye could answer Zo added, “Nicole has proven time and time
again, that she’s as certified as they come! Trust me, I’d be the fool!”
At that, Mike Raye gave a nod, which was followed by a smile.
Changing the subject, Mike Raye spoke, “I know Nicole went to change for the
reception, but will you let her know that I will catch up with the two of you later?”
Just then, Nicole approached.
“With all theses folks here, congratulating me? It’ll be another hour or so, before I
can sneak off and change into something that will enable me to get my groove on!”
Nicole did a little dance move before winking at Zo. Then turning her attention
towards her uncle she asked, “And what do you mean you will catch up with us later? Is
there some place more important then my reception that you need to be?”
“Sparkle, nothing or no one could have kept me from attending your wedding!
Hopefully, I may even catch a good part of the reception. However, I did promise the
daughter of one of Chris and my closest comrades, that I would at least stop by her
wedding reception which happens to be today as well! I guess it’s somewhat ironic that
the two of you picked the very same day to have your wedding ceremonies! But then
again, I can’t say I’m surprised seeing how the two of you remind me so much of one
another.” Mike Raye answered truthfully.
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“I take it you’re referring to the girl Precious?” Nicole had never formally met
her, but she had heard through a number of people that Precious Polite was not only good
people, but that she too was getting married on May 29th.
Realizing he hadn’t yet had the opportunity to introduce the two of them, Mike
Raye inquired, “Have you two already met?”
“No, she and I have never met. Nonetheless, you know how people talk.” Nicole
smiled and shook her head, then added, “Yet, I’ve heard nothing but good things about
her.”
“Trust me, she and Champaign are both good people.” Mike Raye confirmed.
“Zo and I both know the dude Champaign from back in the days. He used to get
money downtown before catching that bid.” Biggs recalled.
“He never made it to Lieber, where I served majority of my time, but he’s a solid
dude whose name wrung bells throughout the system. I guess you can say, he and I vibe
because he proved that he wasn’t one of these cats who represent out here on these
bricks, but then get behind the wall and become weak!” Mike Raye smirked, knowing
how often that proved to be the case when niggas caught bids.
Moving in and giving her beloved uncle a kiss on his cheek, Nicole smiled,
impressed by his loyalty. Not only to her, on her special day. But, to the girl Precious as
well!
“Make sure to give the newlyweds Zo and my regards, as well as
congratulations!” Nicole was equally happy for them, as she basically ushered her uncle
from the church. Hoping he’d at least make Precious’s reception!
As he drove down I-26, towards Ashley Phosphate Road, Mike Raye realized that
there were aspects of prison life that would more than likely forever be embedded in his
mind. Some of his actions and habits in which he picked up in prison seemed impossible
to break! Habits such as; washing his underwear in the shower! Never mind the fact that
he owned a washer machine and dryer…….
Mike Raye reflected back to those days when a new inmate would appear on
Lieber’s yard, from Central C.I., and would hand him a kite or simply give him a shoutout from Kevin Champaign.
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Being that niggas in prison had a tendency to talk, probably twice as much as they
did in the streets, Mike Raye had long since got the word regarding Champaign’s actions
and endeavors at Central. Actions, endeavors and accomplishments that tended to
literally bring a smile to his face!
A number of his homeboys couldn’t quite understand his obvious fondness for the
dude Champaign? Especially, since most of them knew that the two of them never
actually met! Nor, did they understand the reason behind the kites or shout-outs!
Mike Raye had never been one to explain himself or his actions to anyone! As far
as he was concerned, if any man had a problem with any of his actions and/ or
decisions….that was their problem!!!
Nevertheless, he found himself one day telling his roommate, “I pretty much do

what I want, how I want, and when I want. I’m like that because I can handle the
repercussions of my actions and decisions. A lot of niggas talk the talk. But in truth, they
really aren’t built to walk the walk. I’ve noticed how you be on the rock listening to the
war stories and all that big boy talk.” Mike Raye laughed, shook his head and then
continued to speak.

“The difference between you and I is that ‘I’ simply don’t have patience for that
shit. Some of these dudes think they have all the sense when, in actuality, they’re really
clueless. Just because a nigga raised up with you, shared bitches with you, fought with
you, got money with you, or was your partner in crime doesn’t always make him your
comrade! Niggas can ride or rock with you, through all of the above. Yet, ‘still’ have
hate, envy, and larceny in his heart! Majority of good niggas find themselves trapped or
dealing with fucked up situations not because they mis-read or mis-judged ‘weak’ niggas.
But, because they trusted so called other’ good’ niggas! These days, you can’t go by what
these dudes did back in the day or even yesterday for that matter! Me? I analyze these
mother-fuckers, even the ones you see around me, on a daily basis!”
The kites or shout-outs that came through maybe twice a year, from Champaign,
would continue to bring a smile to Mike Raye’s face. Not only through his actions, but
through conversing with Precious as well, he knew without a doubt that Champaign was
certified, and that the kites and shout outs were nothing but a show of love & respect!
Whereas, he and Champaign had yet to crossed paths in the system, it was an
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unspoken given that if a inmate violated at Lieber and was shipped to Central his ass was
out…..and vice versa!!!
“I started to think I wasn’t going to see you until after the honeymoon!” Precious
was clearly overjoyed, throwing her arms around Mike Raye as he entered a still crowded
Mount Moriah Baptist Church!
“Cut it out girl, the reception ain’t even kicked off yet!” Mike Raye was equally
happy to see her! As they exchanged a hug he added, “Champ and Zo have to be two of
the luckiest cats on earth!”
“Oh really?” Preciously eyed him suspiciously, then revealed, “From what I hear,

somebody compared tying the knot to committing suicide!”
“I wonder who would say such a thing?” Mike Raye couldn’t help laughing, at the
same time realizing either it was time to lay off the booze or the bachelor parties!
“She didn’t hear that from me!” Champaign assured him as he made his approach.
The two men exchanged hugs. Then, Mike Raye apologized for missing the
ceremony.
“This church is so crowded I didn’t even notice that you weren’t here!”
Champaign joked, even though the church had indeed been wall to wall with guest!
“By the way, I want you to meet one of my most trusted comrades.” Champaign
added.
At that moment, Mike Raye sensed someone standing behind him. Turning
somewhat, he noticed a very clean-cut looking white boy standing there with a slight
smile on his face.
Opposed to Champaign making the introduction, the white boy extended his right
hand to Mike Raye.
“Mr. Raye, I can’t help feeling as though I already know you, considering I’ve
heard so much about you over the years!” He laughed, then becoming a bit more serious
he added, “I’m John Martin.”
There was no question in Mike Raye’s mind, in regards to the White-boy’s
thoroughness, being that he’d met a number of cats at Champaign’s bachelor party. Yet,
John Martin appeared to be the only one he referred to as a trusted comrade!
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“Any trusted comrade of Champ’s is definitely good folks in my book! Therefore,
the pleasure is mine!” Mike Raye accepted his outstretched hand, before informing John
Martin, “On that note, it’s Mike Raye!” He laughed.
“True!” John Martin nodded. “I stand corrected.”
“My tolerance for alcoholic beverages is extremely low, but I’m sure I would’ve
remembered you from the bachelor’s party.” Mike Raye commented.
“I’m sure you would’ve!” John Martin let out a laugh. “Actually, I was attending
a family function up in New Jersey the day before. Unfortunately, my flight the following
day got cancelled due to bad weather!” John Martin’s disappointment was obvious. “My
uncle offered to gas up his G4 and have his private pilot fly me back to the Carolinas. But
seeing how Newark Airport had cancelled all flights, I certainly wasn’t about to climb my
ass into nobody’s jet!”
“I know that’s right!” Precious co-signed.
“Your uncle’s jet huh?” Mike Raye was impressed. Champaign’s expression told
him that he’d filled him in later, so he left it as that.
“So, where did the two of you decide to honeymoon?” Mike Raye inquired.
“Humm!” Precious huffed, indicating that she wasn’t impressed by wherever
they’d ultimately decided. “I’ll let him tell you.” She looked Champaign in the eyes
before turning to look in another direction.
“Being from the hood, there are so many aspects of New York City that remains
foreign to me. Therefore, I suggested that we fly out to New York. Enjoy a brief stay in
an exclusive Penthouse Suite at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel and dine at a few of the City’s
finest restaurants. And maybe shop at clothing stores that are known to carry name-brand
fashions, by some of the Worlds most famous designers. Then, check out the entire New
York City skyline from a helicopter!”
Champaign reiterated what he’d proposed to Precious. Now came the closer, in
which she hadn’t heard until now.
“After that, we fly out to Miami. Where, we board a private cruise that takes us to
Santa Domingo for two weeks!” Precious was in his arms before he even completed his
sentence!
“Do we have to stay for the reception?” Precious was more than ready to be out!
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At that, they all laughed……..
As Nicole exited the church, en route to her reception, she couldn’t contain her
tears seeing the pretty white Doves as they ascended the sky! Also, parked out front of
the church sat the most beautiful White & Gold carriage, with its plush white seats, which
would be pulled by two of the prettiest white horses she’d ever seen!
Not to mention, Zo had lifted Nicole off her feet and proceeded to carry his new
bride to the awaiting carriage!
At that moment, being carried by the only man whom she’d ever been with, more
importantly loved, Nicole couldn’t wait to begin her honeymoon! Especially, when Zo
whispered in her ear, “How does’ Aruba’ sound? On our way home, we’re stopping in

Las Vegas to paint the town, shop until we drop, and of course……gamble!”
The surprise honeymoon location was perfectly fine with Nicole! Again, she was
simply ready to be alone with her husband!!!!!
___________________________________________

June 1, 2005.

“Well boys, we might as well get comfortable being that we’re going to be here
all evening and probably most of the night.” Biggs informed his lieutenant Lil Mike and
street soldier T.Y. as he dropped three sealed packages, each weighing 100 grams, of
heroin on the glass dining room table. “You do know how to bag right?” He asked T.Y.,
whom Biggs couldn’t recall ever sitting at the table with.
“Stop playing Big Homie!” T.Y. laughed, at the same time feeling somewhat
offended that Biggs would even ask such a question. Especially, since he’d been in the
streets engaging in various hustles the majority of his young life.
“I’m just saying! There’s a couple of McDonald’s spoons in there on the kitchen
counter.” Biggs smiled, then said, “Me and Lil Homie here, runs through this shit using
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nothing more than these.” He pulled out a crisp deck of playing cards.
Opening the deck, he handed Lil Mike the Ace of clubs. Biggs took his usual,
which was the Ace of Spades.
Knowing that there were always a certain number of bundles every hustler
anticipated getting out of every single gram, T.Y. decided to play it safe and took Biggs
up on his offer. Getting up from his chair, he headed towards the kitchen to retrieve a
McDonald’s spoon. Experience had taught him that he couldn’t go wrong using the spoon
and a playing card to level off each scoop.
As the three of them sat at the table bagging, they couldn’t help noticing the

potentency of the product!
“Man, this shit is strong as hell!” T.Y. exclaimed. “I should’ve had on a mask and
a pair of gloves! If this shit gets in my pores I’ll be pissing dirty for sure!” He also knew
his probation officer would undoubtedly be locking his ass up if that were to happen!
“Nigga, shut the hell up already and focus on what you doing!” Biggs had a
tendency to get agitated any time he had to sit in one spot for hours at a time.
However, he knew exactly what the fruits of his labor would be. In fact, Biggs
and his team had shut down every single heroin dealer in the City!
The only other cat who was probably on his level these days was Freeze, who
dealt strictly in cocaine. No one knew who his supplier was, but it appeared as though
Freeze possessed a never- ending-flow of bricks!!!
After about an hour of silence had passed, Biggs looked over at Lil Mike and
asked, “Damn Lil Homie, you been kinda tight lipped all evening. Is everything good?”
Without skipping a beat or taking his eyes off the pile of dope in front of him, Lil
Mike gave a slight shrug of the shoulders and replied, “I’m good.”
Just then, Biggs cell phone began vibrating. Pausing from what he was doing, he
picked the phone up and pressed send.
“What I told you about asking me what I’m doing?” Biggs asked in a somewhat
serious tone, yet hearing his girl’s voice still brought a smile to his face.
“What I told you about asking me where I’m at?” Again, Biggs had to check her
for being so inquisitive!
Pausing to hear her out, he added, “North Woods Mall closes in about an hour.
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Why would you wait until now, to go grab a birthday gift for your friend? I swear, Tina
you never ceases to amaze me!” Biggs shook his head.
That said, it was no secret, Biggs had not denied Tina anything since the two of
them had gotten together!
Actually, Biggs was the person who had literally taken Tina by the hand and flew
her out to Arizona! Once they’d arrived in Arizona, he provided the necessary funds for
her to spend the next six months at one of the most renowned drug rehabilitation centers
in the Country!
“Take what you need Tina.” Again, Biggs shook his head.
Tina had knowledge of most of his stash spots throughout the house.
“It must be nice!” T.Y. laughed then shook his head, before returning to what he
was doing.
Biggs sat there and stared at him for a full minute before asking, “What must be
nice?” He emphasized the word; must.
“Being able to trick like that! A nigga like me gotta watch every dollar!” T.Y.
laughed then said, “But then again, I guess it ain’t tricking if you got it huh?”
Biggs decided not to further entertain the conversation. He knew T.Y. didn’t
know any better. If he did, he’d know that Biggs had killed countless cats for saying shit
that was far less personal. However, he just wanted to get the job done and away from the
two characters, who were sitting across and beside him.
Seeing that T.Y. had some serious catching up to do, Biggs looked over at Lil
Mike and instructed him, “Since you’re making good time, as usual. How about you go
grab me one of those Coronas out of the refrigerator?”
Without saying a word, Lil Mike complied.
Biggs smiled, realizing he had done well keeping Lil Mike on deck. Even though,
keeping Lil Mike and J.B. was actually a promise he’d made to Zo before his retirement
from the game.
Again, Biggs produced a smile upon hearing Lil Mike pop the top on his cold
one! In fact, he could already taste it!!!
Yet, neither Biggs, or T.Y. were paying any attention to Lil Mike when he reentered the dining room carrying the beer in one hand and a brown paper bag in the other.
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Placing the brown paper bag directly behind Biggs skull, T.Y. literally jumped out
of his chair, upon not only hearing the loud gunshot…..but also seeing the front of Biggs
forehead explode!!!
Looking over at a clearly frightened T.Y., Lil Mike gave a slight smile before
commenting, “Damn nigga, you act like you ain’t never seen no blood.”
“It ain’t that, you just surprised the hell outta me!” T.Y. was still visibly shaken.
“You’ll be alright.” Lil Mike replied, before picking up the lone shell casing off
the floor and putting it into his pocket.
Now that his nerves had calmed a bit, T.Y. produced a faint smile. Then, poking
his chest out he asked, “Shall I scoop up whatever dope we can salvage?” He knew it
wasn’t much seeing how profusely Biggs was now bleeding about the table.
“Naw dawg, let him bleed on it! This ain’t no robbery.” It was personal.
Lil Mike made his way over to the living room window to see if the loud gunshot
had brought any unwanted attention to the house.
“Since it’s out with the old and in with the new, I take it our next stop is to pay
that nigga Freeze a visit?” T.Y. smiled, even though he was basically off base. Nor, had
his full color completely returned to his face! Which was obvious considering how light
skinned he was.
“Let me find out you a mind reader!” Lil Mike laughed playing along with him.
At the same time, satisfied he didn’t spot any nosey neighbors.
Also, he knew it would only be a minute before the entire Port City become
abuzz, shocked and shook once word of the execution style murder of Bernard ’Biggs’
Lampkins reached the streets!!!
Another reason why Lil Mike left the dope on the bloody glass table was because
he wanted Biggs entire team to know, that the streets of Charleston was about to become
as bloody as Iraq!!!
Waiting patiently, watching night after night, and pretty much knowing his socalled partner for so many years! Lil Mike wasn’t even surprised, when his childhood
homie pulled up in front of his house in his black Chrysler 300.
As usual, the 22 inch rims were shining, the windows were halfway down, the
music was blaring and J.B. was visibly drunk as he exited the vehicle.
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Unfazed, seeing Lil Mike appear out of the darkness, J.B. smiled.
“The only reason I didn’t shoot you is because I get too much love in this
neighborhood to worry about a nigga rolling up on me any kinda ways.” J.B. laughed as
he proceeded towards his front door.
Lil Mike knew better. In fact, he knew that J.B. had become so comfortable over
the years he no longer carried a pistol.
Following, his childhood partner into the house. Lil Mike, using his foot, closed
the front door behind them.
Once in the living room, Lil Mike took a seat in the upright recliner by the
window.
J.B. sat directly across from him on the sofa.
Neither of them spoke a single word.
J.B. commenced to kicking off his black Willy Dees, while Lil Mike reached into
his waist and subsequently placed his .40 caliber automatic glock on the small coffee
table.
“I see you still out here taking unnecessary penitentiary chances!” J.B. remarked,
witnessing the gun.
“I can come back from the penitentiary! It’s the grave yard that I’m not quite
ready to see.” Lil Mike replied, before adding, “Since you’re still out here slinging, you
too are taking chances. The difference is you’re slinging, and slipping at the same time.”
“That’s bullshit!” J.B. shot back. “You think because a nigga hustle he gotta roll
with a strap everywhere he goes? Fuck that shit! If I go to jail it’s going to be about a
fucking dollar! Fuck all that going to jail on some straight fire-arm shit, when I’m not
even out here beefing with niggas in these streets!”
“To each, his own.” Lil Mike said with a shrug. The fact of the matter was that, he
wasn’t there to put his so-called homeboy on point.
Changing the subject Lil Mike informed him, “Word on the street is that ya boy
Biggs ain’t making anymore moves out here. It’s over!”
Staring at Lil Mike through drunken eyes, J.B.’s expression went from shock, to
total disbelief. Then, he burst out laughing!
Lil Mike simply watched him.
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Once his laughter had subsided, J.B. wiped his eyes being that they’d gotten a bit
teary from laughing so hard!
“It really fucked me up when Zo retired, because that’s one nigga who was the
epitome of a hustler!” J.B. shook his head, then added, “But then again, the nigga got
more money than Master P and P Diddy put together!” He laughed, even though he
believed his assessment to be the truth.
“But Biggs?” J.B. continued, “That nigga will never have too much money!
Niggas like him ain’t even in it for the money! They simply love the thrill of the hustle
my dawg!”
“I’m telling you he’s finished!” Lil Mike replied in a matter of fact tone.
Then, shrugging his shoulders, not caring whether J.B. caught on or not Lil Mike
changed the topic.
“On another note,” Lil Mike began, “I’m really curious to know what made your
loyalty to Zo and Biggs greater than your loyalty to me?” He stared J.B. in the eyes.
J.B. stared back. Yet, he gave no answer.
“You and I not only came up together, we spent countless nights at each others
house. Most of our lives were spent eating out of the same pots! Whatever I had was
yours! Especially, my loyalty! Tell me what happened?” Lil Mike’s eyes grew cold.
“What do you mean what happened?” Although he was drunk, J.B. knew exactly
where his childhood homie was coming from! However, he didn’t quite know how to
respond.
“You need to make me understand!” Lil Mike reiterated.
Speaking in a low tone, J.B. looked away and asked, “You’re referring to what
happened back in the day, to your brother Dee?”
Lil Mike remained silent. His only hope was that J.B. had played no part in his
brother’s murder.
“They found out.” J.B. began, “Zo and Biggs found out that Suge, Dee and Jeezy
had robbed the spot. I didn’t know they were going to kill them boys. But then again,

stealing from Zo is undoubtedly the same as signing your death certificate.”
“Fuck Zo!” Lil Mike shouted loudly. “How much did you know? Or what
involvement did you play, if any?” He silently prayed that J.B. hadn’t taken part at all.
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Dropping his head, J.B. responded by telling him the story as best he
remembered.
“It was quite sometime ago, but I do remember Zo telling me to make a call to
Jeezy. I guess to lure him to the spot.”
Lil Mike didn’t give a fuck about Jeezy.
“Next,” J.B. went on, “Zo instructed me to go out and buy some duct tape and
some rope.” Returning Lil Mike’s stare he added, “He also emphasized that I not say
anything to you about any of this.”
Lil Mike turned his head. He didn’t want J.B. to witness his tears.
Instead, of turning his head J.B. simply closed his eyes.
After what seemed like an hour, and their eyes once again made contact, J.B. was
totally shocked!!!
Lil Mike had already picked the automatic pistol up from the coffee table, and
had it pointed directly at J.B’s chest!
“My dawg, this is me!” J.B. pleaded. “Would you really kill me behind a mistake
that happened so many years ago?” Hoping, Lil Mike didn’t have the heart to do such a
thing.
Lil Mike gave his answer by squeezing the trigger! Not once, but nine times! In
truth, he had zoned out and basically lost count after letting off the first shot……..
As he drove away from the murder scene, Lil Mike knew that an upcoming war
was inevitable! Yet, he knew he’d be ready for whatever, against whomever!
Nevertheless, he also knew that his readiness and willingness to pull the trigger,
in itself, would not be enough to win a war……against Zo.
“I have to think it through and make ‘every’ move count!” He told himself.
Neither would he rush to get at Freeze.
“In time!” Lil Mike told himself.
Suddenly, he produced a smile, as he thought about T.Y.’s cowardice ass!
“I guess the homie wasn’t a mind reader after all!” With that being said, he hoped
that T.Y. knew that his murder wasn’t personal? He was basically the first casualty of a
war. Besides, Lil Mike knew from the shook expression on T.Y.’s face that he too would
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have to be left in the stash house……………
“How ironic!” Lil Mike thought to himself, as he turn the volume up on
the car stereo to find Port City’s number one radio station playing;
“Addicted To Murder!” By, rapper Pachino Dino…..
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June 6, 2005

TWO.

As the cloudy sky continued to weep, flooding the streets of Charleston, so did the
hundreds of mourners paying their last respects.
Although it was a funeral, the scene at Charity Baptist pretty much exceeded
anyone’s expectations!
Besides, the Platinum Cadillac hearse and various makes of limousines, the streets
adjacent the church, were flooded with damn near every luxury vehicle one could
imagine! Not to mention, the various license plates! A clear indication that Bernard
‘Biggs’ Lampkins knew, or possibly had ties to, money getters throughout the South and
Northeast.
On the inside of the church, there was a lot of crying, screaming, babies wailing,
and countless scantly dressed females starring coldly at one another!
Meanwhile, various family members and friends took turns at the alter sharing
stories, memories and the good times in which they’d enjoyed with Bernard.
Although, Tina recognized more then a few of the females in attendance, even
detected their hostility towards each other, she decided to maintain her composure.
Seated in the front row with the rest of Biggs’s family, it almost appeared as if
Tina was totally oblivious to the drama unfolding behind her, as she sat there holding his
mother’s hand.
However, the truth was, Tina could have cared less how silly the bitches seated
far behind her were cutting up! The fact of the matter was, even as Biggs lied in his
coffin it was clear to everyone what her status in his life had been!!!
Also, seated in the front row was Zo and his wife Nicole. Unfortunately, the
recently married couple had to cut their honeymoon short, upon receiving the news of
Biggs murder!
As for Mike Raye, he found a vacant spot at the rear of the church, basically by
the front doors. Satisfied, where he stood enabled him to see everything and everyone
who entered or exited the church.
“Do you foresee us making any arrest today?” FBI agent Thomas Brooks asked
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his supervisor Special Agent Michael Murphy, who’d been investigating majority of the
big named drug dealers in the Port City for a number of years. Especially, one in
particular……Alonzo ‘Zo’ Simmons!
Although, Special Agent Murphy appeared to hate Alonzo Simmons with a
passion! Unbeknownst to his colleagues, it was the furthest thing from the truth! In all
honesty, he secretly admired Zo’s obvious intelligence. However, his admiration had
nothing to do with his intentions! Which were to put Alonzo ‘Zo’ Simmons in a federal
prison for life!!!
“I doubt it.” Special Agent Murphy replied, from the back seat. Meanwhile,
watching each individual who had entered or exited Charity Baptist! He had already
jotted down the license plate numbers from every vehicle parked outside the church.
Especially, those that were from out of town!
“Actually Tom, today we’re just going to watch and do precisely what we do
best.” Special Agent Murphy added with a smile on his face.
Agent Brooks, who was behind the wheel, and his partner FBI agent Robert
Salsbury both continued to peer through their binoculars, gathering whatever information
they could……
As they exited the church, Zo whispered a suggestion into his wife’s ear.
“If you’re up to it, how about after the burial you take Tina, Mrs. Lampkins,
Biggs two sisters and his little brother out to eat?”
“I can do that.” Nicole produced a warm smile, before inquiring, “Is there
something else you have to attend to?”
“Yes.” Zo answered, at the same time placing his hand on her lower back, as
Nicole made her way down the church’s steps in high heels.
“Actually, your uncle and I have to run downtown to pay our respects, to J.B.’s
family as well. Remember, he’s also being laid to rest today.” Zo reminded her.
“That’s right! With everything going on here, I totally forgot!” Nicole offered,
somewhat ashamed. She’d met and ultimately liked the boy J.B., immediately sensing his
respect and loyalty to her husband.
“I’ll check on you after we leave the funeral.” Zo assured her.
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Reaching the bottom of the steps, they exchanged a brief but passionate, kiss.
Then, the two of them headed in separate directions…………
___________________________________

The rain had finally subsided a bit, yet, the mood was pretty much the same at
J.B.’s funeral…..minus any drama among females!
In his 23 years, J.B. had not only acquired a great deal of friends! But also, Zo
couldn’t help noticing the boy’s family was huge! Not to mention, he noticed a number of
people whom he hadn’t seen in years! More than half of whom he assumed were
deceased, in prison, or had simply moved to another city.
On the other hand, majority of those in attendance were either amazed, surprised,
or simply in awe when Zo walked into the church!
Whereas, Zo himself, was still quite young in age his notoriety in the Port City
was nothing less then legendary! The fact that he had now become one of the most
successful young black entrepreneurs, in all of South Carolina, made his story even more
incredible!
However, majority of those seated in the church were too young to have
knowledge regarding the infamy of Mike Raye!
As far as Mike Raye was concerned, that suited him just fine!!!
“Where there was ‘fame’ so were the ‘paparazzi’! Equate that to the ‘streets’, the

‘paparazzi’ became none-other-than the ‘Police’!” Mike Raye thought to himself.
Once the funeral had come to an end, Zo and Mike Raye offered their
condolences to J.B.’s parents. Even though, Zo had previously done so on the day in
which he stopped by their home. At which time, he’d provided the parents with a very
generous check. A check, that had been certainly more than enough, to cover all funeral
and burial cost.
“My son J.B., like so many other young men who grew up in this neighborhood,
has indeed made some unwise decisions in his life. But meeting you, Mr. Simmons, is
certainly a clear and refreshing indication that James did in fact chose some of his friends
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wisely.” J.B.’s mother said with a smile on her face, before planting a kiss on Zo’s left
cheek.
“Our telephone number hasn’t changed in over fifteen years, nor do we anticipate
moving. That being the said, if you ever need us for anything our door is open young
man.” J.B.’s father offered, as he and Zo exchanged a departing handshake.
“Thank you, Sir. I will definitely keep the two of you in mind and if you all ever
need me, that same offer applies.”
With that said, Zo caught up to Mike Raye who appeared to be standing guard at
the Church’s front door.
“You good?” Mike Raye inquired.
“Yeah, I’m straight.”
“Did you notice anything odd?” Mike Raye inquired.
“Not really.” Zo answered, then added, “Other than, Lil Mike not being anywhere
in sight.”
At that, Mike Raye smiled. He knew that Zo, like himself, rarely missed anything!
Approximately, one half of a block away, Special Agent Michael Murphy along
with his two colleagues FBI agents Thomas Brooks and Robert Salsbury, sat parked in
their unmarked Crown Victoria kept watch as folks either entered or exited the Ebenezer
AME Church!
Special Agent Murphy knew from experience that his 33-millimeter camera
would provide him some quality photos. Especially, the shots he’d taken of Alonzo
Simmons and Mike Raye, as they two exited the church. However, it certainly struck him
as being odd, observing that Michael ‘Lil Mike’ Stokes was nowhere in sight! In his
investigation of Alonzo ‘Zo’ Simmons over the years, Special Agent Murphy had come
to learn that J.B. and Lil Mike were definitely partners in crime!
“I wonder if the sudden murders, of two of Zo’s closest friends, have anything to

do with the murder of Lil Mike’s older brother Derrick Stokes?” Special Agent Murphy
couldn’t help wondering to himself. Especially, since his earlier investigation of
Derrick’s murder revealed that J.B. was somewhat of a conspirator.
“Ok, I’m going to definitely have to broaden my surveillance!” Special Agent
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Murphy told himself. Realizing, Michael ‘Lil Mike’ Stokes definitely needed to be
watched…………
______________________________________

In the years, prior to Jazz O’s untimely death, he had succeeded in making his and
Zo’s company, JazZo Entertainment & Management Inc, somewhat of a
household name!
In fact, Jazz O had set up offices in New York and Atlanta.
Their company managed everyone from famous actors, musicians, rappers,
athletes, and even other businesses!
Jazz O had been a wizard when it came to making and sealing deals! Yet, his ties
to major drug dealers in a number of major Cities such as New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington D.C., Atlanta, and Miami undoubtedly enabled him to get next to
majority of their earliest clients.
“For some reason, legitimate successful folks have a fascination and desire to

align themselves with niggas like us!” Zo, recalled Jazz O once telling him.
The fact that Zo had been making and managing large sums of cash, almost his
entire life, enabled him to take the company to a whole new level in his partner’s
absence.
As imperative as it was, Alonzo Simmons still wasn’t big on traveling!!!
Whatever business meetings he could conduct in his Charleston based office,
which was located downtown on East Bay Street, he basically did.
Fortunately for Zo, his Business Managers had proved to be more than qualified
to handle their respective positions. Meaning, he didn’t have to worrying at all in regards
to them making the right, or immediate, decisions! Besides, his two BM’s, from the New
York and Atlanta offices, flew into Charleston twice a month to update him on

everything!
Although, nearly two years had passed, there weren’t many days that went by in
which Zo didn’t think of Lisa and Jazz O.
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Today, as Zo sat behind his large Oak desk, his thoughts were literally congested!
Not only has the death count of loved ones now risen to four, it totally behooved
and dismayed him who would want to kill J.B. and Biggs? For one, J.B. wasn’t one to
start or entertain beef. As for Biggs, he didn’t leave enemies!
At first, Zo had been upset with Mike Raye, upon finding out that he’d allowed a
full three days to pass before informing him of the murders!
“Why would you not have informed me immediately?” Zo had asked in total
disbelief! He knew Mike Raye had known how tight he and Biggs, especially, were.
“For one, I wasn’t about to let the news ruin you and Nicole’s entire honeymoon!

And two, there’s not much you could have done had you made an immediate return, that
you and I can’t handle now.” Mike Raye reasoned.
Whereas, Nicole grieved for Biggs and J.B., she was also appreciative that her
uncle allowed her and Zo the opportunity to at least enjoy their time in Aruba.
As he sat there, Zo couldn’t help wondering if becoming a legitimate successful
entrepreneur had ultimately caused him to become soft? The fact that he had spent as
much time as he did trying to understand the senseless murders, opposed to already
taking matters into his own hands was certainly an indication. He thought to himself.
Not to mention, I had completely crushed him, the day in which he sat down with
Jazz O’s parents! It was a meeting that was inevitable being that they had become his
family. Also, he needed to inform them that although Jazz O didn’t leave a will, he took it
upon himself to designate them the overseers of Jazz O’s fifty percent share of JazZo
Entertainment & Management Inc! A company, at the time, which was worth over Five
Million Dollars! Today, their company was worth over Twenty Million!!!
“I really wish that the two of you would consider retiring and relocating to

Charleston?” Zo had put it out there hoping Jazz O’s parents would consider it. Their
relocating would enable him to keep a closer eye on their well being. Which he knew
Jazz O would’ve greatly appreciated.
“My husband and I both, have a lot of family in Charleston. Yet, living in South

Carolina would mean too many sleepless nights. It being the place where JaQuan, and
Lisa were murdered.” Jazz O’s mom replied honestly.
Instead of reassuring her or pressing the issue, Zo clearly understood her
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reasoning.
Yet, what Zo could not understand was the fact that two full weeks had passed,
since the murders of his two friends, yet, and influential as he still was in the streets no
one had so much as a clue as to who was responsible for the murders? A few names were
kicked around but Zo knew better. Most of the names that reached his ears belonged to
cats with reputations, but not quite the heart to carrying out such hits!
“Listen to me!” Zo said to himself, knowing successful businessmen did not
entertain such thoughts! The question he really needed to ask and answer, himself, was
whether or not revenge was worth throwing away everything he and Jazz O had
accomplished!!!!!
________________________________

As he sat alone eating his steak, mashed potatoes, broccoli and cornbread, Mike
Raye spotted the two Caucasian females checking him out! An observation, that had
become a frequent occurrence whenever he’d dine alone at a Downtown restaurant.
Prior to catching his bid, Mike Raye rarely visited the Market Street area.
Therefore, it somewhat surprised him how flirtatious and bold White chicks were! He had
always been under the impression that the majority of them were racist!
Half way through his meal, Mike Raye gave them a wink which was followed by
a smile.
Within minutes, the heavier one of the two made her way over to his table!!!
“My friend and I were wondering if you’d like to join us for dinner?” She asked
smiling from ear to ear.
At first, Mike Raye felt it best to politely decline, but after looking around the
dimly lit restaurant he accepted their offer.
Seated between the two strangers, Mike Raye barely paid attention to what they
were actually saying. Instead, he realized that his suspicions were correct! Seated at a
corner table, maybe three tables away, sat three men who he quickly assessed to FBI
agents.
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Not wanting the agents to realize that they’d been made, Mike Raye began to
entertain the flirtatious chicks.
“So, how often does the two of you beautiful ladies hit on strange men, like
myself, in fancy restaurants?” He knew it was a bold and straight forward question.
Nevertheless, Mike Raye could care less. Especially, since he really wasn’t interested
anyway.
His question brought about a smile on both women faces.
“Actually, Sheila and I dine out quite often. However, it’s very rare that we
encounter anyone worth taking back to our Condo.” The same one who’d approached
him at his table replied. This time, it was she who gave a wink of the eye.
“So, I take it you and Sheila like to do things in twos?” He asked before taking a
quick and discreet look in the direction where the agents were sitting.
“I’m not saying that’s the case, but would that be a problem if it were?” The one
named Sheila asked with a smile on her face.
Mike Raye looked her in the eyes, smiled and replied, “Who am I to judge?
Especially, when or if you get satisfaction as a result of your actions.”
At that, everyone at their table laughed.
“I like that attitude!” Sheila commented before licking her lips.
Mike Raye had always been the first one to admit, that he’d always had more than
a little bit of freak in him! Especially, as a result of being caged for so many years!
“However, now is certainly not the time or place!” He’d told himself. First one,
the Feds were clearly watching him. And two, he had an important meeting with Zo at his
office, which he realized he was already late for.
“Excuse me ladies, while I use the rest room.” With that said, Mike Raye slipped
away towards the men’s room.
Spotting a black face in a waiter’s uniform, Mike Raye made his approach.
“My man, please tell me that there’s a back entrance to this place?” He asked.
The waiter looked at him as if he’d spoken in French! Let alone, even bothered to
answer the suspicious question.
“Look man,” Mike Raye continued, not liking the brother already. “I was out
there having dinner with a female, whom I recently began screwing, and out of the corner
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of my eye I spotted one of my wife’s closest girlfriends!” He lied.
The waiter shook his head, then in a somewhat feminine voice he commented.
“That’s exactly why cheating doesn’t pay!”
Not wanting to believe his luck, Mike Raye layed out his offer.
“Listen, I really don’t have time to be morally corrected, but I do have this in
return for your assistance.” He showed the waiter a huge wad of cash.
“What was your question again?” The waiter asked in that same voice, except
now he was clearly interested.
Mike Raye gave the waiter detailed instructions, handed him some cash, then
made his exodus through a door in which the waiter informed him, would lead to a back
alley.
The FBI agents realized, a good twenty minutes had passed and Mike Raye still
hadn’t emerged from the rest room!
Suddenly, a waiter appeared and began a conversation with the two ladies, whom
Mike Raye had been dining with. Appearing in good spirits, the two women paid their
check then got up and left.
Special Agent Murphy then took it upon himself to approach the waiter.
“Excuse me, can you tell me where did the young man, who was dining with
those two women, disappeared to?”
The waiter smiled, knowing he was referring to the handsome guy with all the
money, who was cheating on his wife!
“Too bad!” The waiter told himself. He wasn’t referring to the handsome stranger
being a cheat. But, to the fact that all the good ones, these days, were either married or
undercover players!! Especially, the ones with the money and good jobs! Shaking his
head, the waiter replied. “I presume you’re referring to the guy who slipped out the back
door?”
“Damn!” Special Agent Murphy sighed under his breath, before asking “Did he

say anything to you before heading out of the back door?”
Giving it some thought, the waiter decided to tell a half truth, “He simply asked
me to extend his apologies to the two young ladies he’d been dining with.”
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Seriously doubting that the stranger, who’d slipped out of the back door, would be
seeing more of two White chicks or the man who was basically interrogating him! The
waiter didn’t see any reason to inform either party that the stranger had given him Six
Hundred Dollars! As well as, instructed him to inform both tables that dinner was on

him!!!
___________________________________

Zo, was so mentally preoccupied, he failed to notice Mike Raye as he quietly
made his way into his office.
“Ummm ummm!” Mike Raye cleared his throat, at the same causing Zo to look
up from his desk.
“Damn Big Bubba, how long have you been standing there?”
“I just now walked in.” Mike Raye replied, moving closer towards the huge desk
to get a peek at what had Zo’s attention.
Seeing the 8’10 photo atop his desk, Mike Raye smiled. It was a group picture of
Biggs, Jazz O, J.B., Lil Mike, and Zo.
“I know it’s crazy seeing how three of your closest homies are no longer here.”
“Can you tell me how should we go about dealing with, what’s going on with our
folks in the streets?” Zo questioned.
“First of all, you don’t deal with anything but you’re company!” Mike Raye
spoke adamantly. “Second of all, I’m already on it!”
“I want you to holla at Freeze to see what his folks have been hearing?” Zo
suggested.
“Already spoke to him.” Mike Raye informed him. “In fact, I have him working
on some things.”
Zo decided not to ask what they were. Instead, he asked, “What’s the word on Lil
Mike? Do you think maybe he’s afraid, that niggas are going to get at him as well? I
mean, seeing how close he and J.B. were.”
“I can’t say.” Mike Raye replied. As far as he was concerned, something about Lil
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Mike’s absence at J.B.’s funeral just didn’t sit well with him. Shook or not!
Mater of fact, if fear turned out to be the reason for his disappearance, Mike Raye
had already made up his mind that Lil Mike would no longer be welcomed in his
presence!
“I’ll embrace a nigga whose a ‘fuck up’ any day, before I ever embrace a snitch or

a coward!” Mike Raye told himself.
“I really need you to put your all into finding Lil Mike.” Zo suggested. At the
same time hoping it wasn’t too late! He knew that majority of the times a nigga went
missing, amounted to his body being left somewhere.
“Trust me, I intend to.” With that said, Mike Raye walked out of the office….
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THREE.

The Player’s Paradise was once a Food Lion super market, until Champaign
and Precious purchased the property and turned it into one of the largest night clubs in the
Port City!
Actually, the night club was on Main Street, in the town of Summerville, which
most people still considered Charleston.
On Saturday nights, the club was usually packed from wall to wall and it
consisted of a mixed crowd. Sundays, were strictly for the Grown & Sexy, meaning you
had to be over 25 and dressed to impress! Mondays, was their free Seafood night!
Tuesdays, were their Two Dollar nights, meaning all drinks were only $2.00 the entire
night! Wednesdays & Thursdays were reserved strictly for the Ballers and Trap Stars,
considering both nights the club featured exotic dancers! As for Friday nights, it was
strictly about the adolescents, meaning you had to be between the ages of 14 & 20 to
party!!!
Whereas, Champaign had never been into the club business, he and Precious were
certainly making a killing……seven-days-a-week!!!
It was very rare that they had to bring famous R&B or Rap Artist in to perform,
because Champaign and Precious were seeing huge profits regardless! In fact, there were
local Artist such as, Mr. Taylor, Fat Boy, Pachino Dino, Pab & Killer Skip, Marley Mar,
B-Kill, Hollywood & Troy, Infa Red, Shalon Rachel, Carolina Victor, Mr. 18 Rounds,
Lil Scrap, Digga, Chollywood, Queen Diva, GBG, Bambino, Lil Buck, Carlos Cartel, and
a host of others who pulled in more money and bigger crowds then the Young Jeezy’s,
Rick Ross’s, Young Buck’s, etc……
The fact that, Champaign had laid down for nearly a decade on a Twenty Five
year sentence, yet never so much as entertained becoming a rat! His former connects
were constantly reaching out to him!
However, Champaign politely declined all offers! He knew that the drug business
had gotten so twisted, that these days even the connects weren’t to be trusted!!!
Besides, not only did he and his wife have plenty of money and were still eating
lovely off the club, he had homies on the inside breaking bread with him!
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Although, his four lieutenants from Central Correctional Institution were now
serving time at different facilities, they knew the system well and were all eating!
Especially, now that he was on the outside, assisting them to the fullest…..
Not that he was counting or depending on the paper, Champaign estimated that
Money Mike, J.T., Rah, and Tony Rome were still breaking him off with at least ‘Ten
Grand’ a month……each!!!
__________________________________
Lil Mike was no one’s fool! That being the case, he knew he had to get his weight
up before he could go directly at Zo! Especially, with Mike Raye holding him down!
Currently, his immediate team consisted of ten gunmen, twelve counting the twins
Pasha & Tasha, who weren’t nothing to play around with!
As for the street niggas, Lil Mike had a number of cats in various sections of the
City slinging his work. Of course, his paper wasn’t a fraction of what Zo, Biggs, or
Freeze was sitting on. But ten years in game, meant he was certainly far from broke!
Lil Mike couldn’t believe his luck the night in which he’d met Pasha and Tasha!
They were at a local strip club called “Fantasy” and the two sisters were by far the finest
chicks in the club! Yet, he’d also noticed that they weren’t taking anything off!!!
“I’m waiting for you to undress so I can put a few of’ these’ in your thongs!” Lil
Mike whispered in Pasha’s ear. At the same time, displaying a roll of cash that consisted
of nothing but hundred dollar bills!
“I don’t dance!” Pasha’s reply, her eyes, and tone of voice were cold. With that
being said, she walked off.
Watching her as she walked away, Lil Mike wasn’t at all intimidated by her
coldness. In fact, he simply smiled, then told to himself, “I like Shorty already!”
Pulling one of the strippers aside, whom he’d spotted her talking to earlier, Lil
Mike began his inquiry. “Who’s the chick with the long hair, pretty eyes and bad

attitude?”
Turning to see who he was referring to, the stripper smiled.
“Oh, that’s Pasha I believe! But then again, I’m not certain being that the sisters
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are basically identical!” The stripper shrugged.
“What’s her story?” He asked, then handed the stripper a One Hundred Dollar
bill.
“I’d be lying if I told you that I had the run-down on her,” The stripper answered
honestly. “All I know is that her and her sister do security. Actually, there’s a crew of

dancers who come down like twice a month from Atlanta, and from what I understand,
the twin’s purpose for traveling is to protect them!” She’d hoped that she provided
enough information because that was all she knew, and she certainly wasn’t giving the
‘hundred’ back! In fact, the stripper walked off before he could even ask…..
“So, what you’re telling me is that you don’t have a price?” Lil Mike inquired, as
he crept up on the chick with the attitude, from behind.
“Excuse me?” She turned around.
Immediately Lil Mike realized it wasn’t the same twin. Whereas, they were
indeed identical, the one he was now speaking to clearly possessed a totally different
disposition about herself. The fact that she had a smile on her face said it all.
“I guess I mistook you for your sister.” Lil Mike explained.
“It happens all the time, and vice versa.” She replied, still smiling.
“If you don’t mine me asking, what is your nationality?”
“I’m half Black, half Asian.” She replied.
“Asia’s a big Continent!” Lil Mike reminded her, hoping she’d be more specific.
“My mother’s family is from the Philippines.” She informed him.
“I’ve never been with a Philippino chick!” Lil Mike laughed.
“What makes you think you’ll be with one now?” She laughed.
As his laughter subsided, Lil Mike simply nodded his head up and down.
“What are your names?” He finally asked.
“My name is Tarsha, and my sister’s name is Pasha.”
“So tell me, is Pasha the ‘evil’ twin?” He joked.
Staring him in his eyes, without a trace of a smile on her face, Tasha replied.
“Pasha is straight up ruthless! However, I’m probably the sister, whom one should

never underestimate!”
“And why is that?” Lil Mike was curious.
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“Because my personality and social skills, pretty much enables me to get ‘next to’

virtually anyone!”
___________________________________
Usually, the crack house, on Ranger Drive, saw a heavy volume of traffic!
Yet, tonight, the traffic appeared to be extremely slow, which was fine with Lil
Mike and two members of his team.
It would be the first, of Freeze’s spots to get hit!
Lil Mike had done his homework, so he already knew what to expect.
Using a crack head to knock on the door, he and his two hit men rushed the spot
with their guns blazing! The three workers were dead, before they even realized what was
going on!
Relieving the spot of its drugs, Lil Mike walked out with a brick of powder
cocaine and a half kilo of crack………..
Looking through his pair of binoculars, FBI Agent Thomas Brooks couldn’t
believe his eyes! It was the first time, in his ten years on the job, in which he actually
witnessed a home invasion taking place!
He knew if he moved swiftly, they’d be able to catch Lil Mike and his partners
red-handed! Putting the key into the ignition, then reaching for the gear shaft, agent
Brooks couldn’t believe his ears when he’d heard his supervisor’s words.
“Turn the car off!” Special Agent Murphy, gave his order.
“You mean to tell me we’re going to let the suspects get away?” Agent Brooks
asked in total disbelief!
“For now,” Special Agent Murphy replied, even though he didn’t have to explain
himself, he added, “However, I assure you, Michael Stokes is not getting away with
anything!”
Special Agent Murphy patted his camera, smiled, then added, “Lets go inside of
the crack house and get some more photos, before the North Charleston police arrives!”
_____________________________
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Freeze couldn’t believe that there were jackers in the town, who’d possessed the
balls to rob one of his spots! Let alone, murder three of his workers!!!
To assure himself, as well as send a message to the streets, Freeze promised
himself that he’d make an example a.s.a.p! Yet, the streets weren’t talking, so he
basically didn’t know who to get at!
“Niggas like to run their mouths like bitches, so it’ll only be a matter of time

before I have a name!” Freeze told himself.
In the meantime, he decided to focus on his extravagant 4th of July bash, in which
he threw every year!!!
___________________________________
Shortly after she’d completed law school, Nicole worked as an Attorney for the
Charleston County Public Defenders Office for one year. Once that year was up, she
decided to start her own Practice.
As a result, of growing up in the hood combined with Zo, Biggs, Freeze, J.B., Lil
Mike, Mike Raye, and countless other friends and family members referring clients, it
wasn’t long before Attorney Nicole Simmons basically became somewhat of the go-to
lawyer in the Port City.
Although, she and Zo hadn’t yet bared any children, they did own a thirty five
hundred square feet Condo, on Daniels Island. As well as, an eight thousand square feet,
1.5 Million Dollar home in Ivy Hall, which sat on five acres of land.
“Not only did I fall in love the very first time I visited this place, my feelings
grow stronger with every visit!” Stephanie commented with a smile, as she walked
through Nicole’s house en route to the sitting room area.
“I guess our feelings are mutual!” Tina agreed.
At that, the three of them laughed.
It was actually the first time Tina had laughed since Biggs death. In fact, she,
Nicole and Stephanie had gotten together, or had at least spoken, everyday single day
since his passing.
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Tina knew that the overwhelming support, of her two closest friends, had

everything to do with her finding the strength not to relapse! For that, she was truly
thankful! Being an addict, was a life in which she was not trying to fall back into.
Tina, also knew that her anger, as well as an overwhelming desire for revenge,
were both potentially destructive emotions! Yet, she couldn’t help how she felt! Biggs
had literally been her savior! Not to mention, he’d been the only guy she’d ever been
with, who’d treated her like a queen! Never, had she enjoyed a relationship with a guy
who didn’t use or abuse her in one way or another! Especially, Suge!!!
“What’s on your mind girl?” Nicole asked, seeing how deep in thought Tina
appeared.
“I’d be lying if I answered nothing.” Tina admitted, before taking a seat on the
couch.
Nicole decided not to press her. She knew, that Tina knew, she could talk about
anything with her and Stephanie if she wanted to.
The three of them sat in silence until Tina finally spoke.
“I can’t help how filled with hate and rage I am these days!” Tina confessed,
before the tears came. “A hatred and anger so overwhelming, it’s like, I feel as though I
want to take to the streets and hunt down Biggs killers myself!”
Instead of interrupting her, Nicole and Stephanie decided to let her get it out.
“Every night, since his murder, I’ve suffered nightmares!” Through her teary
eyes, Tina looked from Nicole to Stephanie, then continued, “I know Biggs wasn’t no
angel, but he wasn’t a coward either! Any problem or situation he’s ever had with
anyone, he dealt with it head on! Never have I heard a single story whereas he stabbed or
shot an enemy in the back! Yet, his life was taken by a fucking coward!” She sobbed.
Nicole got up from her seat and wrapped her arms around her.
Sobbing into Nicole’s stomach, Tina went on, “They shot him in the back of the
head! They didn’t even give him a chance to defend himself! In my nightmares, not only
can I see Biggs dying! I see the shock in his eyes!” She looked up into Nicole’s eyes.
“I feel as though I have to make it right! It’s not fair the way they murdered him! I
have to get at the coward who killed him, because Biggs deserves to see ‘him’ face to
face!”
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Tina stood up and wiped her eyes. Before exiting the room, again, she looked
from Nicole to Stephanie and added, “Even if it’s in Hell!”
With that said, Tina walked out of the sitting room.
“That girl needs help!” Stephanie commented, looking at Nicole with wide eyes,
before adding, “She is tripping for real!”
Nicole simply stood there. Then, choosing her words, she spoke.
“I know you’re a woman of God, so I really shouldn’t expect you to understand
what Tina is feeling right now. And you’re right. She does need help. Our help! None of
us, except Biggs, knew what must be done when it came to getting that girl clean and off
the streets! To a degree, she probably not only feels that you and I let her down, until
Biggs, we were the only ones she’d had! When we were out there fighting girls in the
streets, we were all we had! When we were out there stealing clothes, we were all we
had! When we were out there getting arrested, we were all we had! When we were out
there packaging and distributing dope, we were all we had! When Lisa got killed the
three of us had to band together, because we were all we had! Even today, to a degree, all
we still have is each other!” Nicole continued to stare into Stephanie’s eyes.
“Tina’s far from tripping. She’s in excruciating pain.” Nicole added. She couldn’t
even imagine someone taking Zo away from her.
“We’re not the same young girls playing in the streets anymore!” Stephanie
reminded her. “You’re one of the City’s top criminal attorneys! I’m an Evangelist for
Christ sakes!”
“You don’t have to tell me that.” With that said, Nicole left the room to go check
on Tina…………….
__________________________________
Before leaving his spot, Lil Mike removed the license plate from the back of the
rented Chevy Malibu, and replaced it with a paper tag he purchased from car salesman.
Now, as he and one of his hit men sat parked outside of the small brick house in
the Pepper Hill section, he could care less if anyone peeped his plate through their
window!
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Shortly after 11:00pm, a car pulled into the drive-way and a young lady, carrying
a bag of groceries, got out. Using her other hand to dig into her pocket book for her keys,
she was totally caught off guard when the two gunmen made their approach!
Once inside the house, Lil Mike instructed her to have a seat on the couch.
“Listen, I’m not here to harm you, unless I have to. I’m only here for the money
and drugs. Which I know is here, because I’ve been here before with Freeze.” He lied.
The frightened female tried hard to remember his face. However, over the years,
Freeze had brought countless guys to her house!
“Some of the money is sewn into our mattress, and the rest is in a couple of shoe
boxes in my bedroom closet.” She informed him.
“And the drugs?” He asked.
“He had some men come in and drop our bathroom ceiling. If you move a few
ceiling tiles, you should find what you’re after.” She added.
Relieving Freeze of one of his stashes, Lil Mike returned downstairs to where his
homie had the frightened female at gun point. She had been so cooperative, Lil Mike
almost felt bad that he’d have to kill her! Giving his hit man the eye, Lil Mike exited the
apartment.
The two gun shots could clearly be heard outside!!!
Shortly afterwards, his homie hopped into the rental and they casually drove off!

“So, I take it we’re not going to move in on them?” FBI Agent Brooks inquired,
looking over at Special Agent Murphy.
Instead of responding, Special Agent Murphy stuffed his camera into his jacket
pocket, got out of the car, and ran into the victim’s home.
Hopefully, he could have an EMT there in time to save her, which he seriously
doubted.
However, he noticed the culprits didn’t have on gloves when they’d entered the
home! That being the case, his prayers were more geared towards retrieving finger
prints….opposed to the bleeding victim!
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July 4th, 2005.

FOUR.

Fourth of July had arrived and every Trap Star, Baller, Player, and countless
females from all over the Port City, had come out to support Freeze’s annual cook-out at
Riverfront Park!
Since it was no secret that his crack spots and stash spots had been getting robbed,
Freeze decided to make his day-at-the-park even more extravagant this year!
“Everything from parking to food is free!” Freeze had previously announced. He
wanted to send a message, to whoever the jackers were that they hadn’t even began to
hurt his pockets!!!
As he stood in the cut, Lil Mike was indeed impressed by what he saw….
Freeze offered a Twenty Five Hundred Dollar cash prize to the sexiest female in
the park! The huge stage in which he had set up, had become flooded with scantly
dressed females!
The crowd, mainly the guys, began cheering them on as they either danced or
modeled!
The ‘winner’ was a dark skinned female who had on a bright red Apple Bottoms
short set! Besides the cash prize, Freeze personally took to the stage and invited her to his
–invite only- after party, in the Ballroom area of the Sheraton hotel!
Although, the bash was basically just getting started, Lil Mike had seen and heard
enough. Besides, he had plans of his own for the Holiday! Well, later that night anyway...

Special Agent Murphy had decided to spend the holiday with his wife and two
children. However, that didn’t stop him from checking in with the six agents, whom he
had conducting surveillance in the field.
Two agents were assigned to Zo.
Two were assigned to Mike Raye.
And, Agents Brooks and Salsbury continued to watch Lil Mike.
__________________________________
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The Sheraton hotel was not only the place to be, anybody who was somebody in
the Port City…..was definitely in there!!!
The event was an invite only affair, but for a price anyone could gain entry!
Lil Mike and six members of his team were spread out amongst the crowd. The
remaining four members, he designated to hold down his workers in the streets!
As for Pasha and Tasha, all eyes were on the two of them as they entered the
party! An observation, that brought a smile to Lil Mike’s face.
The twins were wearing body fitting mini dresses from bebe. Pasha’s was white
and Tasha’s was black. The both of them wore their hair pulled back into long pony tails,
which enabled their beautiful faces to be seen from every angle.
Freeze and some of his crew were in the make-shift VIP section, popping bottle
after bottle of various brands of Champagne!
Each member of his crew had chipped in to buy Freeze a One Hundred Thousand
Dollar diamond & platinum Rolex watch, with the ring to match, which they’d presented
him with at the party! The gift, as well as the Champagne had Freeze feeling so good, he
totally forgot about all his loses! He’d taken several over the past month!
The chocolate female, who’d won the contest in the park earlier that day, was
right there by Freeze’s side! As far as she was concerned, the Twenty Five Hundred
Dollars in which she’d won was definitely a good look. However, she had her eye on the

real prize! Which was none other than Mr. Freeze, himself!
“I’m ready, whenever you are, to go up to your suite and get our own party
started!” She whispered into Freeze’s ear, before tracing it with her tongue.
Unbeknownst to her, her words went into one ear and right out the other! Freeze,
like the rest of his crew, was completely mesmerized by the two twin sisters who had just
walked into VIP!!!
“Lord have mercy!” One of his boys said loudly.
Whereas, two members of the crew had already made their way over to the twins,
to offer each sister a bottle of Moet!
Instead, of thanking the guy who’d handed her the bottle, Tahsa walked directly
over to where Freeze was standing.
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“You really know how to throw a party!” Tasha smiled her beautiful smile, before
adding, “And, thank you for the Champagne!” With that said, she walked off.
Those who were standing couldn’t believe their eyes!
Those who were sitting nearly fell out of the chairs!
As Tasha made her way back over to Pasha, every dude in Freeze’s circle had
something to say!
“Damn! Shorty ain’t nothing ‘but’ the truth!” One had said.
“Do you ‘see’ that ass?” Another had commented.
“Do I!” A third cat replied!
“I’d pay a ‘stack’ for some of that!” A fourth crew member exclaimed.
Paying them no mind, Freeze walked off leaving his date standing where she
stood!
“The two of you must be from out of town, because I’m sure I would’ve married
at least one of you by now!” Freeze joked, as he approached the twins.
The two sisters merely smiled.
“I threw a huge bash at Riverfront Park, earlier today, where I gave Twenty Five
Hundred Dollars to the sexiest female. Had the two of you been there, I certainly
would’ve kicked out Five Grand!” Freeze laughed, even though he wasn’t joking.
Again, the two sisters smiled.
Being the more social of the two, Tasha looked him in his eyes then spoke.
“I’ve only been in town two days, and already I’ve been hearing big things about
you!” She smiled.
“I don’t know if that’s a good or bad thing!” Freeze replied. He too was smiling.
“That’s for you to determine.” Tasha responded.
Being the street nigga he was, Freeze knew it was never a good thing for a
hustlers name to exceed him! However, as he stood there staring into the prettiest pair of
eyed he’d ever seen, he hoped that his reputation worked in his favor!
“What’s your names?” Freeze inquired. “Better yet, what’s your nationality?”
“My name is Tasha and this is my twin sister Pasha. As for our nationality, we’re
Black and Asian.” She said proudly.
“Ok.” Freeze replied with a nod. “You mentioned earlier, that I knew how to
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throw a party. Well, the real party is the after party!”
“I thought this was the after party?” Tasha asked, with a confused look on her
face.
“Actually, I’m referring to the after after party!” Freeze produced a smile.
“And where is that taking place?” Tasha inquired.
“Right here at the Sheraton!” Freeze informed her.
“I see!” Tasha smiled before asking, “At some point, are you kicking everyone,
but a selected few, out of the Ballroom?”
“Nope. These mother fuckers can party until the Sun comes up, if they choose!
I’m moving the after after party to the Penthouse suite!”
“How many guest are you talking?” Tasha appeared interested.
“Not many.” Freeze replied, then suggested, “Actually, I’ve entertained enough
for one day. But, if you and your sister are interested we can have, what we’ll call, a wind

down party? Just the three of us?”
Sensing her reluctance, Freeze added, “Trust me, I will make it worth y’all
while!” With that said, he discreetly flashed a thick knot of cash.
“Let me talk it over with my sister and get back to you.” Tasha replied.
A waiter was walking by with a bottle of Champagne sitting in an ice bucket,
without asking who the bottle was for, Freeze snatched the bottle!
“Y’all two enjoy yourselves! Hopefully, we’ll be getting together later?” Freeze
walked back over to the chocolate chick and handed her the bottle. As it stood, the twins
were potential pussy…..Mrs. Chocolate, was guaranteed!!!
As Lil Mike was approaching Freeze and his crew in VIP, he overheard Freeze
bragging to his boys.
“Niggas have to be crazy if they think they can bankrupt Mr. Freeze! They

stealing crumbs, when I have a double-wide-trailer filled to the ceilings with keys!” He
laughed.
Yet, his crew knew his wasn’t bragging or joking!
Realizing how drunk they were, Lil Mike turned and walked away! He decided
he’d catch up with Freeze at another time, in another place. Somewhere less crowded!!!
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About an hour had passed before Tasha finally made her way over to Freeze.
“I have good news, as well as bad news!” She half smiled.
“I’m listening?” Freeze replied. Doubting that anything going in, or cumming out,
of such a pretty mouth…..could be bad!
“I’ll give you the bad news first!” Tasha displayed an apologetic expression
before informing him, “Unfortunately, my sister had too much to drink and isn’t feeling
well. So, she had to decline. However, I’ll take you up on your offer if it still applies to

just you and I?” She smiled. Not paying the girl standing next to him any mind!
Without so much as, another word, Freeze took her by the hand and the two of
them were out!!!
___________________________________
The lights were dim, the mood was perfect, and the water temperature in the
Jacuzzi was just right!
Tasha sat on one end of the bubble-filled Jacuzzi with her eyes closed, a glass of
Champagne in her right hand, while using her soft toes to massage and play with Freeze’s
penis and balls.
Sitting opposite Tasha, Freeze too, had his eyes closed! He couldn’t believe how
good her toes felt beneath the water! After taking a sip from his Champagne glass, he
hummed along to the song Lovers & Friends, which was coming from the radio beside
the bed!
Stepping out of the Jacuzzi, Tasha bent over directly in front of his face! Giving
Freeze a full view of her neatly shaved vagina, from the back, as she picked up her bath
towel from the floor. Once she was done drying off, Tasha spoke.
“While you dry off, I think I’ll run to the ice machine and grab us some more ice!
After feeling what I’ve felt beneath the water, I know things are about to get real hot up
in here!” She laughed.
“You have no idea!” Freeze thought to himself, before replying, “Yeah, you do
that!”
Upon hearing the room door open then close, Freeze decided to lie back in the
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water a little while longer.
It wasn’t until, he’d heard Tasha re-enter the room that he stood up and
proceeded to dry off.
“Why’d you turn the music up?” Freeze inquired as he stepped out of the
bathroom and into the bedroom. To his surprise, Tasha had on a sexy little Victoria’s
Secret night gown! However, what really caught his eye was the fact that the two of them
were no longer alone!!!
Whereas, Tasha was lying sprawled across the California king-sized bed, with her
legs slightly open! Lil Mike and two other cats, Freeze didn’t recognize, were spread out
in the room!!!
One cat was positioned by the door, with a gloved hand holding his pistol! The
second dude, was leaning up against a wall, he too was holding a pistol!
Lil Mike, sat in a corner chair with a slight smile across his face.
“You’re the last nigga I’d ever expect to catch with his pants down!” Lil Mike let
out a laugh, then added, “Since you were dying to fuck Tasha, way don’t you go ahead?
I’ll wait until you’re finished, before we get to why I’m here!” His smile had
disappeared.

“Man, what the fuck is going on?” Freeze finally found his voice!

Now, that the surprise had worn off it was clearly replaced by anger!
“You sure you don’t want the pussy first?” Lil Mike offered, with
that same serious expression on his face.
“Man, fuck you and this snake ass hoe! Nigga what I wanna know is what
kinda fuck shit you on?” Freeze was getting loud.
Seeing the cat, who was leaning against the wall, attaching a silencer to
the front of his pistol was enough for Freeze to lower his voice! At the same time,
realizing that it wasn’t a game! That he was actually in deep shit!
“Lil Mike, talk to me homie?” Freeze spoke in a calmer voice.
Starring Freeze directly in his eyes, Lil Mike got right to the point.
“Things are getting really ugly on these streets, and in order to
secure my position out here, I need to get my weight up.”
“You my nigga Dawg! If you need bread or a couple bricks, all
you had to do was ask! You know you good for a loan!” Freeze replied.
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“A loan huh?” Lil Mike laughed. When he looked over at his two
gunmen, the both of them produced fake smiles. “What if I told you I didn’t want a

loan?”

“What are you talking about?” Freeze was clearly dismayed.
“What I’m telling you my Dawg, is that I want it all!” Lil Mike

stood up and walked over to the bed.
The gunman who was standing against the wall shoved Freeze from the
back, causing him to fall onto the bed.
Lil Mike gave Tasha a look, which was actually her cue to do her thing.
Tasha straddled Freeze about the knees, as he now lied on his back, and
began to lick his balls.
Putting up no resistance, Freeze began to plead with Lil Mike.
“Dawg, this is me! Don’t do this shit! Man, we better then this!” He
pleaded.

“Tell me where it’s at and we can avoid all this!” Lil Mike replied.
Suddenly, a thought hit Freeze like a sledge hammer!
“Nigga it was you who been hitting my spots and killing my

folks!” Freeze said with newfound anger in his voice.
Lil Mike just starred at him, then said, “You don’t get it do
you?”
trying to get up!

“Nigga fuck you!” Freeze spat at him, at the same time
The gunman stepped in and place the silencer at

Freeze’s forehead, then looked up at Lil Mike.
Instead of giving him the word, Lil Mike handed
something to Tasha which she put into her mouth.
Slowly, Tasha began taking the head of Freeze’s
dick into her mouth and immediately the blood began trickling down!!!
Freeze let out a piercing scream!!!
The gunman slapped him so hard with the barrel of the gun,
Freeze nearly passed out!
Lil Mike walked over to the radio and turned it up a bit.
Tasha began to take more of him into her now bloody
mouth!

Again, Freeze screamed! Yet, it wasn’t quite as loud this

time.

Nevertheless, the gunman hit him again on the side of his
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head! This time he drew blood!
“I want the dope?” Lil Mike lean in close and
whispered into Freeze’s ear.

On the verge of passing out, Freeze looked

him in the eyes and said, “Fuck you nigga!”
Lil Mike nodded his head. Then looked
down at Tasha, who now had him about halfway inside of her mouth!
Again, bringing his mouth close to
Freeze’s ear, Lil Mike spoke.

“Do you even know what kind of

permanent damage that single-edged razor is going to do, if I tell her to deep throat you?”
Freeze simply stared at the ceiling,
while the tears began to roll down the sides of his face.
As Tasha began to swallow more of
him, Lil Mike could tell that the pain was becoming unbearable!
“What do you want to know?” The pain had
become so excruciating, Freeze not only spoke through clenched teeth, his voice was
barely above a whisper.

“Where is that double-wide-trailer

located?” Lil Mike inquired.

His question caught Freeze totally by

surprise! However, he was in far too much pain to wonder how Lil Mike knew about the
trailer? Suddenly, his thoughts were replaced by a feeling of dizziness as his vision began
blur!

Seeing how Tasha was now swallowing him

whole! Lil Mike realized it was his last chance, when he repeated his question?
As Freeze mumbled a response into his ear,
all Lil Mike could do was smile! He just hoped that Freeze didn’t give him a bogus
address! He knew that pain had a tendency to make a nigga delusional!!!
Between the radio and the silencer,
Lil Mike was confident none of the other guest heard when the shots were fired! Besides,
they were on the top floor………..
As he exited the Sheraton alone, Lil Mike
hopped into his rented Dodge Charger!
Agents Brooks and Salsbury had
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picked up their boss before heading to the Sheraton. Therefore, all three agents were
watching as Lil Mike exited the hotel.

“Well boys, I think we’re

going to go out with a bang tonight! It being the Fourth of July, what’ll y’all say we take
Michael ‘Lil Mike’ Stokes into custody?” Special Agent Murphy asked his two partners.
Both agents were grinning
from ear to ear!!!

Special Agent

Murphy knew that he and his men, over the past four weeks, had compiled enough
evidence to

send Lil Mike to the electric chair!

“Hopefully, he’ll even turn State’s evidence against Alonzo ‘Zo’ Simmons, since

we already know he’d worked for him for at least nine years!” Special Agent Murphy
thought to himself, desperately hoping to kill two thugs with one stones!
“When he pulls out, we’re going to block his vehicle in and make our arrest! If he
draws a weapon, try not to shoot to kill!” Special Agent Murphy gave the final order…..
Four of Lil Mike’s team was out there, holding things down in the streets!
Two members of his team he’d left in the Penthouse suite, cleaning up their mess!
The remaining four were laying in the cut, in the Sheraton’s parking lot!
When Lil Mike flashed his hazard lights, it was their cue to open fire on the White
unmarked Crown Victoria, which he’d noticed had been following him for at least the
past four weeks!!!
The three FBI agents didn’t have a chance! The ambush was too much!!!
In fact, the noise was by far the longest and loudest display of fireworks, those
visiting the hotel, had heard the entire day!!!
As the four gunmen jumped into their SUV to make their escape, Pasha made the
driver stop directly beside the bullet riddled police car! Hopping out of the SUV, she
slipped her gloves back on, reached into the vehicle, and confiscated all three pair of
binoculars….. and a 33 millimeter camera!!!
“Lets get out of here!” She instructed the driver, once she was back inside of the
black Chevy Suburban.
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New Years Day, 2006!

FIVE.

Nearly, five months had passed since the murders of Freeze and the two FBI
agents, as well as the attempted murder on FBI Special Agent Michael Murphy!
The streets of Charleston had gotten so hot, following the murders, no one was
able to get any money!
In fact, the police were arresting people for committing the pettiest offenses
imaginable! Crimes ranging from noise pollution to loitering!!!
There had been a lot of discreet gossip regarding Freeze’s murder, just has it had
been following Biggs death. People weren’t talking loudly because they really didn’t
want their names in the mix. Mainly because they knew that Freeze still had loyal
comrades, who were anxious to get some get-back!
A number of whom, flew out to Miami for his funeral. They, included Zo and
Mike Raye. Upon hearing of Freeze’s murder, Zo was at a complete lost for words! He
simply couldn’t understand losing three friends in one year.
Lil Mike had resurfaced but was keeping an extremely low profile, which Zo was
indeed glad to hear! He knew it wouldn’t be too much longer before Mike Raye received
a line on who the killer, or killers, were. In the meantime, Zo didn’t want Lil Mike to put
himself in anyone’s line of fire!
“Happy New Years!” Nicole exclaimed, as she opened her front door.
“Happy New Years to you as well!” Precious replied, speaking for Champaign as
well, as the two of them entered Zo and Nicole’s Ivy Hall mansion.
“Nice place!” Champaign complimented. He could tell just from the foyer and
high ceilings that the place was huge.
“Thank you!” Nicole smiled, then said, “From what I hear, the two of you own a

home that could be on Lifestyle of the Rich & Famous!”
“Being that Mike Raye is your uncle, you should know he likes to exaggerate!”
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Precious laughed, knowing that it couldn’t have been anyone but Mike Raye who’d
spoken on the house! In fact, it was he who had introduced the two couples at his

Christmas party, which he actually called his family-get-together!
“Now why I’m I hearing my name in the same sentence with exaggerate?” Mike
Raye appeared. Giving Champaign a hand shake and Precious a hug, he then took their
jackets.
“Precious was just telling me what I already know!” Nicole laughed. After giving
her uncle a kiss on the cheek, she lead the way into the huge dining room.
Once inside the dining room, Champaign extended his greetings to Stephanie,
Tina, and the rest of the women who were either setting the table or standing around
talking. Then, he asked Precious, “Where’s Zo and the rest of the male guest?”
“Oh! Some of them are out back in the guest house watching a movie. That’s
where our theatre’s located. But, I believe Zo’s in the entertainment room playing pool.
I’ll show you where it is.” Nicole informed him, then lead the way.
As the two of them made their way to the entertainment room, Champaign had to
admit, the place was definitely off-the-chain! He hadn’t even seen the entire house, yet,
he assessed it to be worth at least Two Mil!!!
The entertainment room, consisted of two professional pool tables, a DJ booth and
makeshift marble dance floor, a leather couch and at least three lounge chairs, a full bar

and a small bar, four 57’ screen t.v.’s on the walls, and the only female he noticed in the
room was a Mexican looking chick with a white shirt and black tie on, who was dealing
the cards at the Black Jack table!
Champaign also noticed a few famous faces in the room, which really didn’t
surprise him being that Zo’s company represented a number of celebrities and athletes.
“Champ! It’s good to see you again!” Zo greeted him, using the nickname in
which Mike Raye had given Champaign, with a smile on his face.
“Give me two minutes! That’s should be all I need to dust this bum off!” Zo
laughed, referring to his opponent on the pool table.
“Take your time, I’m good!” Champaign replied.
Once the game had ended, Zo took Champaign around the spacious room
introducing him to everyone.
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“I really like this set-up!” Champaign complimented him on what he’d done to
the room.
“Thanks! But it’s Nicole who you should be thanking!” Zo smiled, nodded his
head yes, then added, “It would’ve never gotten completed waiting on me! In fact, she
designed and decorated the entire house!”
“Wow! That’s what’s up!” Champaign was impressed, even though it was
basically the same situation with Precious and their home!
“So, how’s business these days?” Zo inquired.
“Business is good!” Champaign responded, then with a smile on his face he
added, “If I continue to grind the way I’m grinding, I might reach your status in 50
years!”
“Yeah right!” Zo laughed, then said, “You haven’t even touched the club’s
proceeds yet! From what I hear, you still spending money from the penitentiary!”
“Cut it out!” Champaign couldn’t help laughing. “I guess Mike Raye does like to
exaggerate!”
“What happen?” Zo was thrown off by the remark.
“Ain’t nothing! Just something I overheard the wives laughing about earlier!”
“I’ve been meaning to reach out to you earlier this week, but my schedule got
kind of crazy!” Zo began. “I have a youth foundation that mainly targets underprivileged
adolescents here in Charleston. My foundation sponsors all types of events. You should
sit down with me one day so I can fill you in more? Hopefully, you’ll come on deck. If
not, set up something similar in that region where you and Precious reside? Instead, of
my basketball teams competing with each other so much, we’ll have some fresh meat!”
At that they both laughed.
“My schedule is kind of crazy as well, but I’ll definitely give it some thought!
How difficult is it to find qualified counselors, coaches or coordinators?” Champaign was
curious to know.
“Not hard at all, my brother! Call me sometime next week and we’ll rap more in
detail about it.”
With that said, they were the last to exit the entertainment room en route to the
dining room………….
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_________________________________
“If you ask me, I think you’re over-estimating this Zo character! I’ve never
known or heard of a nigga who couldn’t get gotten!” Tasha expressed. As she, Pasha and
Lil Mike lied totally naked in the king sized water bed.
Lil Mike didn’t respond to her comment. It wasn’t that he didn’t think or feel that
Zo couldn’t be touched! He just knew that murdering a powerful and well respected

businessman, was totally different from killing a street nigga! Not to mention, he also
knew better than anyone, that he’d certainly have to be ready and well prepared to deal
with Mike Raye as well! If it ever got out that he ‘violated’ Zo! Let alone ‘murdered’
him!!!
“If you like, you can take a trip out of town? By the time you get back I’ll already
have gotten next to Zo, as well as finished him off.” Tasha added, using a fingernail to
trace Lil Mike’s chest.
Sensing, Lil Mike was holding back some concerns, Pasha spoke for the first
time. “How many potential threats does Zo have on his team?” She asked.
“Everyone around him is a threat.” Lil Mike stared her in the eyes. Then, turning
his attention towards Tasha he added, “Including his wife!”
__________________________________
Although, he did his best to appear in a festive mood, Mike Raye’s spirit was
definitely effected by the recent information he’d received, from one of folks who was
serving a life sentence at Lieber Correctional Institution.
His spirit wasn’t only uneasy regarding the news, but also because he was
undecided whether or not he should reveal the news to Zo?
“Damn!” MikeRaye cursed out loud, as he drove across the Cooper River Bridge.

Whereas, he’d appeared to be the life of the party! Nicole knew her uncle, Mike
Raye, better than anyone!
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Therefore, she knew something was bothering him the entire night!
Instead, of expressing her concerns to Zo, she decided she’d call her uncle the
following morning and invite him to lunch.
Although, it wasn’t until her mid-teens, that Nicole re-united with her uncle. She
knew, better than probably anyone, that whatever was bothering him had to be serious!
Because not many people, places, or things had the potential to bother Mike Raye! She
told herself, before going to bed…….
_________________________________
“I really like Zo and Nicole! They really have their thing together.” Champaign
commented, as he and Precious prepared for bed.
“Yeah, they really do.” Precious agreed. “And that house!” She added with a
smile on her face.
“It is tight!” Champaign agreed. Especially, since he hadn’t seen too many homes
in Charleston that impressed him almost as much as the one, he and Precious had built for
themselves.
The two of them didn’t have many friends, which suited them just fine! However,
Zo and Nicole had certainly made an impression on Champaign and Precious.
“Zo and I may be getting together some time next week, to discuss what he have
going on with his Youth Foundation.” Champaign informed her.
“I thought you were traveling up North next week, to visit your cousin in
Dannemora?” Precious reminded him.
“Damn! You’re right! I did promise Swells I’d come see him next week!”
“I’ll be speaking to Nicole tomorrow. When I do, I’ll be sure to let her know that
you forgot that you had to travel out of town, and to let Zo know you’ll get up with him
upon your return.” Precious assured him.
“What would I do without you?” Champaign smiled, then joined her between the
sheets.
“You’ll never find out!” Precious smiled, before pulling the covers back so her
handsome husband could climb into their bed. Lying totally naked beneath the sheets,
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they proceeded to kiss!
Suddenly, breaking their kiss! Precious looked Champaign in his eyes, smiled,
then asked, “Did you eat all of your vegetables tonight?”
“You’re about to find out!” Champaign returned her smile, then lifted her atop of
him……….
_________________________________
Arriving in New York City, Champaign headed straight for the Chauffeured
driven vehicle that was supposed to be awaiting him, outside of the terminal.
The last time Champaign had seen LaGuardia International Airport was in 2004,
when he’d been acquitted of murder and he and Precious left New York to begin their life
together in the Port City!
Thankful, that all he had was a carry-on bag, Champaign climbed into the shiny
black Mercedez Benz S550.
After greeting its driver, Champaign laid his head back, on the extremely
comfortable head-rest, and closed his eyes.
His flight had arrived at 5:00am, and his driver assured him that they’d be
arriving in the town of Dannemora, no later than 11:00am.
The ride had been so smooth, Champaign couldn’t believe his eyes when he’d
awoke to the sign that read; ‘Welcome to Clinton Correctional Facility!’
Looking at his Rolex, Champaign couldn’t believe that it was 10:30am! His
bewilderment had little to do with the time, it was more so the long line of visitors he
observed waiting to get inside of the prison!
It was no secret that majority of the people visiting the prisons in New York State,
were actually from the five Boroughs of New York City! Most of whom, caught a bus
leaving from 59th Street, in mid-town Manhattan, the previous night! Meaning, they
should’ve arrived at the prison by at least 8:30 or 9:00am. So, unless the bus had been
delayed, the line certainly should have not been as long as it was! Champaign thought to
himself, even though such a thought was basically irrelevant…..
He was dressed in a pair of black True Religion jeans, a black thermal shirt and a
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thick black City Lab hoodie. His ear, neck, wrist and pinky finger were draped in
platinum & diamonds! Trying to hide his smile, Champaign saw that all eyes, which
basically belonged to mostly women and children, were on him as he stepped out of the
Mercedez Benz!
Taking his place in the back of the line, Champaign immediately regretted his
decision not to bring a coat! Especially, since he’d known, first-hand, how cold the
winters were in Dannemora! Whereas, he’d spent three years of a previous bid, serving
time at Clinton! That was back in the late 1980’s.
“We all want to look good, but damn! It is not that serious!” A slim brown
skinned female, who was standing with a group of other females, who all were in front of
Champaign on line, commented looking him up and down.
“If you like, you can get in front of us?” The female offered Champaign, then
added, “Nevertheless, you still may freeze to death before you reach the front!”
Under different circumstances, Champaign more than likely he would have
declined. But, assessing the weather to be at least something below zero degrees, he
quickly accepted the offer and moved up in the line.
“I appreciate your generosity.” Champaign thanked her.
“No problem!” She replied with a smile. Then continued to gossip with her homegirls or whoever they were, as if the freezing weather was no problem either!
“Girl! Did you see how tore-up that bitch Cheryl was, in the club, last night?”
“How could I not!” One of the other females replied, then added, “That hoe was

beat up from the feet up!”
At that they all laughed.
“I still can’t understand how that nigga Kendu is still with her trifling ass!” The
slim brown skinned girl commented. “With his fine ass!”
“I know that’s right!” Another agreed, before giving her a high five.
“He might be with her, but I assure you his ass ain’t faithful!” A third girl
revealed with a smile on her face.
“Damn bitch, you putting it out there like you done fucked him or something?”
All three females shot her suspicious looks!
Hummm!” She replied still smiling, then added, “Cheryl may be the wife! But
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trust me, ain’t shit in her house that you won’t find in mines!” She laughed.
One by one, each female gave her a high five!
“I got up with one of his friends a few weeks back!” The slim chick revealed, then
added, “The dick was decent, but that nigga sure ain’t been trying to put nothing up in my
crib!” She laughed.
“So what happened?” Another one of the females inquired.
“Ain’t shit happened!” She replied with a serious expression on her face. A clear
indication that she kicked his ass to the curb!
“I thought you told me dude, who I saw lying up in your apartment the day before
yesterday, was a friend of Kendu’s?” Another of the females who’d remained silent up
until that point inquired.
Instead of responding, she looked away so none of them would peep the
embarrassed look on her face, being that her girlfriend had just blown up her spot!
“That’s exactly why I don’t be inviting bitches to my crib!” She told herself.
Meanwhile, Champaign couldn’t believe that neither of them had any shame in
their game? Especially, while standing in line to visit a nigga who was more than likely
their man! All he could do was shake his head.
“Where you from?” Champaign knew the slim brown skin chick was speaking to
him.
Facing her, he decided not to respond Brooklyn.
Instead, he answered, “I’m from Charleston, South Carolina.”
“Charleston, South Carolina?” She repeated in disbelief.
“You mean to tell me you traveled way up here from Charleston?” One of the
other females, standing in their circle asked. She too, couldn’t believe it!.
“Shit, I dread coming up to this damn prison! And I’m from New York!” Another
commented.
“If I had me a Sugar Daddy breaking me off, the way yours be doing for you! I
would’ve been stopped taking this ride!” A fourth female remarked. At the same time,
literally, putting her girlfriends business on the line!
“You need to mine your fucking business!” The girl replied. Shooting her a stare
that was almost as cold as the temperature!!
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“Actually, both of y’all bitches need to mine y’all business!” The slim brown
skinned female commented in a matter of fact tone of voice. “I believe this was a
conversation between me and dude!” She added, with a slight attitude.
That being said, things got quiet.
Champaign, however, focused his attention towards the front of the line!
Unimpressed and certainly uninterested, in any of the chicks standing behind him! He
simply couldn’t believe how slowly the line was moving! Nor, how brick it was!!!
In fact, Champaign was tempted to go sit inside the Benz, until the line became
shorter!!!
Standing in front of him, was a female who was not only dressed for the weather,
she also had a cream colored garb wrapped around her head. As a result of the strands
which revealed themselves, Champaign could tell she had really good hair!
Not to mention, she possessed really smooth skin and an even more beautiful
complexion. As far as her smile was concerned, he had no way of knowing that it was
equally as beautiful, until she turned to face him.
“I wasn’t trying to be nosey, but you really have to excuse that mentality!” She
said, referring to the group of females who stood behind him. “I assure you, they do not
represent all New York women! Or, those of us who relish coming this far to spend time
with our husbands, boyfriends, friends, whomever.”
“You don’t have to apologize. I’m actually from New York City, so believe me. I
already know what time it is!” Champaign informed her.
“I come up here to see my husband every other weekend, and you wouldn’t
believe the episodes, drama, and outright scandalous stories I have to hear during that bus
ride!” She said, shaking her head. “How or why do so many women continue to degrade
themselves these days, is totally beyond me! I truly feel sorry for them. However, I feel
even more sorrow for the men, behind these prison walls, who these so called women
continually feed their lies and give false hope to!”
Although, the weather was beyond freezing, Champaign knew that the weather
had a little to do with her, now, watery eyes.
Changing the subject, Champaign extended his right hand to her.
“My name is Kevin, but everyone calls me Champaign.” He smiled.
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Accepting his hand into her gloved one, she replied.
“My name is Nybia True Asia. Half of my friends call me Nybia, the other half
call me True Asia.” She informed him with a smile on her face as well.
“Do you have children?” Champaign inquired. He wasn’t, at all, trying to push up
on her, just simply trying to engage in conversation…..in an effort to keep his ‘mind’ off

the biting cold!
“My husband and I have a daughter, named Hope. She’s three years old.” Nybia
smiled brightly.
“So, I take it your husband hasn’t been down that long?” Champaign inquired,
being that their daughter was relatively young.
“Actually, he’s been in prison now for over ten years! We conceived our daughter
during one of our conjugal visits.” Again, she produced a smile.
Although, Champaign had certainly engaged in his share of sex, while bidding at
Central, he could only imagine how lovely it would’ve been, had he been able to share
conjugal visits with Precious! They too, more than likely, would’ve already had a child!
Once he was seated inside of the warm visitation room, Champaign had to admit,
that it certainly felt better being the visitor! Opposed, to receiving the visit! Yet, in all
fairness, he also had to admit that receiving Precious’s visits over the years had definitely
lifted his spirits many of days, during his bid….
All he could do was smile, upon seeing Swells approaching their table!
“Good to see you!” Champaign extended his right hand.
Disregarding the outstretched hand, Swells literally pulled Champaign into him
and the two of them exchanged a brotherly hug! Then, Swells stepped back a bit to get a
better look at him.
“It’s good to see you too!” He was clearly overjoyed to see the cousin, whom he
hadn’t seen in over 15 years! A cousin, who had always been more like a brother!
“And, you shining like a mother fucker!” Swells exclaimed, seeing all the iced out
bling. “I hope you brought enough change to take plenty flicks?”
“You already know!” Champaign laughed. At the same time, exposing the extra
cash he snuck in with.
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“Matter of fact!” Champaign began, at the same time removing the 120 carat, 200
gram ‘platinum & diamond’ necklace from around his neck! Placing it over Swells’s
head, he smiled and said, “Now we’re both shining!”
“This shit is sick!” Swells commented, feeling the weight of the chain.
“And it’s yours when you touch down!” Champaign promised him.
Swells simply nodded his head. He knew if Champaign said it, then that’s what it
was!
“How about we hit those snack machines before they clean them out?” Swells
suggested. Not so much because he was hungry, but because there were certain snack
items, in the vending machines, that an inmate could only buy in the visiting room.
Also, if he was going to shine, what better way was there to do so then…..walk

around a bit!!!
“I’m not hungry, but I can certainly use some coffee or hot chocolate!”
Champaign replied, as the two of them made their way towards the machines. Waiting on
that long, slow line out in the freezing cold, had unfortunately caused a chill to remain
deep in his bones!
Once they were back at their table, Swells began to ask questions.
“So, how’s the club business? The wife? And, living in the dirty South?”
“The club is doing extremely well. Precious continues, on a daily basis, to prove
that she’s a ‘God-send’ in my life. As for living in the South, I’ve basically grown use to
it! I’ve been there for so many years now.” Champaign answered.
“Well, in that case. Make sure you have a spot for me down there, when I come
home, because I’m getting out of New York!” Swells sounded adamant. “Besides, this
here bid is my third strike!”
The two of them knew exactly what that meant! Especially, if he got out and
found him self in trouble again!
“On the real though, are you really done with the streets?” Swells inquired.
“That’s word on everything!” Champaign replied honestly.
Swells just sat there silently, staring Champaign in the eyes. Trying to ascertain
his truthfulness, through his expressions and demeanor? Opposed, to just his words.
Since the two were kids, growing up in the Lafeyette Gardens housing projects,
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Swells had a tendency to do such a thing. And, could always tell whether or not
Champaign was telling the truth!!!
“Besides, the club and our inheritance money….”
“Somebody in the family left you some money?” Swells cut him off in disbelief!
Wondering, since when did anyone in their family start doing that!
“Nah!” Champaign laughed out loud, then continued, “Precious parents left her a
couple Million Dollars.” He explained.
“Damn! I knew something was up!” Swells shot his cousin a suspicious look, then
smiled before adding, “ When I heard that you, the player of all players, had tie the knot!”
Swells winked an eye at him, before nodding his head up and down.
“Man shut up!” Champaign laughed at him, shaking his head. “I would’ve
married Precious regardless! Real talk!” Becoming even more serious, he added, “Never,
have I met a chick more thorough than my wife!”
Swells could tell he wasn’t bullshitting. Mainly, because it was just the two of
them sitting there. Meaning, his Cuz didn’t have to front for anyone. Especially, him!!!
“Does she have a sister? If so, tell her I’ll soon be ready, willing and able to
travel?” Swells half joked.
“I see you still crazy!” Champaign laughed. “But like I was saying, there’s really
no need for me to entertain the streets. My one and only, side hustle is assisting my four
comrades, whom I left in the system. Who happen to have their own lines. All I,
basically, do is supply the chicks, who pick up whatever and meet whoever! The most I
find myself doing, is taking a trip to Walmart once a week, to cop like forty pre-paid
cellular phones! I pay less than Five Hundred for the forty phones, which my dudes turn
around and sell for Five Hundred per phone!”
“Damn! Them niggas is eating!” Swells nodded his head, he could only imagine
what Champaign was implying, when he said the chicks pick up and deliver!
“Niggas up here can’t even get those joints like that!” Swells added, referring to
the cellular phones. At the same time, imaging how many chickens he’d be reaching out
to and touching on the dance floor, on the regular, had he had one!
“I guess not! Especially, with all the mother fucking red-necks they have working
behind these walls!” Champaign laughed. Thinking to him self how crazy that was! One
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would certainly think there were more red-necks in South Carolina! Which he learned,
was not the case!
They waited until visitation was just about over, before Champaign and Swells
took at least six flicks!
When the prison guard announced that visitation was officially over! Swells lifted
the very expensive necklace over his head, looked at it one last time, shook his head, then
handed it back to Champaign!
“Ridiculous right?” Champaign commented with a smile.
“Every nigga who was down here, in visitation, is going to be talking about that
shit! Trust me!” Swells laughed. Even though he was serious.
“In that case, if you really want to give them something to talk about, why don’t
you keep it now?” Champaign handed the chain back to him.
Looking at Champaign as if he was crazy, Swells laughed then responded.
“Every nigga in the New York State Department of Corrections will,
undoubtedly, be coming at me for that shit! Trust me!” Swells assured him.
Champaign knew his cousin wasn’t lying! Because had he been in
Clinton. He too, would more than likely try to get at him for such an expensive chain!
Especially, whereas, the necklace was worth Two Hundred Grand and the average
inmate’s “Appeal” only cost about Thirty Grand!!!!!!!!!!!
Outside of the facility, Champaign bumped into Nybia True Asia, who he
offered a ride back to the City? He knew riding in the luxurious Benz, would be a much
better ride then the filthy loud bus!
“Thank you so much for such a tempting offer!” She smiled brightly, then
she explained her reason for having to decline, “But I can’t accept, because these
gossiping females would not only be jealous! They’d be up here bright and early, come
next Saturday morning, to make sure the word gets back to my husband Born, that I was
seen climbing in another man’s car!” She frowned.
“I totally understand. Trust me!” Champaign assured her with a smile. As he
climbed into the Chauffeured driven Benz, he thought about Precious. Realizing, without
question, she too, would have declined!
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Trust, had little to do with it. Nybia, like Precious, was simply the type of female
who not only represented her man, to the fullest, she wasn’t even willing or going to put
herself in a position, to whereas she’d have to defend herself against any gossip………..
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June 13th, 2006.

SIX

Although, Champaign didn’t start a Foundation, he and Precious did give back to
the community by opening a huge ‘Center’ similar to the YMCA, in the town of
Summerville.
In fact, Champaign went as far as sponsoring eight basketball teams! Four teams
consisted of boys between the ages of 8 &13, as well as four teams where the ages ranged
between 14 & 19. All of his players were from the Summerville, Moncks Corner, Ladson,
and Goose Creek areas.
Zo, previously had four teams under his belt, but expanded his to eight as well!
His teams ranged between the same ages as Champaign’s eight; however, his players
represented North Charleston, Downtown, West Ashley, and James Island!
In only a year, the games between the rival teams garnered so much attention,
people from all over the State came out to watch! Hustlers, from each of the eight areas,
came out in droves! Some placed bets on the teams that were representing their areas,
some simply came out to watch and show support, others came out because of the
number of females who came out as well!
Each team had it’s own cheerleaders, who had ranged between the same ages as
the players they cheered for. Therefore, it was a situation that kept countless youths and
teams off the streets!!!
The crowd was huge and the Center was extremely loud, as Zo’s Downtown “AllStars” prepared to play Champaign’s Moncks Corner “Show-Stoppers”!
As Precious, Nicole, Stephanie and Tina sat in the bleachers, waiting for the game
to begin Nicole couldn’t help asking herself, “Do I cheer for my husband’s team, as a

show of support? Or, will it appear as a sign of disloyalty if I don’t cheer for the ‘ShowStoppers’, since I did grow up in Moncks Corner?”
As the game kicked off, Nicole ultimately decided that she wouldn’t cheer at all!
___________________________________
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It was no secret these days, that Lil Mike had the streets of Charleston on lock!!!
Not only had he decided that no off-brand, like Freeze had been, would ever bring

or move dope in the Port City ever again……he and his team were ‘ enforcing’ it!!!
Whereas, drug dealers before him, dealt strictly in their respective hustles and
rarely switched lanes. Lil Mike dealt in everything! Besides, the regulars such as Heroin,
Cocaine, Weed and Ecstasy, he also tapped into the market for Meth, various pills, and
wet!
Satisfied, with his status, influence, possessions and money, Lil Mike realized the
time had arrived for him to get at Zo! Whatever the repercussions were going to be, he
was ready for that too!
________________________________
The basketball game was now in the third quarter and the “All-Stars” were up by
two points!
The game was definitely much better then Zo assumed it would be! Mainly,
because his Downtown team had been blowing their competition out, the entire season!
Which he noticed, certainly, was not the case with this team who had obviously come to
play! If not win!
Feeling his cell phone vibrating, Zo reluctantly looked down at it to see who the
caller was?
“What’s going on?” Zo answered, seeing that it was his Business Manager from
Atlanta. “Wait one second! I can barely hear you over all this noise! Matter of fact, stay
by the phone I’ll call you right back!” He said loudly into the phone.
With that said, he exited the Center and walked towards his BMW. Leaning up
against the car, he dialed his BM’s number.
As he stood there, listening to the dilemma that his BM felt needed to be brought
to his attention, which she actually wanted him to make the call on, Zo couldn’t help
noticing that a black Chevy Impala circled the block at least three times, since he’d been
standing there.
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Assuming it was probably some cats awaiting the females to exit the Center, Zo
looked away from the car. Just as he’d done so, the first, of many shots wrung out!!!
As he dived for cover, beneath the BMW, Zo quickly realized that it was indeed a
hit on his life! The killers were letting off entirely too many shots, for it not to have been!
Crouching down, real low, beside the driver’s side door of his BMW, Zo hit his
key pad and opened the door. Beneath his seat was a .40 caliber automatic, which he
quickly grabbed. Just as he was about to make a dash for the Center, Zo heard one of the
car doors slam!
Taking a quick, yet dangerous peek, Zo spotted one of the gunmen creeping
towards the front of his BMW. Zo backed up towards the back of the car!
As soon as the gunman was about to extend his pistol around to the driver’s side
and squeeze, Zo stood up and gave it to him!!!
Hitting the gunman at least three times in the head and chest, Zo took off running,
meanwhile firing from behind!!!
Reaching the Center, Zo heard the car speed off! Yet, he’d also felt the sharp pain
in the back of his leg! A clear indication that, he too, had been shot……..
__________________________________
Lil Mike was beside himself with anger! When Sean and Bat, two of the gunmen
whom he’d sent out to kill Zo, came back with the unfortunate news!
“What the fuck do y’all mean y’all had to leave Troy?” Lil Mike had asked in
disbelief.
“He jumped out of the car and tried to creep up on Zo Next thing I know, the

nigga Zo came up firing and Troy went down!” Bat replayed the scene.
Lil Mike remained quiet, as far as he was concerned all three of them should’ve
jumped out of the car and crept up on him!
“Judging from the size of the hole in his head, followed by all the blood, I just

knew Troy was dead!” Bat had added, looking down at the floor.
After hearing the two of them out, Lil Mike turned and walked out of the
apartment.
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Although, he’d only heard two gun shots illuminate from the small apartment, Lil
Mike knew that Pasha & Tasha were the real deal!
As the twins met him outside and the three of them climbed into the Range Rover,
Lil Mike realized he’d made his first big mistake, by not sending Pasha & Tasha at Zo!!!
_________________________________
The scene, at Summerville hospital, was definitely chaotic!
The bullet had hit an artery in Zo’s leg, therefore he’d lost a significant amount of
blood!
The doctors were doing all they could to save his life!
The nurses were calling other area hospitals, in search of blood that matched his
type.
The media and their camera crews flooded the hospital’s corridors!
The players, cheerleaders, their families, and dozens of concerned spectators were
inside and outside of the hospital! Waiting to receive word on his condition!
What puzzled everyone was the fact that Nicole, Tina, Precious, Champaign and
Mike Raye were nowhere in sight!!!
Stephanie was the one, and closest person to family, who stood directly outside of
the operating room! Watching and waiting on some type of word from the doctors.
It was she, who Mike Raye selected to keep an eye on Zo, as he led the rest of
them outside of the hospital!
At first, none of them understood what Mike Raye had meant when he’d said,
they all needed to go somewhere and talk! Nicole assumed he’d lost his mind, if he’d
think she was about to leave Zo’s side!
“We have to talk! I believe I know who murdered Biggs, J.B., and Freeze! As

well as, tried to kill Zo!” Mike Raye revealed, which was basically enough said.
Especially, as far as Tina was concerned…..
Forming a circle, in a somewhat secluded area of the hospital’s
parking lot, Mike Raye looked each one of them in the eyes before he began to speak.
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“Prior to my release from prison,” He Began, “A cat named B.J.
landed on Lieber’s yard, I believe for a parole violation. Anyway, the dude apparently
had loose lips, because he began telling cats that he knew who murdered Zo’s sister and
partner.”

Mike Raye let his words sink in, and then he continued.
“I had an inmate named Slick, who worked for

Classification, have the dude transferred over to my dorm. The same day he arrived in my
dorm, I pulled him into a cell, put a knife to his throat and told him to start talking! He
told me how he, Suge and a cat named Mike broke into the house out in Hilton Head;
relieved the place of all its valuables, and then Suge sent the two of them out to their van!
It wasn’t until the next day, that he’d found out that Suge left behind two bodies!” Mike
Raye paused, knowing it wasn’t relevant to say who the two victims had been.
“Next, I made him tell me where Suge was hiding out at?
At which time, he told me that Suge was laying low, at his sister’s house, out in a small
town in Georgia. He even gave me the address!” Mike Raye, didn’t have to say much
more, he knew the four of them could figure out the rest!
“To make a small story short, I tied a make-shift rope,
using bed sheets, around dude’s neck and choked him to death! Then, I tied the rope on
the end of the top bunk bed, to make it look like the inmate hung himself!”
“I heard about that incident.” Nicole said in a low
voice. She couldn’t be sure, but she believed the deceased inmate’s family had a
Wrongful Death suit pending against the South Carolina Department of Corrections, as
well as Lieber Correctional Institution.

“Anyway, that was then,” Mike Raye

moved along with his story, “Earlier this year, well actually around the time of your New
Year party, “ He said, looking Nicole in her eyes, “I received a kite from one of my folks
at Lieber, who informed me that, once again an inmate has come through running his
mouth! This time, the inmate was heard bragging about being there when Freeze was
murdered! Before my folk did him in, he got the full story! Just as I had, regarding Lisa
and Jazz O’s deaths. Apparently, this dude was working for a now powerful drug dealer,
who not only had Freeze murdered, but I’m also confident, after putting two and two
together, that he was also in Lisa and Jazz O’s house the night they were murdered. Not
to mention, I have reason to believe, he murdered Biggs and J.B. as well, and is now
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gunning for Zo!”

After looking the four of them directly in

their eyes, Mike Raye dropped his bomb.
“The person responsible for all these deaths,
is none other than Lil Mike! And, the reason he wants to see Zo dead, is purely revenge!
He was also running with Suge, prior to his death! Therefore, Lil Mike knows that Zo and
Biggs killed his older brother Dee!”
away!

The news totally blew Nicole and Tina
However, they both now understood why Mike

Raye suggested that Stephanie wait with Zo, back at the hospital!
Not only was Dee, Stephanie’s boyfriend, she was

completely crushed by his death!
“With such a high body count, I guess we shouldn’t
take this kid lightly.” Champaign spoke for the first time, even though he hadn’t a clue

who Lil Mike was! Obviously, he was a young boy, when he was getting money
downtown. He assumed.

“The fact that, he murdered his best friend is

crazy!” Nicole added. “Not to mention, Zo basically raised that boy!”
“As badly as I now want to kill him myself, for
killing Biggs! I know I can’t go at him any kind of way! I know Zo, and I personally
knew Suge! And, the fact that, Lil Mike was up under both of them, the brains and the

beast, for even a period of time! Definitely, classifies him more than dangerous!” Tina
commented, shaking her head. Yet, she knew what had to be done….
“That’s precisely why I’ve been collecting
information and planning. But now that he’s made an attempt on Zo’s life, it’s time to get
at him!” Mike Raye informed them. “I was trying to be really smooth and careful about
it, because I didn’t want any unnecessary attention to come Zo’s way! That’s also why I
kept quiet about it.”

“I’m confident we can get next to him!” Precious

spoke for the first time. Not only was there an unmistakable confidence in her tone, she
was also making it known that they could count her in.
By that, Mike Raye wasn’t at all surprised.
“Lets put it together Big Homie!” Champaign
added, looking at Mike Raye with a smile on his face. “Matter of fact, my comrade J.T.
will be home in two weeks, so we’ll actually have folks on our team that no one has seen
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in any of our company!”

That said, they all headed back towards the

hospital.

Once they reached the front door of the

hospital, Mike Raye turned to face Nicole and Tina.
“Where do y’all foresee Stephanie’s loyalty
lying, once she hears the full story?”

Giving his question some thought, Nicole

replied, “She’ll be alright. Stephanie will never go against Tina and I.” She assured her
uncle.

Tina, on the other hand, simply sucked her

teeth! “If she goes against the grain, that’s a problem she’ll have to deal with!” With that
said, she brushed pass Mike Raye and Nicole.
Once the doctors informed them all that Zo
was out the red, and that he shouldn’t be staying in the hospital no more than two days,
they each let out a sigh of relief!

Again, Mike Raye pulled the four of them to

the side.

“I think it’s best if we keep Zo out of the

loop. He has entirely too much riding on the line, to be shooting at niggas in the streets!”
“I agree!” Precious added. Not considering
that she and Champaign were sacrificing a great deal as well.
“Nicole,” Mike Raye starred his niece in her eyes
and said, “That pertains to you as well! I don’t want you involved in any of this!”
“In know that’s right!” Tina exclaimed quite loudly,
then producing her first smile of the day she added, “As fool as I’m about to get in these
Port City streets, I know I’m going to be needing a good lawyer!”
In spite of everything that was going on, they all
had to laugh at Tina’s last comment…..never mind the fact that her ‘words’ could

ultimately apply to each of them!!!

__________________________________
FBI
Special Agent Michael Murphy was finally released from the Medical University of
South Carolina hospital, and was now recovering at a private, federal, facility in
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Arlington, Virginia.

He sat

straight up in bed, upon hearing the news of Zo’s shooting!

“I want

every agent in the field to stand-down!” Special Agent Murphy screamed through his
bedside telephone. “I should be out of this damn facility in about thirty days! In the
meantime, I don’t want anyone in the Charleston Branch of the Bureau to pursue Alonzo
‘Zo’ Simmons, Mike Raye, or Michael ‘Lil Mike’ Stokes!” He gave the order.
As far as Special Agent Murphy was concerned, his investigation of the three
criminals had officially become personal!
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October 14th, 2006.

SEVEN

“I can’t believe I got you to come out the house!” Kendra smiled.
Although, she and Tina weren’t hang-out partners they were friends nonetheless.
The two of them had met during the time Tina was in the streets
using drugs. In fact, Tina had engaged in a brief relationship with her brother Keshawn.
Keshawn was a well known drug dealer, who lived in the Russell
Dale section of North Charleston. Making money was no problem for Keshawn, his only
dilemma was that he couldn’t seem to stay out of jail!
“I be wanting to go out and have a nice time, but every time I try,
people always approaching me. It’s not like they’re approaching me for my number or
wanting to converse. It’s always about Biggs! How much the game has changed since his
passing! How much money they were making when he was around! How much they miss
him! Or, simply extending their condolences, as if, he just passed away a week ago!”
Tina shook her head.
“Believe it or not, I even had one chick approach me in Apple Bees talking about,
how she and Biggs were in the process of getting a paternity test done! To prove, whether
or not, he was the father of their daughter!” Tina let out a laugh.
“Damn!” Kendra replied wide eyed, before shaking her head.
Unbeknownst to Kendra, the only reason Tina agreed to accompany her to the
club, was because she’d heard that Lil Mike had a tendency to hang out at Bada-Bing on
occasion. Plus, she promised Mike Raye that she’d get next to him, to see what kind of
vibe he gave?
Upon entering the club, Tina couldn’t believe how packed it was! Not to mention,
she spotted faces in which she hadn’t seen since Middle or High School! What really
tripped her out was that, majority of the girls she noticed from her school years were
either walking around or on the huge stage naked!
“I’ve been to a strip club or two over the years, but I’ve never seen so many
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strippers in one place before!” Tina commented in disbelief. She’d assessed it to be at
least fifty dancers walking around the mediocre sized night club!
After the clock strike 1:00a.m., and one drink too many, Tina informed Kendra
that she’d seen and heard enough for one night!
“Girl, you gotta be kidding me!” Kendra looked at Tina in disbelief, before
informing her, “This is Bada-Bing! The guys don’t even come out until after 2:00a.m.!”
“Well, I damn sure won’t be here when they get here!” Tina replied.
“I drove all the way to Charlotte for this outfit yesterday, and I spent all day today
getting my hair done!” Kendra said with pleading eyes, letting Tina know she really
wasn’t ready to leave.
Glad that she drove her own car, Tina smiled and said, “I wasn’t suggesting that
you leave. I just don’t want you to be offended by me leaving you out here alone, since
we did come together? I just don’t feel too good, more than likely from mixing drinks or
something!”
“Girl, you know I can handle myself! Just make sure you call me when you get
home, so I’ll know that you’re alright?” Kendra kissed her on her right cheek, not
bothering to at least walk Tina to the front door, let alone her vehicle! Truthfully, Kendra
was glad that Tina decided to leave before the boys came out, because as far as she was
concerned, too many guys had already been sweating Tina! She certainly didn’t need her
girlfriend blocking her shine the entire night!!!
As Tina approached her CLS500, she peeped the burgundy Cadillac Escalade
slowly making its approach.
Reaching into her purse, Tina silently cursed! Totally forgetting that she’d left her
.25 automatic beneath the driver’s seat of her car.
The large SUV was exactly parallel her Benz, as it’s rear door slowly swung open
and a smiling Lil Mike stepped out.
“Tina what’s good?” He asked, somewhat keeping his distance.
“Everything’s alright on my end.” Tina replied.
“I see.” Lil Mike once again produced a smile, as he looked her up and down.
“Anyway, it’s good seeing you. Especially, since it’s been awhile. But I really
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have to go, because I’m really not feeling to well.” Tina informed him.
“Listen, I really need to holla at you! What I have to say will only take a few
minutes!” Lil Mike promised.
“I’m listening?” Tina said, giving him his few minutes.
Lil Mike motioned for Tasha to park the SUV off to the side.
Although, Tasha did as he’d suggested, Tina noticed the dark tinted black Dodge
Charger! Which was parked less than 20 feet away from where they stood. She also
noticed, it wasn’t there before the Escalade had pulled up.
“First, I want to apologize for not getting up with you after Biggs death or
attending the funeral services. Trust me, I was in no mood or position to be amongst
anyone! His murder totally fucked me up! Not to mention, I was all paranoid and shit!
Thinking I was next and shit, seeing how niggas got at J.B. as well.” He explained.
“I spoke to Zo and Mike Raye at least twice in the pass year or so. Therefore, I
pretty much knew that everybody was basically good.” Lil Mike added.
“Oh yeah?” Tina replied, watching him closely before adding, “If you ask me, I
personally think you’re nothing but a coward, and trust me, there’s a difference between
paranoia and being a coward!”
“And what makes me a coward in your eyes?”
“The fact that, your home boys have been getting gunned down out here and you
haven’t, yet, gotten with Zo or Mike Raye, to see what the deal is? Or, possibly strategize
some type of get-back? Nothing? Niggas ain’t even hearing from you these days!” Tina
replied with an attitude.
“For one, Zo isn’t a street nigga anymore. Shit done changed out here! All of that
beating niggas down with baseball bats, and throwing them in trunks, but not killing
them? Those days are over with! As for Mike Raye, he’s official. However, I don’t need
either one of them niggas! You honestly think or believe that I’m putting it down out
here, the way I have been these days, without first getting rid of my adversaries? How
you know I haven’t already taken care of the niggas who murdered my homies? Smart
niggas don’t broadcast their actions!” Lil Mike was staring Tina in her eyes.
“Whatever!” Tina replied, breaking his stare, as she turned to get inside of her
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Benz.
“Tina, I know you’re as thorough as they come. The fact that, you’ve been a
player on Zo’s team when he was out here representing, been linked to Suge, KeShawn,
and Biggs only confirms it! Not to mention, you’re as fine now, as you were back in the
days!” He smiled, and then added, “I can really use you on my team.”
“Why would I even consider aligning myself with you?” Tina inquired.
Walking directly up to her driver’s side door, Lil Mike held it for her, as
Tina climbed into the Benz. Once inside, he shut the door and waited for her to let the
window down. Once it was completely down, Lil Mike leaned in with both elbows on the
window seal.
“You and I both know, that you’ve always been attracted to certified street
niggas!” He said, looking Tina in her eyes before informing her, “If you haven’t heard, I

am the streets!”
____________________________________
Christmas Eve, 06!
Mike Raye was satisfied, Lil Mike wasn’t aware that he was on to him! Or, that
he was aware of the fact that, he’d been behind all three murders and the attempt on Zo’s
life.
“Don’t worry about getting inside! You’re good, trust me!” Mike Raye had
assured Lil Mike, who was only 25 years old.
Actually, he’d invited Lil Mike to join for drinks and conversation, at Another

Level.
Another Level was a grown and sexy night club! The women had to be at least 25
years of age to get inside, whereas, the men had to be 30 and over!
Arriving at the club, Mike Raye parked his Cadillac DTS in the huge parking lot,
across the street from the club, and waited for Tina to show up!
From across the street, he saw when Lil Mike’s GS430 pull into the club’s
parking lot!
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Patrolling the small parking lot, on foot, were four men dressed in NOI attire.
Four men, unbeknownst to Lil Mike, who were actually ex-convicts who Mike Raye
knew from Lieber!
When Tina pulled up, Mike Raye got out of his Caddy and opened her door for
her.
“Wow! You’re looking good tonight!” Mike Raye was indeed impressed.
“Tonight?” Tina looked at him with a raised eye brow, then added, “Nigga I

always look good!”
They both laughed. Even though Mike Raye had to admit, her words were indeed
the truth!
The two of them crossed the street and found Lil Mike, and two beautiful Asian
looking chicks standing on other side of him, in front of the club.
“What’s good?” Lil Mike asked with a slight smile on his face. Then, looking
over at Tina, he added, “It’s definitely good to see you again.”
“Everything is good!” Mike Raye replied, eyeing the two Asian beauties.
Tina, however, didn’t say a word in response.
“Mike I’d like you to meet my two associates,” Lil Mike began, looking to his
right first he introduced Tasha. Then, Pasha, who stood on his left.
Mike Raye shook each of their hands.
The fact that, Tina had walked over to one of the bouncers, at the front entrance,
was a clear indication that she wasn’t interested in meeting either of Lil Mike’s female
associates!
As the group made their way into the night club, Tina, Pasha, and Tasha were
ushered straight through security. Mike Raye and Lil Mike were both pat frisked.
Mike Raye instructed Lil Mike to go through the procedure first.
Lil Mike, was unarmed and wasn’t sweating the fact that he had to leave his .9mm
in the Lexus. Seeing how both of his girls had gotten in, with their pistols, was just like

him having one!
Mike Raye knew the security guy, who felt his strap in his waist and still let him
in! In turn, Mike Raye slipped him a One Hundred Dollar bill.
Spotting another security guy, who Mike Raye recalled was a Sergeant on
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Lieber’s yard.
“My man, I need VIP for the five of us!” Mike Raye said the security cat with a
smile on his face.
“Oh shit!” The security guy was clearly happy to see Mike Raye, whom he hadn’t
since Lieber. In fact, he had been Mike Raye’s dorm Sergeant, who for a small fee, use to
let him know when the search team was coming through! Among other things….
“It’s good to see you too.” Mike Raye smiled, at the same time slipping him a
One Hundred Dollar bill as well.
“I see you haven’t changed a bit!” The security guy laughed, took the bill, then
instructed the five of them, “Follow me!”
Although, VIP was packed to capacity, the security guy literally made a party of
five get up from their table. Which he gave to Mike Raye and his guest!
“I’ll send a bartender right over!” He said, before looking at Mike Raye and
adding, “If you need anything, just holla!”
“Will do, and thanks for the hospitality!” Mike Raye replied.
“I see you still got it OG!” Lil Mike was impressed. Especially, see how the
security dude had straight strong armed their table!
Once the bar-maid had taken their orders, then returned with their drinks, Mike
Raye and Lil Mike began their discussion.
“So, how are the streets treating you?” Mike Raye inquired.
“Actually, the streets is like my bitch, and I’ve never allowed a bitch to dictate
our relationship!” Lil Mike replied sounding very cocky, before adding, “But, we’re
making it work!” He laughed.
“Just keep in mind all bitches, have the potential to flip.” Mike Raye
responded. Instead, of looking at Lil Mike when he’d said it, he winked at one of the
twins! He couldn’t remember who was who, being that they were dressed alike.
“True.” Lil Mike agreed, while looking Tina in her eyes. “I guess that
relies heavily on how you treat them.”
Changing the subject, Mike Raye asked, “How come you never come
through to check on Zo? Especially, after niggas tried to get at him? I mean, I was under
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the impression that you and J.B. had always looked up to him? Seeing how he made sure
the two of you ate, even after his exodus from the game!” He reminded him.
“Yeah, Zo will always be the big homie!” Lil Mike said with a smile on
his face. Then added, “That nigga definitely was the epitome of a ‘G’ to me and J.B.
growing up!”

“So, what happened?” Mike Raye inquired.
“I still got love for the homie! I just be busy out here doing me,

while I’m sure he equally busy doing his legitimate thing.” Lil Mike answered, then said,
“It fucked me up when I heard how niggas tried to get at him! However, that’s Zo we’re
talking about, so niggas are keeping real tight lipped about who did it, or who ordered the
hit! But I assure you, I’m definitely keeping my ears to the streets.”
“I find it really odd, that a nigga who admittedly dictates
what goes on in the streets, these days, have no knowledge of who would order such a
hit?” Mike Raye commented, as the two of them finally locked eyes.
“What are you trying to imply?” Lil Mike asked.
The three females clearly felt the sudden tension, which
was why each of them had at least one hand beneath the table.
Suddenly, a security guy approached their table.
“I don’t know which of you, is the owner of the green
Lexus? But, apparently someone bumped into it, because the alarm has gone off!” The
security guy informed them. Then, walked off.
Pasha, who had been driving, stood up.
Lil Mike touched her on the arm and said, “I’ll go turn it
off!”

With that said, he stood and then made his way through the

crowded VIP. It wasn’t that he didn’t want Pasha to handle it. Lil Mike, saw where the
conversation was going and didn’t feel like a confrontation ensuing, between he and
Mike Raye. Mainly, because he knew it wasn’t the time or place!
Using his keypad, Lil Mike shut the blaring alarm off. Instead, of
turning to head back into the club, he decided to sit inside of the car and place a call.
Before he could punch in the number to one of his gunmen, who he decided he wanted to
come out to the club, one of the NOI dressed security guys approached his driver’s side
window.

Lil Mike reached beneath the seat for his pistol, then let his
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window down.

“Is this your vehicle?” Security asked.
“If it weren’t, would I be sitting in it?” Lil Mike answered

the question with a question.
“Actually, you wouldn’t believe some of what has taken place out
here, since I’ve been working here!” The security guy remarked, before looking towards
the passenger’s window.
His gaze prompted Lil Mike to turn his attention towards the
passenger’s side as well.
Although, he had his pistol in hand, the first shot caught Lil
Mike in his right shoulder! He immediately knew it was an ambush, as the shots began
coming through the driver’s side window as well!
Opposed to trying to get off a shot, Lil Mike simply curled up as
low as he could beneath the steering wheel! He had no idea how many times he’d been
hit, however, it seemed as though the bullets were never going to cease!
Hearing the gunshots, pandemonium quickly erupted inside the
club!

Pasha and Tasha were off and running! Immediately, they knew

something was wrong!
Mike Raye and Tina were right behind the two of them.
The twins literally burst through the exit door, with their automatic
weapons spitting round after round!!!
Pasha’s 18 round .380 caliber automatic tore into two of the
gunmen standing over the Lexus! As she continued to charge towards the bullet riddled
vehicle!

A bullet from Tasha’s matching .380, lodged into the skull

of another one of the security guys! Yet, her pistol was suddenly knocked from her hand,
as a bullet pierced through her right shoulder from behind! Which caused her to dive
beneath a nearby by SUV.
Pasha continued to let off shot after shot, as she crept low,
before opening the driver’s door of the Lexus! Not at all phase by the amount of blood,
glass and bullet shells in the front seat, Pasha literally shoved Lil Mike onto the
passenger’s side. Before climbing fully into the car, she exchanged clips and let off
another round of gunshots!

Tina continued to fire on the Lexus!
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While Mike Raye ran around some other parked
vehicle, hoping to ambush the Lexus from behind!
Tasha couldn’t find her .380, as she crawled
between cars! She’d actually been hit twice by Tina’s baby .9milimeter!
The Lexus made a loud skid sound, as Pasha
hit the gas! However, two of its tires were shot out, which caused the vehicle to move at a
somewhat slower pace.

As she pulled out of the club’s parking lot,

Pasha continued to duck down low, as the bullets continued to ricochet off the car’s
metal!

Hearing the loud police sirens,

making their way to the scene, Mike Raye proceeded to help two of his wounded
associates into the van, which he’d had rented for them! Then, instructed them to get out
of there!

Reaching her car, Tina knew

it was basically useless to chase the Lexus, being that her pistol had completely run out of
shells!

Tasha proceeded to crawl a good

distance from the parking lot and was now half crawling, half limping, onto Dorchester
Road!

Suddenly, a black Chevy Tahoe

pulled beside her and the passenger’s door swung open!
“If you don’t want to die out
here on the street, I suggest you get in!” Stephanie spoke loudly from behind the wheel.
Although, she was extremely
weak, as well as dizzy, due to the amount of blood she’d obviously lost. Tasha found the
strength to climb into the truck!

As Stephanie pulled off,

Tasha rested her head against the comfortable head-rest, closed her eyes and spoke,
“Thank you so much! You’re truly a life saver!”

Just as the words had

left her lips, Tasha felt something cold and obviously metal, press up against her left
temple! Then, a female’s voice, which came from the back seat, informed her, “No one
said anything about you being safe!” Precious, spoke almost at a whisper……….
_____________________________
Getting on I-526,
Pasha wasn’t sure whether Lil Mike was dead or alive? Nevertheless, she knew that she
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needed to get him to a hospital immediately! As well as, abandon the bullet riddled
Lexus! Knowing Tasha as she did, Pasha was confident her sister got out of there alive!
Exiting the Highway,
at Ashley River Road, Pasha drove to Roper-Saint Francis hospital! Where she left Lil
Mike lying outside of the Emergency Room, before getting in a taxi cab!!!

_______________________________
Less
than an hour after the shoot-out, Mike Raye got the call that Lil Mike had survived and
was at Roper-Saint Francis hospital.

Mike

Raye hung up the phone and quickly placed another call.
_________________________________
Upon
waking up, Lil Mike was totally dismayed as to where he was? Or, how he’d gotten
there? The last thing he remembered was being ambushed by the two gunmen!
Spotting a
female nurse, attending to another patient sharing his hospital room, Lil Mike began to
question her.

“Can

you tell me what time is it? And, how long have I been here?” He inquired.
Turning to face him, the nurse smiled and replied, “It’s approximately 5:00am and
you’ve been here since around mid-night! Actually, someone brought you here and left
you outside of the Emergency Room!” She informed him, then added, “I guess you have
a real life guardian Angel, because the person who dropped you off certainly saved your
life!”
Seeing the bandages covering his right bicep, right shoulder, lower right side, left
fore arm, and the side of his neck, Lil Mike further inquired, “How bad are my injuries?”
“I’d say, your neck wound is probably the worst of all. However, you could’ve
easily died, considering how much blood you lost.” The nurse informed him.
Looking her over, Lil Mike noticed assessed her to be no more than 25 years old.
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Also, he noticed the rings she wore on damn near every finger!
“Can you tell me what they’ve done with my clothing, money and jewelry?”
“All of your property is right there?” The nurse pointed to a chair beside his bed.
“Do you know if the police were here? Or, if there’s an officer stationed outside
of my room?” Lil Mike asked.
“The police were here about two hours ago, but they left. I believe they’re coming
back though.” She informed him.
“How do you know that?”
“Because they started to handcuff you to your bed, but apparently the powder
residue test they did on both your hands came back negative. Then, I overheard one of the
detectives say he’ll be back in the morning to question you.” The nurse relied to the
conversation she’d overheard.
Only half worried about the police, Lil Mike knew who the real threat was!
“Listen, I really need your help!” He pleaded with the young nurse.
“How so?” She asked.
“I need to get out of here immediately! My life is in danger!” Lil Mike explained.
Looking at him intently, she could tell that he wasn’t lying. Especially, seeing
how many times he’d been shot!
“Helping you get out of here could mean jeopardizing my job.” She explained.
“In my pants pocket, there is roughly about Five Thousand Dollars in cash. Also,
my chain, watch and ring together cost me over Fifty Grand! You can have it all, if you
help me get out of here undetected?” Lil Mike propositioned her.
First, she’d checked his bandages. Then, the nurse dressed him in some clothes in
which she took from another patient’s room. Last, the two of them made up his bed, to
look as though someone was still lying in it, before they ultimately switched Lil Mike’s
bed tag with the patient whom he share the room with!
____________________________________
At approximately 6:00am, the nurse entered Lil Mike’s room and looked at his
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bed tag, opposed to his face.
Satisfied, he was the correct patient, she retrieved the deadly arsenic-filled syringe
from her sweater pocket. Opposed to injecting it into his IV, the nurse found a nice sized
vein in his forearm and inserted the needle!
Once her work was done, the female portraying a nurse, exited the hospital and
quickly found a pay phone!
“Yes, I’m certain it was him!” She replied with a smile, realizing that a well done
job, meant she’d undoubtedly gained points with Mike Raye!
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April 11th, 2007

EIGHT

The huge Resort, in Atlantic City New Jersey, was crowded with nothing but

family!
A fact, which made John Martin feel somewhat uncomfortable. Being that, other
then his Uncle Vincent, he really didn’t know too many others!
Nevertheless, he was glad that he’d attended the get together.
He could tell his Uncle Vincent, who everyone called Vinny, was equally as
happy that he made it.
However, what made John Martin a bit uncomfortable, was how his uncle
continually bragged who his nephew had received a lengthy bid and didn’t rat on anyone!
“My beloved brother was no stool pigeon and neither is his boy!” Uncle Vinny
lifted his wine glass in a toast, before swallowing its contents down.
As the evening winded down, Uncle Vinny and John Martin went for a walk on
the 40 acre resort.
“Johnny Boy,” His uncle began, “I really think you should consider joining the

family.”
John Martin knew by family he was referring to the Mafia.
“I’m already family!” John joked.
Looking at his nephew with a serious expression on his face, Uncle Vinny shook
his head.
“You just don’t get it do you?” He asked, then explained, “Your father wasn’t
only a made-man, had he not caught that life sentence, he would have certainly made
Capo!” His uncle beamed proudly! “Your old man was nothing to play with!”
“I never even knew him!” John Martin replied in low voice.
“I can tell!” His uncle shot him a disapproving look before adding, “Your father
would’ve never accepting his son running around with a name like Martin! You’re a
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Martinelli, John! What’s with all this Martin crap?” His uncle sighed in disbelief.
“I guess my mom had her reasons for giving me an alias!”
“Your mom!” His uncle stopped short of saying what or how he’d really felt
about his mother! He’d never gotten over how she just up and took John Junior away
from his father!
“My mom has her faults, but overall I think she did a fine job
raising me!” John defended his mom.
“Anyway, I just pray that the Lord have mercy on that woman’s
soul!” With that said, Uncle Vinny changed the subject. “How’s the black girl doing?”
Totally dismayed by his question, John Martin inquired.
“What black girl are you referring to?”
“The one who came to visit me, a few years back? You were still
in prison at the time, but she assured me that she and her boyfriend, were good friends of
yours!”

John Martin was completely baffled by his statement.
“Actually, it was she who told me that you’d been set up by some

stool pigeon friend of yours, and that she and her boyfriend needed help proving the set
up to your lawyer.”
John Martin just continued to listen.
“I asked her what did she need from me?” Uncle Vinny shrugged a
shoulder, and then went on, “Anyway, after she’d explained herself and what her
boyfriend believed, I reached out to some friends and got her what she asked for.”
“What was it that she needed?” John Martin finally asked.
“Some type of rare pistols, I believe they were Hecklair & Koch
MP5 something or another!” Again, Uncle Vinny shrugged a shoulder, as if it wasn’t all
that important, and then added, “I never even asked how the gun would prove your
innocence; I just hoped and prayed she was on the up and up!”
“Do you remember what she’d said her name was?” John
Martin asked, even though he’d already had an idea.
“With names like hers and her boyfriend’s, how can I forget?”
Uncle Vinny let out a loud laugh, and then said, “The girl’s name was Precious! She told
me that her boyfriend name was Champaign!”
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___________________________________
Since his release, every morning he woke up with a different
female! Everyday was a different clothing store! And every night was a different party!
Johnny ‘J.T.’ Smith was simply having fun!
Yet, he was also ready for some action!
Champaign had told him that, they had a beef to settle with some big drug
dealer! However, J.T. hadn’t seen anything that even resembled beef, since Champaign
had first told him that! Nevertheless, he was ready for whatever!
What tripped him out was how much the Port City had changed!
The Bayside Manor Houses had been totally renovated and painted a
brighter color, apparently in hopes that the change would bring sunshine to the notorious
complex. Just about every night club on the City had to close by 2:00am! His old spot,
Club Illusions, was now a Church! Charleston Square Mall was now the Regal Cinema!
The Kmart, on McMillan & Rivers Avenue, was now a huge Bingo hall! A deserted area
off Montague Avenue, was now home to The Tangler Outlet, Walmart, Fast Food
restaurants, and a number of other stores and Sports Bar & Grills……
What surprised J.T. the most was the fact that, as beautiful as she was, Stephanie

Nelson was single with no kids!!!
__________________________________
More than three months had passed, since the shoot-out at Another Level took
place!
Since that time, Lil Mike had been in and out of the Port City! Mostly, he came
through to sit down with his immediate team, or simply to collect money!
These days, he spent a great deal of time laying low in Atlanta, Georgia. He
certainly wasn’t trying to make Atlanta home; Lil Mike basically retreated there, while he
planned his attack against Mike Raye.
Lil Mike knew, in order for him to get at Zo, he’d need to first get Mike Raye out
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of the way!
As they laid in bed, he and Pasha both were consumed with revenge!
The Berkley County police had discovered Tasha’s body in a small patch of
woods right before Holly Hill.
Tasha’s funeral was a relatively small one. Other than, Pasha and Lil Mike about
twenty five family members appeared. Some from New York, the rest were from
Maryland, and Atlanta where she’d been buried.
“I’ve been doing my homework on the people surrounding Mike Raye.” Pasha
said, speaking in a low voice as she gently massaged Lil Mike’s manhood.
Lil Mike continued to lie there in thought.
Pasha, however, threw the covers back and proceeded to lick her way down his
body.
Reaching his navel area, Pasha looked up and said, “I think it may interest you
what I’ve found out.” With that said, she proceeded to work her way down.
Giving thought to her last remark, Lil Mike positioned himself to where he could
watch Pasha do her thing, as well as give her his undivided attention.
Reaching his penis, she playfully licked it a couple times, smiled then spoke.
“One of Mike Raye’s most trusted ally is a guy named Kevin Champaign.” Pasha
said, before taking the tip into her warm mouth and gently sucking on it.
As for Lil Mike, he wanted to say, “Tell me something I don’t know?” Instead, he
simply lied there and enjoyed her technique.
Sucking on him a bit more aggressively, at the same time taking about two-thirds
of him into her throat, Pasha suddenly stopped and looked up into his eyes.
“One of my stripper friends knows a guy out of New York City, who I hear is
extremely strong in the streets, who desperately wants to get at Kevin Champaign!”
As she was about to finish what she’d started, Lil Mike reached down and put his
hand around her throat! More, interested in her words than he was in her techniques.
“Tell me more.” Lil Mike stared into her eyes.
Licking the saliva from the sides of her mouth, Pasha proceeded to tell him

everything her girlfriend had told her.
“This dancer I know named Kitten, told me that she knows this cat from New
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York, who really wants Champaign’s head! Said she’s overheard him talking about
having him murdered, on a number of occasions! In fact, her dude, from what I
understand is a leader of the Bloods gang in New York City!”
Lil Mike couldn’t believe his ears! He knew with such an ally, he’d undoubtedly
wipe out Mike Raye, Zo and their entire family!
Not realizing that he’d let go of her throat, Pasha commenced to deep-throat his
dick…..
Just as he was about to explode inside of her mouth, Pasha looked up into Lil
Mike’s eyes, smiled and informed him.
“Oh yeah, the guy from New York City name is Globe!” With that said, she

swallowed everything he had……….
__________________________________
Mike Raye had done his homework on the Asian chicks, and found out that they
had once frequented Fantasy!
Visiting the neighborhood strip club, he’d found out that the two sisters were from
Atlanta, and that they use to hold down their home girls whenever they traveled to dance.
It was his first time, since his release from prison, visiting the ATL! To say that
Mike Raye was impressed by the number of beautiful women he saw, was indeed an
understatement!
Everywhere he went, Mike Raye either spotted a beautiful chick or a gay dude!
“I guess the ‘latter’ observation explains the ‘former’!” He thought to himself, at
the same time, telling him self, “What a damn shame!”
Sitting inside of the infamous Magic City night club, Mike Raye watched the girls
do their thing, as he sipped on his Hennessy & Coke.
His first lap dance was from a stripper named Paradise. Once the song and dance
had ended, he handed her a One Hundred Dollar bill and asked, “You wouldn’t happen to
know a light skinned dancer, who goes by the name Kitten?”
“Who don’t know Kitten?” The dancer laughed. Then said, “She, and I, used to
come down to your home town!”
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Her remark was music to Mike Raye’s ears.
“Is she working tonight?” He inquired.
“Not only is she working, that’s her up on stage!” Paradise answered his question.
Then, running a neatly manicured hand across the crotch of his pants, she winked an eye
at him, turned and walked off!
The only way he could describe Kitten, was a gorgeous Amazon! She was light
skinned, with long brown hair and brown eyes. Her body was shaped perfectly; however,
she stood at least six feet tall!
Paradise must’ve told her that Mike Raye had inquired about her, because as soon
as she was off stage and changed, he saw Kitten making her approach.
“Hi, I’m Kitten!” She smiled, extended a hand, and asked, “Have we met?”
“No, we’ve never met.” Mike Raye replied, then smiled and said, “Had we, I’m
confident you’d still be making trips to Charleston!”
“Oh really?” Kitten laughed, then said, “I love a confident man!”
“I love a beautiful Amazon!” He replied.
“Most men are intimidated by my height and thickness.” She said.
“Then I guess it’s fair to say, most men are fools!” He replied.
Kitten watched his eyes. Sensing his sincerity, she asked, “It’s obvious you didn’t
come all this way for a lap-dance, so how can I help you?”
Something about her intrigued Mike Raye, however, she was right! He certainly
did not come all that way for a lap-dance!
“I understand you know a half Asian chick named Pasha?” Mike Raye watched
her closely.
“I guess it’s no secret that we know each other, since she and Tasha used to travel
with me and the girls to Charleston.” Kitten confessed.
“Yeah, I heard about her sister Tasha. It was a real tragedy, being that I heard she
was the people person?” Mike Raye spoke of her.
“Yeah, she was. Yet, on the same token, she too was no joke!” Kitten laughed,
remembering how aggressive the twins could get, if rubbed the wrong way.
“What’s going on with Pasha these days?” Mike Raye knew he was reaching.
“She’s good. In fact, I recently spent time with her.” Kitten offered.
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“So, she’s back in Atlanta?” He asked.
“Yes, her and some guy she brought with her from Charleston. Do you know
him?” Kitten asked.
“I doubt it. I’m more interested in Pasha though.” He lied. Then asked, “You
wouldn’t happen to know where she’s staying?”
“No, she didn’t say. Our time together was basically spent eating lunch, shopping
a little, and talking.” Kitten informed him, then said, “I found it quite odd though, that
she obviously appeared happy with your homeboy. Yet, she also appeared quite

interested when I brought up the name Kevin Champaign!”

Her

comment clearly threw Mike Raye for a loop!
“What about Kevin Champaign?” He asked.
Seeing how the name suddenly sparked interest, once again, Kitten simply
shrugged it off and said, “I don’t know the guy personally, but I did tell Pasha that I,
occasionally, spend time with a guy from New York named Globe, who apparently wants
to see this Champaign in a coffin! He frequently brings up the guys name, being that he
knows I frequented Charleston, saying how this Champaign dude ain’t right! Whatever

that means?”
Mike Raye was very curious to know what it meant as well? Moving along, he
asked, “How long ago was it, that you Pasha spent time together?”
“Oh, that was less than two weeks ago!” Kitten replied.
Satisfied, with everything he’d found out, Mike Raye handed her five One
Hundred Dollar bills and said, “Here’s my cell number, when you get off, call me. I’ll
make it worth your while.” With that said, he stood and turned to walk away.
Yelling out behind him, Kitten asked, “Why can’t you just tell me where you’re
staying, that way I can just stop by?”
“Yeah right!” Mike Raye said to himself. That certainly wasn’t going to happen,
seeing how easily she’d given him all the information he’d needed to know!
__________________________________
Arriving, back in Charleston, Mike Raye placed a call to Precious and arranged a
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sit-down with her and Champaign.
As the three of them entered California Dreamers, they were quickly ushered to a
table.
“How’s the food here?” Mike Raye inquired.
“I’ve only eaten here like once, but the food was pretty good.” Precious recalled.
“Champ, was good with you?” Mike Raye asked Champaign.
“Everything is everything!” Champaign replied, accepting a menu from the
waiter.
Getting right to the point, of why he’d asked to meet with the two of them, Mike
Raye began to speak.
“As the two of you know, I went down to ATL, to see if I could get a line on Lil
Mike and the Asian chick?” Mike Raye reminded them. “Anyway, while I was there, I
came across this stripper chick, who provided me with a lot of information.”
“Did she tell you where the two of them were hiding out at?” Champaign
inquired.
“No.” Mike Raye replied, then added, “However, I have reason to believe they’ve
taken a trip up to New York City.”
“New York City?” Champaign was clearly surprised to hear that. Especially,
being that it wouldn’t take much more than a telephone call, for him to get a line on the
two of them!
“What would make them go up to New York?” Precious was dismayed. She
hadn’t heard anything indicating that Lil Mike had folks up North.
“I believe Lil Mike traveled up North, to arrange a sit-down with a cat that goes
by the name Globe!” Upon mentioning the name, Mike Raye watched Champaign.
Looking Mike Raye in the eyes, Champaign finally produced a smile, before
nodding his head up and down.
“I see Lil Mike does his homework well!” Champaign was impressed. He also
knew that, Lil Mike was now targeting him and Precious as well.
“What’s your beef with this Globe character?” Mike Raye asked.
Precious, sat there silently. She had never once heard Champaign mention the
name Globe. Let alone, having an enemy up North.
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“Actually, I basically raised the dude.” Champaign began, “Him and his brother
Wise, came up under me. As the two of them began making their name in the streets, I
was either getting money out-of-town, or serving a bid! Anyway, Globe was with me on
Riker’s Island, while I was fighting that last body.” Champaign said, looking at Precious,
who was already riding with him by that time.
“Unfortunately, during that time, Globe had been released and shortly afterwards
was gunned down in my projects. However, he survived. The shooter was immediately
apprehended. Knowing, my influence on Riker’s Island, Wise and Globe reached out to
me and made a proposition.”
“What kind of proposition?” Precious inquired. Not believing he’d never
mentioned any of this to her! And, she was in New York holding him down at the time!
“They asked me to take care of the cat who’d shot Globe.” Champaign explained.
“Did you know dude?” Mike Raye inquired.
“Actually, I raised him as well! Considering, he too, was from my projects. His
name is Shine.” Champaign revealed, then continued, “The proposition, was that, if I got
at Shine the brothers would make sure no one showed up, against me, at my trial! That
being the deal, I had the kid Shine moved to my block, in HDM. That way, he’d be right
there in my reach, when the time came for me to handle my business. I could’ve had him
touched, but I decided that I’d handle it myself. However, I had to make sure that the
brothers were going to hold up, on their part of the bargain. Therefore, I decided to wait
until my trial concluded, before I put the knife in Shine!”
“Did Globe and his brother handle their part?” Mike Raye asked, trying to find
out why he and Globe were now enemies?
“At the end of the day, only one witness appeared in court against me!”
Champaign looked over at Precious and said, “That was my former comrade Frank
Nitty!”
Precious remembered him from the trial.
“No one else showed.” Champaign admitted, then said, “On the last day of trial, I
got back to the jail really late. Shortly before lock down actually. Rushing to catch the
showers, the kid Shine came in right behind me. As the two of proceeded to shower, he
began to talk. He told me that he knew what the deal was!”
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“Shine knew you were going to hit him up?” Mike Raye asked with an eyebrow
raised.
“Yeah, he knew. Apparently, someone from the projects, who was also a part of
Globe’s circle, was also keeping the lines open with Shine.” Champaign explained, then
went on, “Anyway, Shine proceeded to talk. During that shower, he told me his brotherin-law was beefing with the two brothers, and out of loyalty to the brother-in-law he gave
it to Globe. He also proceeded to tell me how, after the shooting, Globe apparently
thought he wasn’t going to make it! With that in mind, Globe told the police that Shine
had shot him, and he didn’t want them to let him get away with it!”
“Wow!” Precious exclaimed.
Mike Raye, now understood.
“There was no way I could put a knife into the kid, knowing that Globe snitched
on him. Not one of my comrades, serving time up North, would’ve understood me
carrying out such a hit. Regardless, whether or not, the brothers were getting at my
witnesses! Especially, after we got out of the showers and Shine showed me Globe’s
dying declaration, in black and white!” Champaign explained.
Mike Raye nodded his head up and down. Knowing, he would not have carried
out the hit either…..
“Apparently, Lil Mike went up North to, hopefully, find an ally in Globe! From
what I hear, this Globe character is a leader of the Bloods!” Mike Raye revealed what
he’d found out. The fact that, a snitch was leading an entire gang was ‘un-fucking-

believable’! He thought to him self.
“Nevertheless, lets just hope Lil Mike succeed in convincing Globe to join forces,
and possibly come down South! If so, we just have to be ready and on point!” Mike Raye
suggested, then with a smile on his face he added, “If not, we’ll just have to deal with Lil
Mike! Then, take a trip to the Big Apple and deal with Globe as well!”
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November 30th, 2007

NINE

“Do you think we should trust this cat?” Stuy asked, suspicious of the call.
Instead, of responding, Globe sat back in his red recliner chair and
continued to give the matter some thought. He seriously doubted that Champaign would
send a Down South nigga, all the way to New York, to get at him!
“That would be suicide!” Globe told himself. Besides, he knew
Champaign was a much smarter dude than that. He’d known him damn near his entire
life! Which was why, he also knew, he couldn’t just travel Down South trying to get at
Champaign, just any kind of way! That too, would be suicide….on his part!
At the end of the day, curiosity won the battle!
Globe decided he’d meet with the cat, who’d called the previous
day, stating that they had a ‘common enemy’ and needed to talk!
“I want you to reserve about six tables at Junior’s restaurant, then
get about twelve of our dawgs together! I want at least two seated at each table! If this cat
tries anything funny, we gonna give it to him right there in the restaurant!” Globe
instructed Stuy. Then, stood up, straightened his red silk bathrobe and exited the living
room…..
________________________________

“You sure your cousin was able to get us some artillery?” Lil Mike
questioned Pasha.
“Yes!” Pasha laughed. “Stop worrying! I already told you, her
boyfriend sells damn near any and every gun you can think of!”
Nodding his head, Lil Mike dropped his line of questioning. He
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just didn’t want to get caught slipping! Especially, in a City where he didn’t know
anyone!

Although, his meeting with Globe wasn’t until the

following day, Lil Mike and Pasha took a ride downtown, Brooklyn, to check the lay-out
of Junior’s!

Once there, Lil Mike smiled. Seeing that, not only

did Junior’s have two sides, almost as if it was split up in two restaurants. It also, had two

separate entrances/ exits!

Since they were there, he and Pasha decided to try a

slice of their World famous cheese cake. Not to mention, buying a waitress uniform, from
a worker who was getting off, also proved to be a piece of cake!!!
Lil Mike was already seated at a table, when Globe and
Stuy walked into the restaurant. A fact that, enabled him to not only get a good look at his
surroundings, but also enabled him to spot at least ten of Globe’s folks! Seated at various
tables.

Seeing the two of them looking around, Lil Mike stood up from his

chair and simply looked in their direction.
Globe, immediately, figured it was him. Then, he and Stuy made their
approach.

“What’s good partner?” Globe inquired, as he and Lil Mike shook

hands.

Playing the anti-social role, Stuy simply pulled out a chair and sat

down.

“I wish, I could say, everything’s good! But unfortunately, they’re

not.” Lil Mike replied honestly, and then added, “I have a problem with some folks, who
actually murdered my brother a while back. I recently found out that ya’boy Champaign
has aligned himself with my enemies.”
“What makes you think I can help you?” Globe played dumb.
The two of them became quiet as the waitress took their orders.
Once she’d walked off, their talk resumed.
“A mutual associate of ours, informed me that you have a vendetta you
wish to straighten out with Champaign.” Lil Mike watched his facial expression.
“Ummm ummm!” Stuy cleared his throat. Then, looked Globe in his eyes.
Globe, in turn, shook his head no. This could’ve also meant, not yet!
“Who’s this mutual friend of ours?” Globe was curious to know.
“Truthfully, I think that’s irrelevant!” Lil Mike replied.
Looking Lil Mike in his eyes, as if to see if he was crazy? Globe finally let
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out a laugh! Suddenly, becoming very serious he spoke.
“Lil Homie, I admire your show of courage. But, you’re really in no
position to be telling me what’s relevant or not! I ask the questions, you answer them!
You feel me?”

Lil Mike didn’t reply. Instead, he discreetly slipped his

right hand beneath their table.
“He asked you, who’s this so-called mutual friend?” Stuy
spoke for the first time, at the same time, shooting Lil Mike an intimidating stare from
across the table.

Lil Mike looked up at the approaching waitress,

who was actually approaching Globe from behind, and said, “Listen man, I’m here
because I want to get rid of my enemies, just as I assumed you’d want to rid yourself of
yours at the same time. However, I guess I was wrong.” Lil Mike stared Globe directly in
his eyes and went on.

“Opposed to handling your unfinished business, with

Champaign, I certainly hope you don’t think you or your dawgs are going to make an
example out of me? Because, I assure you, by the time your dawgs open fire on me! You
will be already dead!”

Stuy sat there in total shock, that kid had the

balls to talk to Globe in such a manner!!!
However, Globe, knew Lil Mike wasn’t lying!
Especially, feeling the cold piece of metal! Actually, the nose of a large gun, up against
the left side of his neck!

Globe, also realized the waitress had positioned

herself in a way, whereas, his dawgs couldn’t even see what was taking place!!!
Instead, of fearing for his life, Globe burst out
laughing! Looking Lil Mike in his eyes, he said, “You’ve definitely convinced me to ride
with you! Because y’all two down South muh’fuckers are crazy for real!!!”

__________________________________
In
spite, of everything going on around him, Zo continued to focus on his company!
“Hopefully,

Mike Raye will have a name soon!” Zo said to himself. Being a street dude, he knew not
to rely on the police to get to the bottom of anything. As far as they were concerned, all
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young black males were basically doing them a favor by killing each other! “As if, we’re

a scorn in any and every Society!” He shook his head.
Sometimes, Zo wished he could be out there with Mike Raye investigating the
homicides of his comrades, and looking into who had tried to murder him?
Yet, his obligation to his company, Jazz O’s parents, and his clients basically
superseded what was going on in the streets! He’d tried to convince himself.
In fact, he had taken on a new client, who happened to be a local Rap artist named

Fat Boy!
For quite some years, Zo had been hearing how the rapper had been making a
name for him self! Not only throughout the Port City, but the entire State! Not to
mention, he eventually won “Best New Artist” at the 2006 Ozone Awards!!!
Although, he was a very busy man, the fact that Zo rarely traveled outside of the
State, meant he could make the time to assist Fat Boy in his endeavor to become a
household name! Not only throughout the South, but throughout the Country and beyond!
“You ready to take your career to that next level?” Zo had asked him, with a smile
on his face.
“My music and grind should speak for themselves?” Fat Boy laughed, even
though he was serious.
The contract was signed, now Zo was ready to put his time, money and influence
behind his clearly gifted homeboy!
Sitting there witnessing it all, Nicole was pleased that Zo didn’t let the negativity
and drama, that was taking place around him, effect Zo’s vision and ability to recognize
true potential!
Nicole was thankful for her uncle Mike Raye, who she knew had her and Zo’s
best interest at heart. She knew he would go all out to stop Lil Mike!
However, she continually Prayed that he didn’t die trying!!!
____________________________________
“I like this!” Stephanie’s smile was wide. As she and Precious stepped inside of
Tina’s condo.
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“Oh please!” Tina waved her comment off. “I rented this place for the summer!
Something about looking out, onto the ocean sea, truly relaxes me!” She said, walking
towards the balcony of her three bed room, two baths, Isle of Palms condo.
The view was spectacular! They all three agreed.
On a nearby glass table, Stephanie noticed part one and part two of the Terri
Woods, Dutch, trilogy.
“Although, I’m a Christian, I had to read Dutch!” Stephanie revealed, with a smile
on her face. “The whole mysticism of Dutch just does something to me!” She laughed.
“Girl please!” Again, Tina waved her girlfriend’s comment off. “Angel is that
bitch!” She said loudly! Referring to Angel’s Revenge.
Precious, walked back into the condo.
Tina and Stephanie looked at one another, both gave a shrug, then followed suit.
“Don’t tell me, you don’t like Angel?” Tina, asked Precious in disbelief.
Looking Tina square in her eyes, Precious replied, “Actually, I’m not into fiction

gang stresses!”
With that said, Precious allowed her nose to lead the way to the pot of coffee!
The three of them, then sat at the kitchen table.
“Have you heard anything from Mike Raye?” Precious asked Tina.
“I saw that man twice, since his return from Atlanta.” Tina informed her.
“That’s crazy. I just knew you would’ve seen more of him!” Precious smiled.
“What the hell are you trying to imply by that?” Tina inquired, with a surprised
look on her face.
“Girl, stop acting!” Stephanie interceded. “You know that man has a thing for
you!” She laughed.
“I know, you ain’t talking!” Tina asked, then said, “You been deliberately playing
hard to get, since J.T. been home! You’re going to mess around and he’s gonna lose
interest in your behind!”
Stephanie didn’t respond. The truth, was that she didn’t know why she was giving
J.T. such a hard time? As far as she was concerned, he was definitely a cutie! However,
she hadn’t engaged in a real relationship since Dee had been killed! It wasn’t that she
hadn’t gotten over his death, because she had. It was just that, she wasn’t willing or
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trying to give herself to another street dude! Yet, most of the men who’d pursued her in
Church simply lacked a certain edge and swagger! Which she, unfortunately, was
attracted to…..
Precious liked Tina, just as she liked Mike Raye, which was basically why she’d
put it out there like that! She just hoped that Tina would be smart enough to run with it!
However, hearing of J.T’s interest in Stephanie certainly brought a smile to
Precious’s face.
“Since we’re all family, why not keep the love amongst us?” Precious smiled,
looking from Tina to Stephanie.
At that moment, Tina and Stephanie couldn’t help thinking, Precious’s comment

certainly sounded like something ‘Lisa’ would have said!!!
__________________________________
Lil Mike was definitely impressed, when they’d pulled into the long drive-way!
Globes, eight room Mansion was out in Alpine, New Jersey.
“Lil Kim use to stay right next door!” Globe had revealed to Lil Mike and Pasha.
Lil Mike nodded. Pasha, however, wasn’t at all impressed.
Once inside of the house, Globe’s female companion, as he referred to her,
escorted the two of them to the huge living room area. Taking a seat on the red leather
couch, Lil Mike checked out all the pictures that adorned the walls.
The pictures consisted of Globe with various celebrities. In the photos he’d
noticed Mike Tyson, Ed Lover, Tyson Beckford, Lil Kim, Queen Pen, Jadakiss, P Diddy,
Cameron, Manny and Keisha Cole, Lance ‘Un’ Rivera, DJ Kay Slay, Jermaine Dupree,
Busta Ryhmes, Nas, and so on!!!
Entering the living room, Globe was now wearing a red silk bathrobe and had an
un-lit Cuban cigar in his mouth.
“No wonder why this nigga ain’t succeed in getting at Champaign yet!” Pasha
thought to herself.
“So, tell me the full story why you’re trying to get at this dude Zo?” Globe
inquired.
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“It’s purely revenge.” Lil Mike was short in his reply.
Nodding his understanding, Globe smiled and said, “I could’ve been got at that
nigga Champaign! In fact, he should be thanking me for being in my pocket, because he’s
actually living on borrowed time!” He laughed, then coughed as though his cigar had
been lit!
“That nigga thinks he has all the sense!” Globe continued, “I know he was in New
York earlier this year! One of my dawgs was on the visit when he came to see his cousin
Swells, at Clinton Correctional Facility! He lucky my dawg ain’t eat his food right there
in the visiting room!” Globe screwed up his face, then added, “Don’t shit go down in the
streets or penitentiary, without my knowledge!” He bragged.
“All I really need is about twenty of your most thoroughest dawgs! That way, I
can cover all tracks.” Lil Mike suggested. “I need to hit Zo’s entire family at once!”
“As smart as you appear to me, not to mention I can smell a nigga getting cake,
from a mile away!” Globe said with a smile. “Why haven’t you assembled your own
team, down there, and just wiped them muh’fuckers out?”
“Don’t get it twisted, niggas is letting them hammers go all day, every day, in the
Port City! We like number five in the Country, when it comes to murders.” Lil Mike
informed him, if he haven’t already heard, then added, “However, that’s neither here, nor
there, because like you said I am a very intelligent nigga. Being what it is, I’m already
responsible for too many unsolved crimes. That being the case, I think it’ll benefit me to
bring in a hit team of out of town. Besides, a lot of my homeboys aren’t willing to take
sides, in a war between Zo and I!” He answered honestly.
Again, nodding his understanding, Globe genuinely liked the kid and how he
thought.
“It all makes sense.” Globe agreed, then said, “Take your time, put it together
properly, and I’ll send a hundred of my dawgs down there to assist you. In fact, I’m
coming down as well!”
__________________________________
March 1th, 2008.
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Unlike J.T., Ronald ‘Rah’ Taylor was all for a welcome home party!!!
“I deserve a celebration!” Rah had told Champaign, the day before his release
from McCormick Correctional Institution!
Upon J.T.’s release, although he had his own money, Champaign still gave him
Fifty Thousand Dollars! Which wasn’t a big deal, considering it was a percentage of the
money J.T. had given him anyway. In essence, Champaign was basically saving it for
him.
Therefore, he did the same thing for Rah!
Champaign had rented out club Evolutions, in Columbia, Rah’s hometown.
“Welcome home my nigga!” Champaign smiled, as he, Zo, J.T. and John Martin
entered the crowded VIP section of the club, to find Rah mingling with four chicks.
Rah literally grabbed his comrade in a bear hug, and literally picked Champaign
up off his feet!
Already drunk, and overcome with joy, Rah put him down. With tears welling up
in his eyes, he said, “I love you nigga!”
Again, the two comrades exchanged a hug.
“I love you too boy.” Champaign replied.
“Damn, y’all niggas looking like new money!” Rah commented with a smile,
seeing how the four of them were shining!
Giving J.T. a hug, Rah stepped back, checking out everything from his four carat
diamond earrings, to his chocolate gators! All he could do was shake his head with a
smile.
“I know, you remember John Martin?” Champaign asked.
“How can I forget the realest White boy I’ve ever met?” With that said, Rah and
John Martin exchanged hugs as well. Seeing how well John Martin was wearing the twopiece, Five Thousand Dollar, Armani suit and the platinum iced out Rolex. Rah smiled,
then leaned in and whispered in his ear, “Eminem ain’t got shit on you!”
At that, they both laughed.
“I see you’re still crazy!” John Martin replied, still laughing.
“I’d like you to meet my main man Zo!” Champaign introduced the two of them.
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“Champaign has told me a lot of real shit about you!” Rah said, as he Zo shook
hands.
“He’s told me a lot of good things about you as well.” Zo informed him.
“Y’all get up and let my folks sit down!” Rah turned and ordered the four chicks,
who were previously keeping him company.
“Y’all don’t have to get up!” Champaign interceded. Then, looking at Rah he
said, “You can’t run the girls off!”
“Man, fuck them bitches! My niggas are in the house!” Rah shouted, clearly
intoxicated.
“I would say, lets go hang out by the bar! But, I don’t think Rah needs to go
anywhere near the bar!” John Martin joked.
Instead, they found an empty table.
“Columbia has a good vibe about it!” Zo remarked. Taking in his surroundings.
“The ladies are beautiful!” John Martin commented.
The song ‘Bartender’ came on, and apparently that was J.T.’s cue, because he got
up from the table and cornered off very sexy barmaid, in a very skimpy mini-skirt!
“I’m thinking about bringing in investors on a new mega-sized-night club!”
Champaign revealed to Zo and John Martin.
Rah was sleeping off some of his intoxication!
“Do you already have a spot in mind?” Zo asked.
“Actually, I was thinking about the Bingo hall on Rivers & McMillan. The one,
that used to be Kmart!” Champaign replied.
“Damn, that would be a huge club!” Zo agreed.
John Martin wasn’t familiar with the area, but he knew Champaign well enough
to trust his judgment.
“A club that size, would enable us to bring in artist, who would usually only do
the Coliseum.” Champaign explained.
Rah leaned forward, indicating that he was now only half asleep.
“I promised myself I’d stay away from the club business! Considering, my past
experience!” John Martin spoke. Knowing Champaign knew what he’d meant.
“But, if you really think it will work, you can count me in!” John Martin added,
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with a smile on his face.
“Seeing how you and Precious have been eating with the Player’s Paradise, I’d be
willing to invest!” Zo smiled, then said, “Let me rephrase that, I’ll invest under one
condition!”
“What’s that?” Champaign asked.
“We name the place Sparkle’s!”
John Martin loved the name!
Champaign and Zo shook on it.
Rah, opened his eyes, shook his head as if to clear it, looked the three of them in
their eyes and said, “You can’t tell me, y’all niggas about y’all business! All this liquor,
good music, and fine women, here y’all sit discussing business!” With that said, Rah
leaned his head back, and proceeded to sleep off more of his intoxication!!!
When it was time to go home, all eyes were definitely on Champaign, Zo, J.T. and
John Martin.
Especially, as the valet guys cleared the way, for the black Bentley GT Coupe that
Zo and Champaign had hopped into. And, the pearl white Maseratti which John Martin
was driving, while J.T. leaned out of its passenger’s side window and tossed a handful of
One hundred Dollar bills…..into a crowd of females!!!
__________________________________
Mike Raye didn’t feel like traveling as far as Columbia, so he opted not to
accompany Zo and Champaign to Rah’s welcome home party.
In fact, he’d been laying real low these days, seeing how Lil Mike was doing the
same! Nevertheless, he was certainly on point!
Deciding to go out for a drink, he quickly regretted it! Mainly because he hated
crowds!
Suddenly his cellular phone began to vibrate.
“What’s good baby girl?” He asked with a smile on his face.
“Should I call you back, being that it sounds like you’re getting your party on?”
“Knock it off! I just came out for a drink. Besides, you know I ain’t really with
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this club shit!” Mike Raye spoke into the phone.
“Well, I have one of my specialties in the oven, a few scented candles burning, a

light breeze coming in through my balcony, and Marvin Gaye in the background singing
about Sexual Healing!”
“Should I take all that as an invitation?” Mike Raye had already gotten up from
the bar, and was heading towards his car! The atmosphere at Wing Time, especially on 1st
Friday, was a bit too much for him anyway!
“You can take it ‘however’ you want it!” Tina said in a very seductive voice,
before informing him, “The front door will be unlocked!”
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November 16th, 2008.

TEN

As many people as Zo represented in the music Industry, he couldn’t believe the
brick walls he’d run into getting Fat Boy a record deal!
Especially, seeing the number of whack rappers, who were getting signed daily!
“Instead, of managing Fat Boy why don’t you start your ‘own’ label? The guy is

obviously the truth! Make him your first and primary artist!” Champaign had suggested
to Zo.
Replacing frustration, with creativity! Zo not only started his own record label, he
turned Fat Boy’s initial Promo CD into a full fledged album, which consisted of 16
bangers!!!
Next, he reached out to a cat who did radio for Def Jam Records! For a fee, dude
promised Zo that he could get Fat Boy no less than 500 spins-a-week! On radio stations
across the Country!
“You guys really need to take advantage of the Web as well! Most of the rappers

you hear about, getting deals these days, get their deals on the strength of the buzz
they’ve created on the Web!” The Def Jam Exec had informed him.
In turn, Zo reached out a graphic cat he knew, as well as a well known
Photographer, who each had over One Hundred Thousand followers on-line! Each agreed
to put Fat Boy’s music, and a music video they’d recently shot, on their sites! Not to
mention, Zo created a site for his Label. For Fat Boy, he created a My-Space, Face-Book,
You-Tube, Twitter, and a Fat Boy.com, which he hired a Web Manager to maintain and
update!
Reaching out to a local Author Alfred ‘Sha’ Adams Jr, who was originally from
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New York, Zo set up a meeting.
“I understand your last novel Port City, has already sold over One Hundred
Thousand copies?” Zo inquired.
“Actually, I released Port City and No fair Exchange simultaneously. Both of
which, has sold over One Hundred thousand copies to date.” Sha informed him with a
smile on his face. Especially, considering he was Self Published!
“Tell me a little bit about the Soundtrack?” Zo further inquired.
“Since Port City was a Charleston story, and even though No fair Exchange is a
prison story, it also consisted of characters from the Port City, I decided to take a City of
artist, record them, and put their CD inside of the two books!” Sha explained.
“For exposure?” Zo nodded his head, with a smile.
“Exactly!” Sha smiled as well, then said, “I honestly think, there are artist here in
the Port City, who are by far better and more talented, then most of the rappers we hear
daily on the radio! They just need that exposure!”
“Well, the fact that you’ve sold over Two Hundred Thousand copies of the two
books, that means over Two Hundred Thousand people across the Country received the
CD as well? Meaning, a great deal of folks has now heard of Mr. Taylor, Pachino Dino,
Brown, Shalon Rachel, etc!” Again, Zo nodded his head, smiling. He was clearly
impressed.
“The two Soundtracks took us six months to create. But, at the end of the day, I
was satisfied with both!” Sha informed him honestly.
“Is it true, that you and certain artists featured on the Soundtrack, commenced to
making appearances? At Public Schools, Youth Detention Centers, and even a Town hall
meeting right here in the Port City?’ Zo inquired.
“Yes, we have.” Sha replied modestly.
Standing up from his chair, walking from behind his large desk, Zo began to pace
the huge office with his right hand beneath his chin.
Finally, he walked directly over to where Sha was seated, extended that same
hand for a handshake and said, “That was a genius idea you came up with!”
The two of them shook hands.
“In fact, I need you!” Zo informed him.
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“Don’t know how much I can help, but I’ll certainly try to be of service to you!
Especially, since I too, admire you. Your story and everything you continue to do?” Sha
replied honestly.
“I understand your sequel, to Port City, will be dropping soon?” Zo inquired.
“That’s correct! In fact, it should be going to print within the next two weeks!”
“I’m sure you’re aware of the fact that, I recently started my own Record Label
and am trying to get it out there?” Zo asked, looking Sha directly in his eyes.
“I did hear that! Congratulations!” Sha offered.
“If you’ve sold over Two Hundred Thousand copies the Port City story, I guess
it’s fair to assume, you’ll probably double that number with the sequel? Being that folks
are anticipating it?” Zo inquired.
“I would certainly hope so!” Sha laughed, even though he was serious.
“Wow! That would mean almost a half Million books sold!” Zo whistled.
“If I step my tour game up, it may amount to more than that!” Sha replied.
Still holding his stare, Zo got right to the reason for the meeting.
“I’m willing to invest in your next tour! I’m sure if I provided you with a check
for say, a Hundred Grand, it would certainly enable you to visit more Cities across the
Country?”
“Of course it will!” Sha responded, then asked, “But how much will I have to give
you back on the money?”
“I don’t want the money, or any interest back!” Zo informed him with a smile on
his.
Sha had been in the game far too many years, to even assume that anything was
ever done…..free of charge!
Seeing the puzzled expression on Sha’s face Zo let out a laugh!
“I recently gave a radio dude, from Def Jam, a check for Fifty Thousand Dollars
of which I will not receive a penny back!” Zo informed him.
“How can you make money? If you’re in the business of giving away money?”
Sha inquired, clearly dismayed.
“Don’t get it twisted! I’m not giving away anything!” Zo informed him, then
explained, “It’s actually called spending money, to bring in much more money! An
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unknown cat have to take what’s offered to him, whereas, the highly recognized cat
basically calls his price!”
Sha suddenly began to understand.
“So, I take it, you want me to put Fat Boy on the Port City Two Soundtrack?”
“No.” Zo replied, then corrected him, “I want the Port City Two Soundtrack to be

exclusively Fat Boy!”
Sha realized that the check, for the Hundred Grand, was actually
tantamount to buying promotion and exposure!
“Not only, do I want Fat Boy to be the only artist on the
Soundtrack, I want him to make certain appearances with you as well!”
With that said, Zo walked back over to his desk, picked up
the white envelope and handed Sha the check……that had been ‘previously’ filled out!!!
As he left the office, Sha now understood how and why,
Alonzo ‘Zo’ Simmons was so successful in his business affairs……………..
________________________________
Special Agent Michael Murphy was not only back in the
Port City, he’d just concluded his private conference with his ‘twenty-man’ team!!!
“Play time is officially over!” Were his closing words.
Trying to get a better understanding, of why his boss had such a
hard-on for Alonzo ‘Zo’ Simmons? FBI Agent Mark Keith, without taking his eyes off
the wheel, posed his question.
“Why is it that we’re going so hard at Alonzo ‘Zo’ Simmons, who is
obviously no longer continuing a Criminal Enterprise? Or, committing any crimes as far
as we know?”

Looking over at the somewhat rookie Agent, Special Agent

Murphy decided he didn’t like him already! In fact, he made a mental note, to have Agent
Keith assigned to desk-duty the following morning!
At the same time, not wanting the Agent to promote any
propaganda, or misconstrue his actions and decisions as being prejudice. Special Agent
Murphy began to explain his position and reasoning.
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“One thing I don’t do, is lose sleep behind characters like
Lil Mike, Mike Raye, Freeze, Biggs, and guys like them, is because as long as they’re in
the streets, I can touch them at any time! Their actions and endeavors make them
touchable! For each one of them, I have no less than a hundred snitches!” He smiled.
Becoming serious, he went on, “Alonzo ‘Zo’
Simmons, is another story! I spend many of sleepless nights because of him! Whereas, he
isn’t in the streets and may no longer be committing crimes, he’s the guy who breeds

hope in criminals and thugs everywhere! It’s like a slap in the face, to let a guy who was
once the epitome of a thug, not only slip through your hands! But, have to witness him
make Forbes list! Although, his none actions does somewhat makes him untouchable!
Making an example out of Alonzo ‘Zo’ Simmons would be symbolic, to bringing
criminal charges against a self admitted, ex-drug dealer turned CEO named Jay Z!”
Agent Keith saw his point, yet, he didn’t agree.
“Why waste the Bureau’s time going after a guy,

who is clearly no longer engaging in criminal acts?” Agent Keith asked himself, but
decided to leave it alone.
__________________________________
Entering Zo’s office, Champaign dropped a signed Deed on his desk!
“Well my friend, we’re officially ‘in’ the building!” Champaign produced a smile.
Zo looked over the Deed and couldn’t believe that he, Champaign and John
Martin, were now the owners of a property that used to be Kmart!
“I have some people over there now, who will give of an estimate of how much it
will cost us, to convert the place into a club.” Champaign further informed him.
“That’s what’s up!” Zo replied with a smile, even though he hadn’t yet looked up
from the papers.
“I say, we should be up and running within six months from now!” Champaign
estimated. Basing his calculation, on how long it took him and precious to convert the
Player’s Paradise.
“Have you told John Martin the good news?” Zo inquired. No longer, reading
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through the Deed.
“Not yet. But I’ll give him a call shortly.”
Zo nodded his head up and down.
“I hope you know, you’ll be the person primarily running this club?” Zo looked
Champaign in the eyes, then added, “It’s certainly not my field of expertise! I only came
on deck, because I truly believe that if you say it will work, then it’ll work!” Zo smiled.
“Thanks!” Champaign nodded with a smile. It really meant a lot to him, that Zo
had that kind of confidence in his potential and abilities.
“Did I interrupt you?” Champaign suddenly asked, realizing how he’d literally
barged into the office unannounced!
“Not really. I was just working on a line of fragrance actually!” Zo replied.
“A line of fragrance?” Champaign was totally surprised by the response.
“Yes, Nicole’s birthday is approaching and I’m seriously considering, presenting
her with her own line of perfume!” Zo explained.
“Damn!” Was all Champaign could say! He knew Zo was playing with some

serious paper, but ‘damn’ he reiterated to himself!
“I didn’t realize how much went into creating fragrances!” Zo remarked.
“I can only imagine!” Champaign laughed out loud.
Zo handed him a sketch in which he drew, outlining what the bottle would
possibly look like.
“I’m not an artist, but I think it’s pretty accurate.” Zo laughed.
Impressed, Champaign looked up from the sheet of sketch paper, smiled and
asked, “Let me guess, you’ve already come up with a name for it?”
“Actually, the name was the first thing that came to mind!” Zo smiled.
At that, they burst out into laughter! At the same time, realizing that it won’t be
long before Sparkle becomes a household name!!!
________________________________
Whereas, Tina, had him feeling as if she was possibly his soul-mate! Mike Raye
couldn’t help the feeling of un-easiness, seeing how Lil Mike had slipped completely
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beneath the radar!
At one point, Mike Raye was able to pin-point who Lil Mike’s workers were,
being that they’d had the streets literally on lock!
However, in Lil Mike’s absence, a number of free-lance drug dealers as well as
out-of-towners, began putting their work back out on the streets!
What Mike Raye couldn’t also help noticing, was that street gangs had suddenly
start appearing in various sections of the Port City! Mainly, the notorious Bloods!!!
“There goes the neighborhood!” Mike Raye told himself. He knew, if shit was

already out of control on the Port City streets, things were really about to get crazy!!!
________________________________

Besides J.B., it was no secret that Demetrius ‘Money Rob’ Robinson was Lil
Mike’s main man.
However, whereas Lil Mike had become extremely aggressive over the years,
Money Rob maintained a smooth and laid back swagger about himself. Some even took
his smooth ways, as a sign of weakness. Yet, they thought twice about violating him, in
fear that they’d have to answer to Lil Mike!
Nevertheless, that didn’t stop other crews from resurfacing on the blocks, in
which Lil Mike had confiscated from them, prior to his disappearance!
Driving down Interstate 26, Money Rob got off at exit 145, in Orangeburg.
Exiting the highway, he spotted the Waffle House restaurant sitting to his right, and
pulled into its parking lot.
Shutting the car off, Money Rob was undecided whether or not, he should stay put
inside of his Audi A8? Or, grab a table inside of the restaurant? Getting out of the car, he
spotted Lil Mike sitting over in a corner booth, as soon as he entered the restaurant.
“I started to call your phone, since I didn’t see your car outside.” Money Rob
informed him, as he gave Lil Mike some dap then sat across from him.
“Since when have I ever met you in the same car?” Lil Mike inquired.
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Giving the question some thought, Money Rob realized he hadn’t.
“Anyway, my ride will show up whenever I call them!” Lil Mike added, then
looking him in the eyes he asked, “What’s this I hear, niggas done took over at least three
of my spots?”
Choosing his words carefully, Money Rob replied, “Niggas haven’t taken over
anything. Yes, a couple of cats have brought work out on a couple of our blocks, but our
clientele is still what it was! Especially, being that we still have the best product!” He
smiled.
“You don’t get it do you?” Lil Mike stared at him in disbelief. “By your own
omission, we’re nonetheless competing! There shouldn’t be any competitors on any of
our blocks! Let alone, the entire City! I put in serious work in those streets, in order to
have them the way I wanted them!” He was clearly angry!
“Next, niggas will be robbing the workers! Then, I wouldn’t be surprised if they
started robbing you!” Lil Mike barked at him.
“That ain’t going to happen.” Money Rob replied in a low voice.
“Why not?” Lil Mike challenged him. “Have you even pistol whipped a nigga in
my absence?”
Money Rob remained silent.
“Maybe I should send Pasha down there to run shit, until I straighten shit out,
because fucking with you, I’ll definitely be starting my whole operation from scratch!
You’ve been on that fly laid back shit, ever since I’ve known you. But, niggas have never
tried you, because of the niggas who you’ve aligned yourself with!” Lil Mike explained,
lowering his voice somewhat.
“The time has come, where you have to represent on your own! Yeah, I have
plenty of niggas out there to hold you down, but even those niggas aren’t going to respect
you, seeing that you’re not willing to put in work!” Lil Mike informed him.
“I just don’t see the logic in controlling the entire City? If we at least allow a few
niggas to eat, the police won’t focus entirely on us!” Money Rob finally spoke his
position.
Lil Mike sat back in his seat, looking his childhood homie in his eyes, before
nodding his head from side to side.
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“I like you, because you’ve always knew how to get money. But I could never
understand how you, and J.B., always felt that hustling and violence didn’t go together?
Even the police and the Media know better than that! Why the fuck do you think any and
every time some violent shit takes place, they’re quick to assume it was drug related?
Nigga you need to wake the fuck up! And get off that, it’s enough money for everybody,
bullshit!” Lil Mike schooled him, then asked, “Where’s my fucking money?”
“It’s in the Audi.” Money Rob answered, in that same low voice.
Getting up from his seat, Lil Mike turned and exited the restaurant, leaving his

untouched meal on the table!
“Is your friend coming back to pay for his food?” A heavy-set White lady
inquired from behind the counter.
Money Rob dropped a Fifty Dollar bill on the table, and walked out as well.
___________________________________
As they proceeded on Interstate 26 East, Pasha made sure to stay at least two to
three miles behind Money Rob’s Audi.
They weren’t following him, she simply understood that Lil Mike didn’t want

anyone, not even his closest homie, to know that he was actually residing right in
Summerville! The fact that, he’d suggested they meet in Orangeburg, was simply to
throw him off.
Lil Mike didn’t count the money in which Money Rob had given him, dollar for
dollar, he counted it by stacks.
“Is your money correct?” Pasha inquired, without taking her eyes of the road.
“One thing I can say about Money Rob, he never comes up short!” Lil Mike
replied, then added, “I just wish he had some fucking heart!”
“Everyone isn’t cut out to be killers you know.” Pasha reminded him.
Lil Mike sat there in silence.
Once they’d passed the Ridgeville exit, he turned the radio on, just in time to hear
DJ Caz who was telling the listeners about club Sparkles! He was elaborating on the
club’s size, that its capacity was nearly four thousand! It was scheduled to open shortly
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after the New Year, and one of the owners was none other than, the Port City’s very own
Alonzo ‘Zo’ Simmons!!!
Lil Mike had heard enough.
Turning the radio off, he couldn’t contain his smile.
“I guess that means, the entire family will be there for the grand opening!” Pasha
commented. She too, had a smile on her face.
“Let me find out you’re a mind reader!” Lil Mike replied.
At that, they both laughed.
__________________________________
Learning from his previous mistake, Special Agent Murphy sat back in his North
Charleston office paying close attention, to the ‘tracking device’ he placed beneath the
Chevy Malibu in which Pasha Alana Pugh had recently rented from Enterprise Car
Rental!!!
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May 20th, 2009

ELEVEN

“ Happy Birthday to you! Happy Birthday to you!” About twenty of Nicole’s
closest family members and friends, gathered around her three layered cake to sing.
Everyone was done singing and ready for their slice of cake, yet, Tina jokingly
continued, “How old are you now? How ‘old’ are you now?”
At that, the entire room burst into laughter!
“I know one thing, it feels like only yesterday you, your father and I, were
celebrating your Sweet Sixteen!” Nicole’s mother Sabrina said, with tears welling up in
her eyes.
“I know that’s right!” Her father Joseph smiled. He couldn’t believe his baby girl
was now 31 years old! The years have certainly flown by! He thought to himself.
“That was the day the two of you, presented me with my very first car!” Nicole
replied, reminiscing. Watching her mom, she too, suddenly became teary eyed.
“Stephanie, you do remember her Acura? Don’t you?” Tina asked, with a smile
on her face.
“How can I forget it? Isn’t that the night….” Stephanie started,
“Ummm ummm!” Zo cleared his throat, cutting Stephanie off. “How about we
focus on the present and leave the past, in the past?”
“I know that’s right!” Mike Raye said, sounding like his brother Joseph. He
recalled that was the night in which Zo had told him about during one of their visits! The
in which Zo had shot up the club’s parking lot, protecting Nicole.
“I was just going to say, that was the night in which me, Tina and Lisa, first met
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Nicole!” Stephanie added, winking an eye at Zo.
“Nicole, this is one beautiful cake!” Precious complimented.
“Not to mention, tasty!” Champaign added, with a smile, already on his third bite.
“Actually, a friend of mines named Trevis baked and designed it!” Nicole
informed them with a smile on her face.
“Wow! She is really good at what she does!” Stephanie complimented.
“Maybe we’ll let her bake and design our Wedding Cake?” J.T. jokingly
remarked, looking across the table at Stephanie with a smile on his face.
The entire room got quiet.
“Boy please!” Stephanie finally replied, then said, “You’re not ready for a woman
like me!”
“You say that to say what?” J.T. challenged.
“You’re still out there making up for lost time!” Stephanie added.
“Truthfully, I’m just doing me because I’m bored, and uninterested with these
chicks out here!” J.T. explained.
“If you’re bored and uninterested with what’s in the streets, I suggest you come to
Church?” Stephanie offered.
“If that’s an invitation, I just might do that, especially if that’s what it’s going to
take!” J.T. smiled at her.
“Y’all two need to go ahead and make it official already!” Tina laughed.
“I know that’s right!” Mike Raye agreed, with his head down in his plate.
“I don’t see you and Mike Raye letting any cats out the bag?” Stephanie
commented.
“What?” Nicole exclaimed, clearly in shock.
Zo looked from Tina to Mike Raye, with a smile on his face.
Champaign lowered his head.
Precious was smiling from ear to ear.
As far as Joseph and Sabrina were concerned, they wondered what was the big
deal?
“Oh, excuse me, you didn’t know?” Stephanie smiled, then excused herself to use
the rest room.
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“Why am I, always the last one to find out these things?” Nicole asked looking
from Tina to her uncle, who was still stuffing his face as if it was nothing.
“It’s not a big deal!” Tina said, with an embarrassed smile on her face.
“No big deal?” Nicole eyes grew wide. Then, walking around the table, she threw
her arms around Tina and said, “Girl, I am so happy for you! I was wondering if or when
you’d find it in your heart to move on?” She kissed Tina on her cheek.
“I haven’t seen any of my gifts yet, but I seriously doubt any of my presents can
top this!” Nicole was clearly happy for the two of them. She was also wondering when
was her uncle was going to settle down with someone special? He’d been home over five
years already!
“You better not break that child’s heart!” Sabrina whispered into her brother-inlaws ear.
Mike Raye simply shook his head. As far as he was concerned, he and Tina were
just having fun! Here it is, Nicole was carrying on as if she was ready to plan their
wedding!!!
When Stephanie re-entered Nicole and Zo’s dining room, J.T. looked up at her
and said, “Once you and I get it right, I guess we’ll all be one big happy family!”
At that, everyone in the room laughed out loud.
____________________________________
Meanwhile, outside of Zo and Nicole’s Ivy Hall mansion, Special Agent Murphy
and his partner FBI Agent Keith, proceeded to put tracking devices beneath each vehicle
that was parked along the couple’s drive-way!!!
Now, back inside of their unmarked police vehicle, Agent Keith had a question.
“What about the vehicles that belong to those, who aren’t on our list? Not to
mention, we haven’t even gotten a Court Order allowing us to track any of these
vehicles? Can’t we get in trouble for this?” Agent Keith was not only curious, but also
worried.
“How about you shut up? Drive, and let me worry about the ramifications of our
actions!” Special Agent Murphy barked at him!
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Agent Keith did just that! However, he certainly wasn’t feeling that our talk!
Especially, if his boss had true intentions of accepting all responsibilities….when or if the

shit hit the fan!!!
____________________________________
June 4th, 2009
“We’ve postponed the grand opening of club Sparkle, for nearly four months
now! So, it’s only right we go all out!” Champaign spoke, looking around the room.
The meeting was taking place in the spacious office, of club Sparkle. Seated at the
round table was Champaign, Zo, John Martin, Mike Raye, J.T., Rah, Precious and Nicole.
“First, we need a mega Star to perform that night. Of course, Fat Boy will open.
Then, we have to promote not only in the Five major Cities in South Carolina, but also in
our neighboring Cities of North Carolina and Georgia. Cities, such as Charlotte,
Fayetteville, Wilmington, Augusta and Savannah!” Champaign suggested.
“Do you think party goers will be willing to travel such a long distance?” John
Martin asked, a bit skeptical.
“Yes, especially if we give them a reason to come this far!” Champaign smiled.
“You must be bringing Jay Z to town?” J.T. laughed.
“Nope. I’m thinking more like Lil Wayne? Who I hear, is about to drop his next
album!” Champaign suggested.
“And, he hasn’t been in these parts in quite a while!” Zo said, nodding his head.
“The first two hundred ladies get in free. Half price drink specials all night.
Special VIP passes, to chill with the Artists before and after their performances. We can
add plenty more incentives!” Champaign outlined, then asked, “What Coliseum,
Auditorium or Arena offers all that?”
“If we’re going to make it a 4th of July grand opening, I suggest we reach out to
all the radio stations now?” Zo instructed.
“I’m already on it!” Champaign smiled, then added, “I’m just awaiting
confirmation, from Lil Wayne’s camp!”
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“I’ll make a call.” Zo said, knowing he could make it happen.
“Mike Raye, I need you to handle the security.” Champaign suggested.
“No problem.” Mike Raye replied, realizing he’d really need to bring in the
troops, especially for a crowd of nearly four thousand!
“The sophisticated security cameras throughout the club, and parking lot, should
definitely make your job a lot less hectic!” Zo added, looking at Mike Raye.
“It’s all good.” Mike Raye responded, with a smile on his face.
“We all know, the police are going to be on high alert! Seeing what happened two
years ago, on the night of the 4th, when Freeze had his after party!” Champaign reminded
them. “All I can say is, we have to hope for the best! Yet, be prepared for the worst! That
many mother fuckers in one place? Anything can happen!”
“I know that’s right!” J.T. totally agreed.
“Well, I hope we can pull this thing off without any drama unfolding, because
I’ve invited my Uncle Vinny and some of his friends to come down!” John Martin
informed them.
All eyes were on him, upon hearing that.
“There it is then! Who needs cameras and a bunch of security guards, when the

Mafia will be in the building!” Precious joked, causing every one of them to laugh.
As their laughter subsided, Champaign concluded the meeting.
“We just have to properly prepared for the night. We’ll be alright!”
As each of them prepared to leave, Zo pulled Nicole to the side.
“I may need to take a quick trip down to Atlanta, to have a sit down with my man
E.I.!” Zo informed her.
“Isn’t that Lil Wayne’s manager?” Nicole recalled him mentioning the name once
before.
“Yes,” Zo replied, then said, “Trying to get Lil Wayne on such short notice, is

definitely going to take a face to face meeting!”
“Make it happen!” Nicole smiled and gave him a kiss.
“What your plans for the day?” Zo asked.
“Actually, I have another meeting to attend. I met this incredible young lady,
who’s actually from right here in Charleston, who came up with a product called Wipe
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Me Down!” Nicole informed him.
“Isn’t that the name of a song?” Zo asked, certain he’d heard the name before.
“It’s a solution, in which she came up with for strippers and strip club owners, to
use to wipe their poles down!” Nicole explained.
“So, it’s actually a disinfectant?” Zo inquired.
“Exactly!” Nicole was clearly impressed with the young lady, and her product.
“Wait until you see the sexy sleek little four oz bottle it comes in!” She added.
“Are you thinking about investing?” Zo inquired.
“I wish!” Nicole replied honestly, then said, “She actually reached out to me for
legal representation. It being a new product and all.”
“That’s certainly smart on her behalf!” Zo nodded. He too, was impressed, seeing
how this mysterious young woman was properly handling her business! “If she happens
to need a Marketing firm, let me know?” He added as he turned to exit.
“Will do!” With that said, Nicole said her good byes to everyone and was out!
_____________________________________

“That was ole boy, from down in the Dirty! He told me to let you know, 4th of
July night is going to be the night!” Stuy informed his Superior, hanging up the
telephone.
“No doubt!” Globe replied, nodding his head up and down. “I’ll be ready!”
_____________________________________

July 4th, 2009
At 10:00p.m., the line outside of club Sparkle was already around the block!
Not to mention, Rivers Avenue looked like a car show!
“Man, I’ve never seen so many fine women, in one place, in my life!” Rah,
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exclaimed, standing beside Mike Raye and J.T.
“Yeah, they definitely came out tonight!” Mike Raye agreed. However, his eyes
were on the security guards and bouncers controlling the front lines.
“Turning this spot into a night club was certainly a genius idea, on Champaign’s
part!” Rah commented, then added, “There’s so much parking around here, it’s
ridiculous!”
The club’s parking was indeed huge! However, partygoers could also take
advantage of the Winn Dixie parking lot, which was across the street. As well as, the Post
Office parking lot, that was located behind the club.
A number of local artist and show promoters, had their street teams out in droves!
The street teams, consisted predominantly of adolescent boys and girls, whose job was
putting flyers and other Club/CD paraphernalia in the windshields of each car, parked in
the parking lots!
Nicole, had worked it out, so that her client could put up huge “Wipe Me Down”
poster inside of the club! In fact, her client was the only individual, who was allowed to
past out her post-card flyers inside of the club! Not to mention, sell her product as well!!!
Spotting the platinum CLS pulling up in front of the club, Mike Raye motioned
for one of the valet parking attendants.
“Park the CLS500 directly beside my car!” Mike Raye instructed him.
Two attendants approached the Benz and opened both doors. At which time, Tina
and Stephanie stepped out.
“Damn!” Rah couldn’t help his remark. Seeing how sexy the two of them were!
All he could do was shake his head, thinking how lucky his two homies were!
“Put your tongue back in your mouth!” J.T. laughed out loud.
“And your eyes back in your head!” Mike Raye added, then laughed as well.
“Ummm ummm ummm!” Rah mumbled quite loudly, then said, “It must be
nice!” With that, he too, burst out laughing.
“What’s so funny?” Tina asked, as she and Stephanie made their approach.
“Ain’t nothing baby.” Mike Raye replied, giving her a kiss on her left cheek. Not
wanting to mess up her sexy lip gloss.
“I don’t get no sugar?” J.T. asked Stephanie, with a smile on his face.
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Instead, Stephanie gave him a hug.
As they embraced, J.T. whispered in her ear.
“You’re by far the sexiest female out here!” He said.
“Thank you,” Stephanie replied, then surprised him when she added, “You’re
looking kind of handsome yourself!”
With that said, she and Tina turned and walked straight into the club.
“I think I’m wearing her down!” J.T. looked from Mike Raye to Rah, with a huge
grin on his face.
“She’s definitely fine as hell!” Rah confirmed, then added, “I just hope you buy
the ring after you get some! That girl got you twisted my nigga, and you haven’t even

smelt the koochie yet!” He laughed.
“Whatever!” J.T. laughed as well. Then, he too, turned and walked into the club.
“I hope niggas don’t get besides themselves out here tonight!” Rah commented,
adjusting his gat in his waist.
“You and me both.” Mike Raye replied, before he too, turned and headed inside
the club…..
______________________________________
“You think we’ll see a packed house?” Zo asked Champaign, as the two of them
sat behind their respective desks, watching the security monitors.
“Can’t say just yet, but we’re certainly off to a great start!” Champaign replied.
The club packed in nearly four thousand people, but even if they saw only three
thousand, meant they’d clear over Seventy Five Thousand Dollars off the door. Tickets
sold for Twenty Five Dollars, door price was Thirty Dollars!
They estimated, the bar, would more than likely bring in twice, that of the door!!!
“I think I can get use to this club Business!” Zo laughed. Even though, he was
serious.
“It cost a lot to pull in the crowd you want, but it’s definitely worth it at the end of
the night!” Champaign said with a smile on his face.
“I just hope we can pull this thing off without incident! You know, we only get
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one chance to make a first impression!” Zo added.
“We should be good.” Champaign replied, then said, “On that note, I think I’ll
walk around a bit. Check the bar, VIP and how Mike Raye is doing?”
“That’s what’s up.” Zo nodded, before picking up the phone to place a call.
_____________________________________
“So, what y’all ladies drinking?” J.T. asked Stephanie and Tina.
“You know I don’t drink!” Stephanie replied.
“Tonight, should be an exception.” J.T. responded.
“And why should tonight be an exception?” She asked, with an eyebrow raised.
“I just have a feeling, tonight is going to bring about new beginnings!” J.T.
smiled, and added, “New beginnings for the entire family!” He winked an eye.
“I’m with that!” Tina exclaimed, smiling. “You can order me a glass of Nuvo!”
“I’ll get you a bottle! In case your girl here, have a change of heart.” J.T. said,
looking Stephanie in her eyes, before heading for the bar.
“How come you’re making that boy work so hard? I can tell you like him!” Tina
remarked, as soon as J.T. was no longer within ear-shot.
“I’m not making him work!” Stephanie replied smiling, then said, “And if I am,
hard work has never killed a man!”
Shaking her head, Tina informed her, “J.T. is a good guy. You’re gonna mess
right around and let some chick come along, and snatch him! Happens all the time! As
soon as I realized I’d acquired feelings for Mike Raye, I took matters into my own hands!
Now, I’m certainly glad I did!” Tina smiled.
“If J.T. allows some chick to come along and win his heart, that means he and I
were never meant!” Stephanie countered.
“I hear you.” Tina replied, turning her attention elsewhere. Changing the subject,
she said, “This place is crowded for real!”
“Who you telling! It’s not even mid-night yet!” Stephanie replied.
J.T. re-emerged with two bottles of Nuvo in an ice-bucket.
“Ladies!” He said handing each one of them a chilled glass, from out of the ice-
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bucket, then proceeded to fill their glasses.
“I see you’re determined to get me intoxicated!” Stephanie shook her head.
“I’ll be your designated driver!” J.T. smiled.
Seeing that Tina wasn’t paying two of them any mind, Stephanie produced a
smile and replied, “I may just hold you to that!” With that said, she took a sip.
________________________________________
Champaign made his way through the crowded club, checking each of the
emergency exit doors.
Next, he proceeded to check their liquor stock at all four bars, including the two
VIP bars.
Finally, he made his way to the huge stage, to make sure everything was in order.
Champaign knew it was no use chirping Mike Raye on the walkie-talkie each of
them carried, being that the sound system was entirely too loud! Therefore, he decided
he’d make his way back through the crowd, en route to the front entrance, where Mike
Raye was stationed.
As he made his way through the crowd, something caught his eye! He spotted a
group of about 30 guys, posted up against one of the walls near the dance floor. Not one
of them had a drink in hand, nor were any of them dancing! However, what had actually
caught his attention was the fact that, each one of them had a red bandana either wrapped
around his wrist, or hanging from his pants pocket!!!
__________________________________
Parked across the street, in the Taco Bell parking lot, Lil Mike had his eyes glued
on Mike Raye!
At that moment, he wished he’d had his 30-30 rifle with the scope attached!
“You lucky bastard!” He said to himself. Then again, he knew it wouldn’t have
worked, being that he was on his motorcycle.
He also spotted Globe’s red LS460, as it pulled into the club’s parking lot.
Reaching for his cellular phone, Lil Mike punched in Globe’s number.
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“I see you.” Lil Mike spoke into the phone, then added, “As soon as the clock
strikes mid-night, it’s on!” With that said, he hung up.
__________________________________
“You sure we don’t need back up?” FBI Agent Keith asked his boss.
“Not tonight.” Special Agent Murphy replied, then said, “With all these people
out here, we can forget about anything jumping off. In fact, we’ll be lucky if we even get
a glimpse of Alonzo Simmons tonight!”
“What about Michael Stokes?” Agent Keith asked, not so sure that nothing would
pop off.
“Lil Mike has a lot of heart, but for him to show his head out here tonight would
be suicide! You don’t see all the security out here!” Special Agent Murphy asked,
looking through his binoculars. “Mike Raye will undoubtedly have him shot on sight!”
“I don’t know.” Agent Keith said in a low voice.
“Trust me our day is coming, when we’ll grab the entire entourage!” Special
Agent Murphy assured him, then added, “Just not tonight. Too much going on! Tonight,
we just sit back and watch.”
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11:45pm July 4th, 2009

TWELVE

Watching the security monitor screens, Zo observed John Martin, who was
accompanied by another Caucasian male, step out of an Audi R8 Coupe.
“John Martin and a guest is heading your way!” Zo informed Mike Raye over the
walkie-talkie, then added, “Have a security guy escort them up to the office!”
“10-4!” Mike replied.
Still, observing the monitor screens, Zo noticed a light skinned cat, with a big
head, draped in diamonds and dressed in Gucci from head to toe, climb out of a red
Lexus LS460. The license plates indicated New York.
Zo, started to radio Champaign, to see if dude was a guest of his? But then,
decided against doing so. He knew, if that was the case, Mike Raye would do so.
Instead, Zo got up from his seat and answered the office door for John Martin.
“What’s good homie?” Zo inquired, exchanging a hug with John Martin.
“Everything is good!” John Martin replied, then added, “From the looks of things,
we may very see a packed house tonight!”
“So far, so good!” Zo replied smiling.
“Oh yeah, Zo I’d like you to meet me cousin Vincent Jr.” John Martin made the
introduction, then said, “He’s my uncle Vinny’s son.”
“Okay!” Zo responded, as the two of them shook hands.
“My uncle was supposed to come through as well, but he had to make a last
minute trip to Philadelphia.” John Martin informed Zo.
“It’s all good, I’ll meet him some other time I’m sure.” Zo replied.
“You all have a really nice set up here!” Vincent Jr complimented.
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“Thanks.” Zo responded.
“Who knows, we may end up opening a chain of Sparkle’s night clubs,
throughout the East Coast!” John Martin commented with a smile on his face.
“Anything that has the potential, to make dollars always makes sense to me!” Zo
replied, before laughing.
The three of them were so preoccupied in conversation, Zo didn’t even detect
when one of the partygoers, who had a red bandanna hanging from his pocket, opened
one of the back exit doors for Lil Mike, Pasha, Globe and Stuy!!!
_________________________________
Observing, at least four people entering the club from a back door, one of the
security guys immediately approached them!
“The four of you are going to have to go back out and…..” That was as far as he
got.
Lil Mike hit him six times in the Chest, and stomach, with a .380 that had a
silencer attached.
The guard fell to the floor like a sack of potatoes!!!
“One down!” Globe said with a smile on his face, as he stepped over the wounded
security guard.
“Nice club!” Stuy commented, as the four of them made their way further into the
night club.
“Too bad, we bout to shut the bitch down!” Globe replied. No longer was there a
smile on his face. Instead, he reached into his Gucci bag and wrapped his right hand
around the handle of his .40 caliber automatic, anxious to catch a glimpse of Champaign.
Champaign entered the office, and was glad to see John Martin and his guest had
arrived.
“Glad you could make it!” He joked, giving John Martin some dap.
“I wouldn’t have missed it for the World!” John Martin replied smiling.
“No doubt.” Champaign nodded his head up and down.
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“By the way,” John Martin began, “I’d like for you to meet my cousin, Vincent
Junior.”
“It’s a pleasure!” Champaign said, shaking Vincent’s right hand.
“What the fuck!” Zo suddenly exclaimed loudly.
On one of the monitor screens, he noticed a small crowd gathered around
someone laying on the floor, by one of the rear doors!!!
Champaign was already on the walkie-talkie with Mike Raye!
“It definitely looks like someone is down!” He informed Mike Raye, “Alright,
just hit me right back if you need me!”
Zo kept the camera on the area.
“I see LiL Mike, and some of his folks are in the building!” Zo commented.
“Lil Mike!” Champaign, looked at the screen and couldn’t believe his eyes! He
knew his eyes weren’t playing tricks on him, as he watched Lil Mike whisper something
into Globe’s ear!
Immediately, he hit Mike Raye! However, this time, there was no response!!!
“We got trouble!” Champaign informed the three of them, then added, “And I
mean, big trouble!” It wasn’t so much that he was worried about Lil Mike or Globe, it
was more so the thousands of potential innocent by-standers…..
Next, he text J.T. and Precious, putting in his emergency code!!!
______________________________________

Mike Raye, spotted Lil Mike first!!!
Yet, he knew it would amount to total mayhem, if he engaged in battle right there
in the middle of the night club!
Thinking quickly, Mike Raye turned on his heels, ducked low and headed towards
the office……
__________________________________
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“We got here as fast we could! What’s going on?” J.T. was damn near out of
breath!
“Lil Mike and his folks are in the house!” Champaign informed him. Or rather
them.
Precious, Tina, Stephanie and J.T.’s eyes grew wide! Rah was in the dark.
“How do we engage in a war with all these folks up in here?” Tina asked.
“Will somebody please tell me what the fuck is going on?” Zo inquired.
Just then, Mike Raye and Nicole walked into the office.
“I already know!” Mike Raye spoke out, then said, “We have no choice but to
deal with the situation.”
He looked each of them in their eyes, then said, “Nicole, I want you to sit Zo and
Rah down, and give the two them the entire story. The rest of us have to get right.”
With that said, Nicole pulled Zo and Rah to a separate corner of the huge office,
while the rest of them strapped up.
Inside one of the floor panels, laid an impressive arsenal of weaponry! The floor
stash had everything from Desert Eagles to AK47’s!!!
“I think you should have your security people focus on the group of guys, whom I
spotted in red! While the rest of us, focus on Globe, Lil Mike and the Asian chick!”
Mike Raye liked Champaign’s thinking.
“That sounds like a good idea.” Mike Raye replied. “In fact, I’ll try to get security
to isolate Lil Mike and the crew, to one specific area of the club.”
“Hopefully, one of the rear exit doors!” John Martin suggested.
“I’m sorry you have to witness all this!” Champaign extended an apology to
Vincent Junior.
“It’s all good!” Vincent Junior replied with a smile on his face, then tapped J.T.
who was handing out the artillery, and said, “I’ll take a .45 automatic and two clips if you
have any on deck.”
Looking from Champaign to Precious with a grin on his face John Martin
informed the two of them, “It runs in the family!”
_______________________________
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Ten, of the club’s largest security guys approached the circle of Bloods, to inform
them that they couldn’t stand where they were standing. Without incident, the group of
Bloods moved towards one of the exit doors.
Meanwhile, another five security guys approached Lil Mike, Globe, Pasha and
Stuy!
Before the security guys could even voice their instructions, Lil Mike and Pasha
opened fire on all five of them!
Hearing what sounded like gunshots, the chaos and hysteria had officially
erupted!!!
The Bloods immediately began to square off with security!
Everything from guns-to-knives-to razor blades, were suddenly being brandished
or let off!!!
Partygoers began to stampede their way out of the front door, and any other door
that would open!
Making eye contact with one another, Lil Mike and Mike Raye exchanged
gunfire! Realizing his two .380’s weren’t no match for Mike Raye’s Desert Eagle, which
sounded like a cannon even over the music, Lil Mike made a dash for the front door! At
the same time, firing shots over his shoulder as he ran….
Champaign and Precious tried to corner Globe off, but apparently he’d slipped out
of one of the rear exit doors.
“Go out the right door, I’ll take the one next to it!” Precious yelled her
instructions.
Champaign was already heading for the right door, before she’d finished her
sentence!
The crowd was so thick, Tina had a hard time locating Pasha! The two of them
had exchanged gunfire, but after letting off only three shots, Pasha simply vanished into
the crowd!!!
“Where’d she go?” Stephanie crept up on Tina from behind.
“I don’t know, but I promise you, the bitch is not getting away!” With that said,
Tina made a dash for the front exit….
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____________________________________
“What the fuck!” Special Agent Murphy screamed out!!!
He couldn’t believe his eyes!
Hundreds of people were literally trampling over each other, trying to get out of
the night club! He hadn’t heard any gun shots, however, he knew from experience that
there was only one thing that caused such a panic! And it surely wasn’t a fist fight!
“I told you, we should’ve had some back up out here tonight!” Agent Keith
replied, shaking his head.
Looking over, at the rookie agent in the passenger’s seat, Special Agent Michael
Murphy wanted to slap him in the mouth! Instead, he angrily said, “Since the day hasn’t
arrived yet, where the Bureau pays me to take orders from you, how about you shut the
fuck up and keep an eye out for any signs of Lil Mike or Zo?”
With that said, they both picked up their binoculars…….
__________________________________

Realizing he had the drop on Champaign, Globe deliberately let the empty clip
fall to the ground as he cocked the .40 caliber back. Both, making a describable sound!
“Turn around too fast, I’ma shoot the shit out you!” Globe said in a calm but loud
enough voice, before adding, “Put both hands in the air where I can see them!”
Champaign complied, without speaking.
“Drop the pistol!” Globe ordered him.
Again, Champaign complied, without speaking.
“Now, turn your punk ass around!” Globe barked his order.
Instead of complying, Champaign spoke. “If you gonna shoot me, I suggest you
go ahead and do so! I will never give a ‘snitch’ the satisfaction of shooting me anywhere,
but, in the back!”
“Have it your way muh’fucker!” Globe barked, before letting off a shot…
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Champaign fell to the ground!!!
Globe walked up to him, and stood over his body.
“I said, turn your punk ass over!” Globe ordered, kicking Champaign in his side.
He had deliberately aimed for Champaign’s shoulder, now he had is pistol aimed at the
back of his head.
“How about you turn your snitch ass around?” Precious spoke from behind.
Opposed to turning completely around, Globe looked over his shoulder and nearly
shit his pants, seeing the barrel of a ‘Street Sweeper’ pointed directly at his back.
Dropping the .40 caliber to the ground and putting his hands in the air, Globe
pleaded for his life.
“Listen baby girl, I don’t know you and you don’t me! I came down here to settle
an old beef, between me and this nigga laying on the ground. I assure you, I don’t have a
problem with anyone else! I just want to handle my business, and get back to New York
the same way I came!”
“Turn around!” Precious ordered him.
Globe slowly turned to face her. In spite, of his present predicament, he was
nonetheless impressed by how beautiful she was!!!
“That nigga, on the ground, happens to be my husband!” Precious informed him,
then added, “Therefore, I couldn’t agree with you more! That old beef between the two of
you, definitely needs to be squashed. But, I hate to be the bearer of bad news!” She said,
cocking the 12 gauge shot gun.
“I’m sending you back to New York, just not the way you came!” With that said,
Precious pulled the trigger. The impact literally lifted Globe off his feet, throwing him at
least five feet back…..
____________________________________
Creeping low, between parked cars, Lil Mike tried to get a line of sight on
Mike Raye, who he knew followed him outside of the club.
Walking in a crouching position, Mike Raye peeped between each car, as he
searched the club’s parking lot! He knew Lil Mike hadn’t made it across Rivers Avenue.
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Spotting what appeared to be an infra-red beam, Lil Mike peeked over the hood of
the vehicle he’d been hiding behind.
Mike Raye vaguely spotted what appeared to be an ‘A’ symbol, for the Atlanta
Braves, on a green and yellow baseball cap.
“Lil dumb mother fucker should’ve known to lose the cap!” He said to himself,
slowly making his way towards it, Mike Raye switched off the beam.
Reaching the old school Lincoln, Mike Raye spoke out.
“I can come around the car and shoot you! Or, you can stand up and we shoot it
out, like they did in the old days?”
“Fuck you nigga!” Lil Mike replied, at the same time, squeezing off shots as he
stood up!
Mike Raye let off at least ten shots as well!
Both, of them were hit at least once!
Lil Mike continued to creep down low, as he proceeded to run!
Mike Raye stood up, and proceeded to chase him!
Out of no where, Pasha appeared, letting off four shots in rapid session!
Mike Raye fell to the ground! Actually, it felt as though the ground had met him
halfway!!!
Tina was by his side immediately!
“Baby, can you hear me?” Tina was in tears.
Producing his trademark smile, Mike Raye replied, “I caught one in the side, but I
think I’ll live!”
“Thank God!” Tina exclaimed looking towards the sky, before kissing him all
about the forehead, cheeks, and lips.
“If you really want to make Daddy happy, how about you run that trick down,
who shot me?” Mike Raye’s smiled began to fade.
Tina took off both her shoes, laid them beneath his head, and took off in Pasha’s
direction!
_________________________________
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John Martin, Vincent Junior, Rah and Zo were smart enough to put on gloves, as
they proceeded to help the bouncers deal with the Bloods, inside of the club!
___________________________________
“Hurry up!” Lil Mike ordered Pasha, who he knew wasn’t far behind him, as they
approached the Taco Bell.
Hearing police sirens, Lil Mike hopped on his Kawasaki ZX1200, and peeled out!
Turning, to informed Pasha, that they were going to cut through the old George
Legree projects, what he saw nearly caused him to crash!!!
Pasha, and her motorcycle, was on the ground!
Standing above her, he spotted Tina, holding what looked like a .9milimeter with
both hands!!!
___________________________________
Just as the entire North Charleston Police force proceeded to bum-rush club
Sparkle’s, as well as it’s parking lot, Precious pulled up beside Tina.
“Get in!” She yelled loudly.
Tina, deciding not to toss the pistol, climbed into the extended-cab Cadillac
Escalade!
Precious quickly pulled off, then said, “We have to get the both of them to a
doctor immediately!”
Prior to her comment, Tina hadn’t even noticed Champaign and Mike Raye laying
across the two back seats! Blood was every where!!!
“I know a private doctor, who Biggs had on his payroll! He lives up in St.
Matthews!” Tina informed her.
Precious Prayed she didn’t get stopped for speeding, as she made her way towards
I-26 West…..en route to St. Matthews!!!
Tina, not only Prayed he was home, but also that he’d remember her!!!
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____________________________________
“Arrest them all!” Special Agent Murphy instructed the officers, who’d
stampeded the night club.
The police proceeded to put the handcuffs on J.T., Rah, John Martin, Vincent
Junior, Stephanie, a number of the bouncers and gang members.
As for Zo, he had previously rushed to the office, to hide the guns in the stash!
Satisfied, the cops wouldn’t find them! He re-entered the main area of the club
with a smile on his face, in spite, of the 12 plus victims laying all about the club.
Locking eyes with Alonzo ‘Zo’ Simmons, Special Agent Murphy produced a
smile of his own, before instructing Agent Keith, “I want you to arrest him! Matter of
fact, you and I will be escorting him to jail in our vehicle!”
______________________________________
Less than eight hours after the arrest, Nicole, accompanied by Attorney Joseph F.
Sterling, posted bond for everyone!
The police had tested each of their hands for powder burns, and everyone came
back negative! All except for J.T.!!!
The Feds had pressured his Parole Officer to violate him immediately! Therefore,
J.T. was also the only one who couldn’t make bond!
Although, she couldn’t explain why, Stephanie was crushed!!!
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September 5th, 2009

THIRTEEN

Two months had passed, since the shoot-out at club Sparkle’s. However,
Columnist from the Post & Courier, as well as the streets, was still talking about it!
Out of the twenty three people, who were either stabbed or shot, four had been
reported fatal! The report had indicated, three males had been shot to death, and one
female had died as a result of being trampled on!
The club had been shut-down pending an investigation.
Zo was fortunate in that, he was able to not only get the guns out of the club, but
also dispose of the tape-recordings that had been captured by the security cameras!
Mike Raye had suffered a bullet wound to the side, as well as his right wrist. The
side wound, was basically only a flesh wound. However, he’d lost a lot of blood, and
ultimately decided to lay low in Columbia until things cooled down in Charleston.
As for Champaign, he suffered a bullet wound to his back right shoulder.
Whereas, both shells had gone clean through Mike Raye, the doctor had to
abstract the bullet from Champaign’s shoulder!
He and Precious, decided to lay low in Myrtle Beach for a while. Whereas,
Sparkle’s was shut down, the Player’s Paradise basically ran itself, so they were still
making money while the two of them pretty much vacationed!
Unfortunately, the News papers didn’t reveal the names of the three individuals,
who died in the club shootings, which left their identities a mystery to all.
Nevertheless, Nicole was certainly digging for information!
__________________________________
“Are you ready to talk yet?” Special Agent Murphy asked the patient, who laid
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cuffed to his hospital bed with tubes still running through his body.
“Why don’t y’all just leave me the fuck alone already?” Globe asked, as the tears
began to flow down the side of his face. At first, the doctors told him that he’d probably
never walk again, but he did regain feeling in his legs. However, the fact that, Precious
had blown away a significant portion of his side, meant he’d be wearing a shit-bag for
life!
“The only way we’re going to bring the person who shot you, to justice, is if you
cooperate with us?” Special Agent Murphy reiterated what he’d been saying to Globe
over the past weeks.
“Why do y’all need me? I’m sure that big ass club had security cameras all
around it!” Globe replied.
“Unfortunately, we couldn’t find the tapes.”
“How y’all let muh’fuckers beat y’all to the tapes?” Globe asked in disbelief,
before adding, “What kind of fucking FBI Agents are y’all?” He asked looking from
Special Agent Murphy to his fragile looking partner.
“Listen, our sources has already told us, that you have a long standing beef with
Kevin Champaign. If you help us bring him down, it will help our chances of bringing his
entire click down as well!” Special Agent Murphy informed him.
“I couldn’t help y’all if I wanted to!” Globe replied.
“Why is that?” The agent inquired, with a raised eyebrow.
“I had the drop on him!” Globe replied, now smiling. Then, his expression
changed from a smile to a frown, when he added, “Until his bitch came out of no where,
with that big ass shot gun in her hands!”
All certainly wasn’t lost, Special Agent Murphy thought to him self, with a smile
of his own on spreading across his face!
‘I need you to take your time and really think, before you answer my next
question,” Special Agent Murphy instructed him, before asking, “Can you identify the
woman who shot you?”
“It was dark, but I’m sure I’ll recognize that pretty muh’fucker!” Globe said with
his face screwed up, then added, “However, she better hope I never see that ass again!”
“Oh, if I have anything to do with it, you’ll definitely be seeing that pretty
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muh’fucker again! And, real soon too!” Special Agent Murphy wanted to say, but kept
his intentions to himself. He knew, a solid case against Tawana ‘Precious’ Champaign,
would be just as satisfying as convicting Champaign him self!
___________________________________
Lil Mike couldn’t believe how badly the situation was unfolding! He knew it
wouldn’t be an easy task to murder Mike Raye or Zo, however, it had proved a lot more

difficult then he had even imagined!
He too, had been shot in the club’s parking lot that night. However, the bullet had
only grazed his left arm!
As he paced the entire three bedroom house, which was located in the Sangaree
section of Summerville, Lil Mike couldn’t believe that Tasha and Pasha were both gone!
The two of them had literally given their lives, to assist him in his pursuit of
revenge! Yet, he still hadn’t so much as touched the source! Well, his hit-men had almost
succeeded in killing Zo, at the Center that time, but almost certainly didn’t count!
Consumed with rage, hate and disbelief, Lil Mike was now on the verge of
running up in Zo’s office building, and gunning him down in front of everyone!!!
“You can’t go out like that!” His conscious began to speak to him.
“You were on the right track, when your focus was on getting your money and

your weight ‘all the way’ up! The nigga with the money, and respect, inevitably
possesses the ‘power’ as well! A nigga like Zo, can send armies of killers at you, all-day
every-day, because he’s not going to let no person, place, or thing interfere with his cashflow or his reputation! Which is why, he will forever remain powerful! Whereas, you
touched your first Million and instead of multiplying, you lost your grip on the streets,
your workers, your spots, your blocks, etc. Meaning, you relinquished majority of your
‘power’ when you traded in your focus-for-revenge!” His conscious had spoken.
Lil Mike picked up his cell phone and dialed Money Rob……
__________________________________
“What do you mean you have to appear, in South Carolina for roll-
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call?” Vincent Martinelli asked his son.
Vincent Junior hadn’t told his father about the episode at
Sparkle’s, or his being arrested that night!
“It was all a big misunderstanding!” Vincent Jr, replied.
“A misunderstanding is being questioned, then released!
Not, having charges pending against you!” His father said, letting him know he was no
dummy.

“A big fight broke out at the club that night, and apparently

a couple of people got hurt.” Vincent Jr offered, leaving out the gun-play that had
erupted.

“Okay, so what did you have to do with all that?”

His father inquired.

“Nothing really, John Junior and I were basically

arrested for being in the wrong place at the wrong time!” Vincent Jr, said with a smile.
The smile had given him away, however, his father
wasn’t trying to hear, see or feel his son, or nephew, being prosecuted behind some
bullshit!

“Call John Junior and let him know, you and

I, are leaving tonight for South Carolina! I want to know exactly what the fuck is going
on!” With that said, his father Vincent ‘Vinny the Goon’ Martinelli picked up his phone.
“Tommy, what part of South Carolina do you reside
in?” He spoke into the phone, nodded his head, then said, “That’s what I thought! Look
for me to be there tomorrow!”
_______________________________________
August 7th, 2009
“Man, when is my Parole Officer coming down here to
extradite me back?” Globe asked his lawyer from his hospital bed.
The doctors had cleared him for release, but unfortunately,
he had a parole hold on him, for leaving the State of New York without his Parole
officer’s permission. It was a charge in which Globe knew was bullshit! The most he’d
do was six months, especially, considering he only had seven months remaining on his
parole!

“Actually, I have some bad news to deliver.” His lawyer
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began.

Globe simply stared at him.
“Shall I do the honors?” Special Agent Murphy asked as he

and Agent Keith entered the room.
“How the fuck do the two of you do your jobs, if you’re here
seemingly every damn day?” Globe clearly had an attitude.
“I guess you can say, you’re our favorite prisoner these days!”
Agent Keith remarked, which was rare being that he was usually the silent one.
“Favorite prisoner?” Globe asked, his anger quickly turning into
dismay.

“That’s what I said!” Special Agent Murphy reiterated,

with a huge smile on his face, before moving in closer to the bed. “Mr. Gerald ‘Globe’
Franklin, you are under arrest for Possession of a Firearm, which we found by your feet
with your finger-prints all over it, the night in which you were shot!”
Globe couldn’t believe his ears!
“I’m the fucking victim here!” Globe shouted, looking
from the agent to his Attorney.
The lawyer simply dropped his head.
“Excuse me, your charge is actually, a Convicted Felon in
Possession of a Firearm! Which means it’s a Federal Offense, which is punishable up to
Twenty years! Not to mention, we’re currently talking to witnesses, who I believe are
implicating you in other crimes committed on the night in question!” Special Agent
Murphy informed him.

“Y’all muh’fuckers try’na dirty South me for real!”

Globe shouted, looking from the Agents to his lawyer, then turning his attention back to
Special Agent Murphy.

“Call it what you want!” Special Agent Murphy’s

smile reappeared, before he added, “If you positively identify that pretty young lady who
shot you, I may be able to convince the Federal Prosecutor that the firearm wasn’t
yours!”

Looking the FBI Agent in his eyes, Globe shook his

head before dropping his eyes. When he looked back up, he asked, “I suppose you have a

photo that you’d like me to look at?”
With that said, Agent Keith stepped forward and
handed Globe the photograph!!!
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_______________________________
Giribaldi’s
restaurant, located in the Five Points section of Columbia S.C., is renowned for their
Italian Cuisine which made it the ideal spot, as far as John Martin concerned when he
placed the reservation for a party of eight.

“What a

pleasure to see you again!” Vincent Martinelli said with a smile, as he kissed the back of
Precious’s right hand.

“Thank you!

It’s a pleasure to see you again as well!” Precious smile graciously.

Before taking

their seats, John Martin proceeded to introduce everyone.

“Mike Raye,

Champaign, and Tina, I’d like for you all to meet my Uncle Vinny!”

Each

pf them exchanged hand shakes.

“I’d

like for you all to meet my childhood friend and business associate, Thomas Luciano.”
Uncle Vinny made the introduction.

Next,

they all sat down and proceeded to look over the menu.

“The

only Italian meal I’m use to eating is spaghetti!” Tina laughed, breaking the silence.
“Spaghetti is good.” Uncle Vinny replied with a nod, then said, “However, it’s one of my
least favorite dishes.”

“When

ever I have a taste for Italian, I usually dine at Carrabba’s!” Precious interceded, then
said, “I love their Pasta Weesie!”

“I like

Carrabba’s as well.” John Martin added.

Once

everyone was done placing their orders, Uncle Vinny looked across the table at John and
asked, “Okay, tell me what happened down here on the 4th of July?”

John

Martin proceeded to tell his uncle what all had transpired.

“So,

has anyone seen this Lil Mike character since?” Uncle Vinny inquired, looking around
the table.

“No”

Mike Raye answered, then said, “I think I have a line on him though.”

Uncle

Vinny nodded his head, looked over at Thomas Luciano, then returned his attention
towards Mike Raye.
“Shall I have some of my friends take care of your lil problem?” Uncle Vinny
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asked him.
“I confident I can handle it.” Mike Raye replied, then added, “Thank you for
offering though.”
“What about the club?” Uncle Vinny asked, looking from John Martin to
Champaign.
“There’s an investigation pending?” John Martin replied.
“I really think they’re trying to shut us down!” Champaign added.
Uncle Vinny and Thomas Luciano exchanged a look, then it was Thomas Luciano
who began to speak.
“Although, I do not have a relationship with the Mayor of North Charleston, I do
have one with a number of City Council folks. As well as a Congressman, who oversees
that district, who I will immediately reach out to regarding the club, as well as you alls
pending charges. I’m confident I’ll get satisfactory results, considering it was my
company in which supplied the cement to build the new Cooper River Bridge.” He
smiled.
All those at the table were speechless!
However, Uncle Vinny sat there with a smile on his face. Deciding not to reveal,
that Thomas ‘Tommy Boy’ Luciano worked for him! And that, Palmetto Contractors &
Cement was actually his company as well!!!
_________________________________
Considering everything that had transpired, as well as the fact that they’d cut their
honeymoon short, Nicole didn’t have too difficult a time convincing Zo that they needed
to take a vacation!
Arriving at Providenciales International Airport, Nicole couldn’t wait to begin her
vacation on the beautiful island of Turks and Caicos! Actually, they were staying at The
Tuscany Resort on Grace Bay.
Upon entering the foyer of their three bedroom villa, Nicole was immediately
blown away by how spacious it was! Not to mention, the huge private patio that
overlooked the magnificent tropical turquoise sea. The huge master bedroom came with a
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private patio as well!
“Not bad for Fifteen Hundred a night!” Zo had to admit, as he too inspected the
villa.
Although, a couple of months had passed since the incident at club Sparkle’s, Zo
still had trouble believing that Lil Mike was behind the deaths of so many of his closest
friends! Had he not seen Lil Mike in action, at the club, he would not have believed it!
Mainly, because Lil Mike had become like a little brother of his over the years!
Yet, Zo realized that Lil Mike’s anger and desire for revenge had to run deep, considering
he murdered J.B.!!!
Nevertheless, Zo promised himself that he’d deal with Lil Mike personally, before
he allowed him to harm him or another one of his loved ones!
“I don’t care anything about what all I stand to lose!” Zo had told himself.
Till this day, he felt justified for killing Dee and trying to kill Suge! The two of
them had violated him! Well, it was actually Biggs who’d murdered Dee, but
nonetheless, Zo didn’t feel remorse back then and he certainly didn’t feel any today!
He’d told himself.
“Fuck Lil Mike!” Zo had cursed, one night following the club episode, while he
and Nicole layed in bed.
Seeing how relaxed Zo appeared, as the two of them traveled the 12 miles of
beautiful beach, on horseback, brought a warm smile to Nicole’s face! She knew some
time away from the Port City was precisely what the doctor ordered, as far as her
husband was concerned.
Although, their vacation was only a two week get-away, Nicole prayed each night
that her uncle would have the situation taken care of by the time they returned!
“How about we go fishing tomorrow afternoon?” Nicole looked over at Zo and
suggested.
“I’m down for whatever!” Zo replied with a smile on his face. He had never been
horseback riding and was obviously getting the hang of it! Not to mention, enjoying the
ride!
“I’m glad you agreed to this trip.” Nicole added, then said, “Thank you!”
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“You don’t have to thank me!” Zo laughed and added, “I guess you can say this is

part two of our honeymoon!”
“I thought Las Vegas was supposed to be part two of our honeymoon?” Nicole
reminded him.
“You know I’m always down for Las Vegas!” Again, Zo laughed.
“In that case, when we get back to our villa, I’m calling our travel agent! I want
my time in Vegas!” Nicole informed him.
“Anything for my Queen!” Zo replied, then said, “Now show Daddy how much
horse-power you working with?” With that said, Zo’s horse took off in an sudden, yet,
awesome sprint.
Playing catch-up, Nicole’s mind was totally on keeping Zo away from Charleston
for as long as possible!!!
.
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THIRTEEN

Back in Charleston, Mike Raye and Champaign was determined to put an
end to the situation with Lil Mike.
“From what I hear, he’s rebuilding his team and reclaiming his blocks.”
Mike Raye informed Champaign, then added, “Yet, he’s moving like a ghost.”
Champaign nodded his head.
“That’s not to say, he can’t be gotten!” Mike Raye continued, “I think if I
can get next to one of his main folks, I can get next to him!”
“Do you have an idea which one of his main men we need to target?”
Champaign inquired.
“I’m still doing my homework. I’m not about to let him slip through next
time, I promise you that!” Mike Raye spoke adamantly.
“I have an idea, as far as the nigga Globe is concerned!” Champaign said.
“Didn’t the Feds take him into custody?” Mike Raye asked.
“Yeah, I hear they have him at the Georgetown County Jail.”
“How much does he actually know about you?” Mike Raye inquired.
“I’m not worried about dude!” Champaign replied, then said, “I just have
to sit down with Stephanie, to put my plan in motion.”
Mike Raye didn’t ask him to elaborate. He knew, from his prison days,
that Champaign was not only a strategic cat, but also effective.
“Do what you gotta do. I got Lil Mike!” Mike Raye stood up, and gave
him a quick hug before exiting ‘By Faith’ Soul Food restaurant.
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__________________________________
“Did you hear anything from Nicole?” Stephanie inquired, as she and
Precious exchanged hugs before taking their seats.
“Yes. She called me yesterday, to inform me that she and Zo had landed
safely in Las Vegas!” Precious smiled.
“Las Vegas?” Stephanie was clearly surprised. She knew about
Turks and Caicos, but an extended trip to Las Vegas was certainly news to her.
“Yes, Las Vegas!” Precious reiterated, then added, “I believe their
intentions were to conclude their honeymoon in Las Vegas.”
“I see!” Stephanie replied smiling.
“She and Zo definitely deserve it! I couldn’t imagine having to
abruptly end my honeymoon, as a result of the deaths of two friends!” Precious shook her
head.

“I know right.” Stephanie replied shaking her head as well.
“Do you ladies know what you’ll want to drink?” Their waitress

appeared and asked.
“I’ll have a sweet tea.” Stephanie placed her drink order.
“I’ll just have a glass of ice water.” Precious replied.
“Coming right up!” The waitress said with a pleasant smile before
walking off.

“She probably thinking, this is happy hour and we sitting here

ordering tea and water!” Precious laughed, as she looked around the crowded Noisy
Oyster restaurant.

“I know right!” Stephanie laughed as well before asking, “So, what

is it that you needed to discuss? I detected a sense of urgency in your voice when you
called me this morning.” Stephanie was looking Precious in her eyes.
“Actually, I had a long and detailed discussion with my husband last night. At
which time, he asked me to have a detailed discussion with you.”
Still looking her girlfriend in the eyes, Stephanie spoke, “I’m listening?”
____________________________________
The Charleston County Detention Center, was located on Leeds Avenue and
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although she had drove pass the place at least a million times, Stephanie had never
envisioned herself stepping foot inside the jail!
“Wow! I never knew so many women worked here!” Stephanie said to the
Corrections Officer who was processing her.
“We make up almost sixty five percent of the staff here!” The Officer replied,
without taking her eyes off the paperwork in which she was filling out. “Here’s your
identification back.” The Officer handed Stephanie her driver’s license back.
“Thank you.” Stephanie replied with a smile.
“Your first time?” The Officer asked.
“Excuse me?” Stephanie asked.
“Is this your first time visiting this place?”
“Yes.” Stephanie replied, then added, “Probably my last!”
“I know that’s right! I swear I can’t understand how so many women do it!” The
Officer replied shaking her head, before adding, “If my husband, boy friend or brother
ever put themselves here they could forget about any support from me!”
“I don’t know about that! Doesn’t marriage say, for better or worst?” Stephanie
posed the question.
“To my understanding, worst means my husband and I standing side by side
combating hard times and struggles! Not, him committing crimes and doing time while
I’m left to not only fend for myself and possibly a family, but also provide for him in jail!
Not I!” The Officer said with an attitude. It actually appeared as if she was speaking from
experience! Stephanie thought.
“You can take booth number two, he should be entering shortly.” The Officer
informed Stephanie.
Sitting inside the small booth, Stephanie was glad that she wasn’t claustrophobic!
Thankfully, J.T. didn’t take long!
“Well, to what do I owe such a pleasure?” J.T. asked with a smile on his face.
Stephanie was pleased to see that, in spite of his predicament, J.T. was good
spirits.
”That’s how you greet me?” She asked, smiling as well.
“How are you doing, my love?” J.T. asked.
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“Is that really who I am?” Stephanie blushed.
“If that’s who you want to be?” J.T. answered her question with a question.
“So, how are they treating you in here?” Stephanie asked changing the subject.
”I guess they treat me like everyone else back here!” J.T. replied with a shrug,
then said, “I don’t pay these folks no mind and vice versa.”
Stephanie nodded her understanding.
“Do they feed you well in here?”
“Yeah right!” J.T. replied and then laughed.
“So what do you eat?” Stephanie asked. She’d been under the impression that
inmates ate really well in jail and prison, especially seeing how healthy most of them
appear upon their release.
“I get up for breakfast every morning, but I rarely eat lunch or dinner.”
“Why is that?” Stephanie inquired.
“Because it usually resembles some mixed up slop!” J.T. laughed, shook his head,
then said, “I seriously doubt, the cooks here can even tell you what they’re feeding us!”
“Wow!” Stephanie said, genuinely feeling sorry for J.T. “I wish I could’ve
brought you a home cooked meal!”
“I wish you could have too!” J.T. laughed, then becoming serious he said, “The
snacks I buy off the canteen basically gets me through the day and night.”
“So that means I can leave you some money?” She asked.
“Girl please!” Again, J.T. laughed then said, “I have so much money on my books
its ridiculous!”
“It’s hard to tell you’re surviving off snacks alone.” Stephanie commented. She
couldn’t deny that he was looking really good and healthy.
“Thank you.” J.T. smiled, then asked, “Are we going to stop with the back and
forth flirting, and really explore whether you and I can be something more than friends?”
“We’ll see.” Stephanie replied with a smile.
“So, are you here because you miss me? Or, is there something wrong?” J.T.
hoped it wasn’t the latter.
“Honestly, I do miss you J.T.” Stephanie confessed, then said, “However,
Champaign asked that I come sit down with you.” She revealed.
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Watching her closely, all traces of a smile had vanished when he spoke.
“I’m listening?”
_________________________________
Walking arm in arm, as the two of them strolled the Battery, Tina looked into the
sky and without turning to face Mike Raye she said, “Besides it being a full Moon, do
you see how many Stars are out tonight?”
“I see.” Mike Raye replied, looking towards the sky.
“For it to be a November night, it’s pretty nice out here!” She added.
“Yeah, the temperature is quite nice.” He agreed.
Although, they’d both experienced their share of relationships, neither of them
could ever recall enjoying simple things with their mates. Things such as, taking walks
arm in arm or holding hands!
“It also feels nice to be out with you like this.” Tina said with a smile.
“The feeling is mutual,” Mike Raye admitted and then said, “Once all this drama
comes to an end, you and I really need to take a vacation as well!”
“Sounds good to me!” Tina laughed even though she was serious.
Mike Raye honestly enjoyed every moment in which two of them spent together.
He knew that Tina was certainly a rare breed, because he knew a number of women who
had been through far less than what she had experienced over the years. Yet, Tina not
only triumphed over her trials and tribulations, through it all she maintained an obvious
vulnerability and innocence about herself. An observation, in spite of her strengths, that
made a man feel compelled to protect her! Which was why he now understood exactly

why Biggs had done, all in which he’d did for her, prior to his death!
“In fact, I’ll let you plan it while I deal with this Lil Mike situation.” Mike Raye
suggested.
“We will deal with the Lil Mike situation, then we will plan our vacation
together!” Tina corrected him.
The two of them had stopped walking and was now looking out into the water.
“You wouldn’t think how much kill or be killed goes on beneath the sea, on a
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every second basis, just by looking at the water.” Mike Raye commented. He had always
been impressed by animal life, nature and things like marine biology. Topics in which he
spent years studying, especially while in prison.
“I know it looks so peaceful out there!” Tina replied in agreement.
“The difference between animals, fish, and humans, is they both kill to survive
and feed their off-springs whereas people usually do it over some of the most irrelevant
shit!” He shook his head. In fact, he couldn’t believe how Lil Mike was taking his desire
for revenge to the extent in which he was? Especially, knowing how foul his older
brother and Suge had been living!
However, if Lil Mike wanted to lose his life in the process, that was totally
up to him! Because Mike Raye had literally vowed before God, that he would sacrifice
his own life before he’d allow Lil Mike to harm another one of his folks!!!
“Do you ever envision yourself living somewhere really far away from
here? I mean, where crime and police harassment barely exist?” Tina asked, leaning her
head against his shoulder.
“It’s funny you ask that,” Mike Raye smiled, then continued, “I was
recently wondering, what it would be like to reside on one of those Caribbean islands?”
“I’m not sure I’d want to move that far out!” Tina laughed then said, “I
was thinking more like a low-crime Suburban town, though not too far outside of a major
City!”
“I guess it true what they say,” Mike Raye began, “You can take a girl out of the
City, but you cannot take the City totally out of her!” He laughed.
“You got that right!” Tina laughed as well.
“If I decided not to move, outside of the United States, my next option would
probably be somewhere in the mountains of North Carolina.” Mike Raye revealed.
“I happen to know from experience, that some of the nicest restaurants, night
clubs, and clothing stores are located in Charlotte!” Tina replied with a smile.
“We’ll see.” Mike Raye replied nodding his head and then said, “However, I’m
not even considering leaving the Port until Lil Mike is taken care of!”
Tina remained silent. Yet, she totally agreed.
“I need you to utilize your resources, throughout the City, to gather as much
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information as possible on a cat named Money Rob?” Mike Raye instructed her, as they
continued to stare out at the ocean.
“Why are you interested in him?” Tina asked somewhat dismayed.
“Do you know him?” Mike Raye inquired.
“Who doesn’t?” Tina asked and then said, “He’s a very flamboyant dude, have a
number of children throughout the City, and have tried to holla at me countless times
over the years!” She laughed, then added, “I like thugs, not pretty boys who have been
known to have be taken advantage of in these streets!”
“I’m not a thug!” Mike Raye corrected her with a smile on his face.
“Whatever!” Tina laughed before commenting, “I like thugs, but I can see myself

loving you!”
“And, why is that?” He asked.
“Because everything about you reveals that you’re what I would call a thug’s
thug!” Tina said before producing a huge smile.
“Actually, I don’t know if I should say thank you? Or, feel ashamed of myself?”
“Whatever!” Tina’s smile was still in place. Looking him in the eyes, she brought
her lips up to meet his and they exchanged a passionate kiss.
“I think the potential is definitely there for me to love you as well.” Mike Raye
said with a smile, as they continued to look into each others eyes.
“You’re not telling me anything that I don’t already know, Mr. Raye!” Tina
replied confidently.
“Anyway,” Mike Raye shook his head, smiled, the asked, “On another note, how
soon do you think it’ll be before you can get me a sufficient line, on this Money Rob
character?”
“Not long at all!” Tina replied.
“The sooner the better.” Mike Raye emphasized.
“I have a question for you?” She said, still looking up into his eyes.
“Let me hear it?” He replied, returning her stare.
“If or when we make that move, will an engagement ring come with it?”
“We’ll see!” Mike Raye smiled, then brought his mouth back down to meet hers.
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______________________________

“You’re not going to believe the good news I have for you!” FBI Agent Keith
walked into his supervisor’s office with a huge grin on his face.
Removing his reading glasses, Special Agent Murphy used both hands to rub his
eyes. Then, looking up from the paperwork in front of him, he commented.
“Mark, the way things have been going around here, I can certainly use some
good news!” Special Agent Murphy replied, referring to the Agent by his first name.
“The difficulty you’ve been having, over the years, to break someone on Alonzo
Simmons’s has officially come to an end!” Agent Keith was still wearing a smile as he
said it.
“What are you talking about?” Special Agent Murphy asked, now leaning back in
his chair.
“I just left the Charleston County Detention Center.” Agent Keith informed him.
Special Agent Murphy simply watched him in silence.
“I decided not to previously inform you, because I wanted to be sure that we
weren’t dealing with some kind of hoax.” The Agent explained, then added, “Apparently,
having gotten a taste of the good life, since his release, Johnny ‘JT’ Smith isn’t ready or
willing to go back to prison!”
“You gotta be kidding me?” Special Agent Murphy replied in disbelief.
“I kid you not!” Agent Keith assured his boss, before informing him, “He and I
had a two hour conversation. During which, he revealed some pretty damaging
information in regards to Alonzo Simmons, Kevin Champaign and Mike Raye! Not to
mention, he’s even willing to wear a wire if we can arrange for his release?”
Special Agent Murphy stood up from his seat, walked from behind his desk and
began to pace his office. Silently giving thought to what Agent Keith had revealed, at the
same time strategizing how he’d capitalize off such a golden opportunity.
Looking down at the carpeted floor as he continued to pace the room, Special
Agent Murphy suddenly began to speak.
“Getting JT released from the County Jail will be a piece of cake. However, I
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think we need to take full advantage of this opportunity.”
“How so? Although, I fully agree.” Agent Keith asked then commented.
“I’ve been informed by our New York office, that they’ve been building a strong
case against Globe over the years. Actually, some of his alleged crimes may even land
him a death sentence.” Special Agent Murphy shook his head.
“Does the fact that, he’s willing to testify against Tawanna Polite in any way
change his situation in New York? I mean, he is technically a Government informant
now.” Agent Keith inquired.
Looking the Agent in his eyes, Special Agent Murphy replied, “Actually, there’s a
difference between a Government informant and a Government’s witness.”
“So, Globe is basically nothing more than a witness in a Government’s case, is
what you’re saying?” Agent Keith was getting the picture.
Special Agent Murphy nodded his head. Producing a smile, he continued.
“We’re not going to afford Globe any protection from our end, in regards to his
inevitable indictment up in New York. As far as I’m concerned, Globe, Zo, Champaign,
JT, Mike Raye, and their female associates should all be strapped to the electric chair!”
Agent Keith remained silent.
“In fact, what we’re going to do is help our folks in New York strengthen their
case against this Globe character.” Special Agent Murphy informed him with a smile on
his face.
“How are we going to achieve that?” Agent Keith asked. Yet, not certain that he
even wanted to know! Let alone, play a part!
“By utilizing your most recent informant.” Special Agent Murphy replied,
referring to JT.
“Oh, now he’s ‘my’ informant!” Agent Keith wanted to say, but knew better not
to. Instead, he asked, “Can you be more specific?”
“Opposed to working out an immediate release, I say we put the wire on our boy
JT and move him from Charleston County up to Georgetown County.”
“I suppose you’re going to have him placed in the very same housing unit as
Globe?” Agent Keith got the picture. At the same time, hoping his boss clearly heard
when he’d emphasized the word you’re? Whereas, the scheme was genius, Agent Keith
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still didn’t want his name attached to it!!!
____________________________________
“I met with Stephanie today and she told me that, JT had that sit-down with those
folks already.” Precious informed Champaign, as the two of them inspected the work in
which the carpenters had recently completed inside of club Sparkle’s, which was no
longer closed to the public or pending investigation.
“That’s what’s up!” Champaign replied satisfied.
“I just hope they go for it!” Precious remarked.
“They will.”
“Do you honestly think they will place him in the same jail with another one of
their informants?” Precious was clearly doubtful.
“They will.”
Seeing how confident her husband appeared, not to mention more focused on the
work that had been done, began to piss her off!
“How can you be so sure? Or, act or nonchalant about such a serious situation?”
Once he was done inspecting the last of the four bars, thoroughly satisfied with
the crews work, Champaign turned his attention to Precious.
“Listen,” He began, “I’ve never done a federal bid, but since the age of Sixteen
I’ve been challenging the police, Court system and even basically the Law. If there’s one
thing I’ve unequivocally learned throughout those battles is that, none of the above, give
a damn about a nigga! That nigga can be a so-called upstanding Citizen or an informant
for the Government! They can care-less!”
Silence filled the huge empty club.
Breaking the silence, Champaign added, “I’m confident they’re gonna put JT and
Glove together. They’re going to use the both of them until they have no more use for
them. Then, they’ll feed them to the wolves.”
Precious simply shook her head.
Nevertheless, she silently prayed that if things didn’t go smoothly, at least let
them go according to plan!!!
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